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Preface 
The present thesis deals with the development of a computer based visual aid for 
speech training, particularly aimed at teaching speech to deaf children. Basically, 
a visual aid transforms acoustic and/or articulatory patterns of the child's speech 
so that they become visible in a reduced and interpretable form, suitable for 
teaching various basic aspects of speech. 
The history of developing visual aids is a long and chequered one, with many 
and effortful attempts to build such systems. However, only a few of these aids 
have actually been incorporated in the practice of speech training, and they 
showed only limited efficacy as a means for acquiring speech and for improving 
speech intelligibility. This limited success is mainly caused by difficulties in 
solving technological problems and by an inadequate or incomplete definition of 
the requirements that form the basis of the design and construction of a visual 
aid, covering different fields of expertise. 
Recent developments in computer technology have opened new perspectives 
for the development of more advanced visual aids. As a result, researchers from 
several institutes around the world have undertaken renewed attempts to 
construct effective speech teaching systems. The system described in this thesis, 
named the Visual Speech Apparatus, is one of these new generation and state-of-
the-art visual aids. The system has been designed and constructed by an 
interdisciplinary team of workers from the "Nijmegen Institute for Cognition and 
Information" (NICI) at the University of Nijmegen, and the "Instituut voor 
Doven" (IvD) at Sint Michielsgestel. 
The Visual Speech Appafatus is described in 7 chapters, organized in 3 parts. 
The three parts roughly correspond to the main tasks that had to be performed in 
the course of the project Part I, comprising three chapters, deals with the 
conceptual, design-technical, and functional aspects of the system, respectively. 
Part II, also comprising three chapters, describes three (real-time) algorithms 
that were developed to extract three important aspects of speech: voice quality, 
pitch (voice fundamental frequency) and vowel and consonant identity. These 
algorithms were incorporated in the VSA. Part ΠΙ, finally, consisting of one 
chapter, reports a rather large-scale evaluation of the system in the practice of 
speech training to young, severely hearing-impaired children. 

PARTI 
Description of the 
Visual Speech Apparatus 

Chapter 1 
Theoretical, technical, and practical considerations 
in constructing a visual aid for speech training 
Abstract 
This chapter presents theoretical, technical, and practical considerations underlying 
the design and construction of a visual aid for speech training of the hearing-
impaired. The development of such a system presupposes the coherent solution of 
problems in various fields of research and technology. These problems concern 
aspects related to phonetics, automatic speech recognition, speech perception and 
production, learning theory, didactics, ergonomics, system development, and 
computer programming. A systematic survey of these areas led to the formulation 
of a set of principles and requirements that has guided the construction of the 
Visual Speech Apparatus. 
1. Introduction 
Speech is an important carrier of language and a major medium to express 
thought and emotion. It provides the individual with a most effective means of 
communication in various types of social interaction. Although people usually 
take their speech for granted, its importance becomes evident when speech loses 
its functionality. This happens, for instance, when we listen to a foreign 
language that we do not understand. Missing knowledge about the language 
makes the heard speech incomprehensible and only leaves an impression of 
utterances consisting of extremely complicated series of sounds. Furthermore, the 
inability to speak fluently stresses the importance of speech from the speaker's 
point of view. Disrupted or disfluent speech resulting from stuttering, aphasia, or 
dysarthria, is usually viewed as abnormal speech. This may seriously affect a 
person's social functioning, possibly causing severe psychological problems that 
may even lead to social isolation. As illustrated by these examples, speech is 
strongly related to both language and articulatory skills. Notwithstanding the 
large motor complexity involved in the act of speaking, requiring the control and 
coordinated activation of more than 100 muscles (Lenneberg, 1967), each normal 
child leams to speak. By hearing the speech of others the child naturally 
develops language and speech, and is able to produce speech reasonably well at 
the age of 3 or 4 years. 
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A different situation applies to deaf and hearing-impaired people. Here, the 
natural process of speech and language development is severely blocked due to 
the partial or total absence of auditory feedback. One way to overcome this 
problem is by using communicative substitutes for speech, such as signs (e.g. 
American Sign Language; see Fant, 1973; Bellugi & Klima, 1978), finger-
spelling (e.g. Rochester method; see Castle, 1974; Akamatsu, 1982), or cued 
speech (Comett, 1967). For an overview of these so-called manual education 
methods, see Schlesinger and Namir (1978). Another approach, the oral method, 
emphasizes the importance of acquiring both passive and active speech in deaf 
children. Educators using the oral method start with an early intervention in the 
development of speech perception and production, supported by speech training, 
optimal exploitation of residual hearing, speechreading, and written language 
(e.g. Calvert & Silverman, 1975; Ewing & Ewing, 1964; Ling, 1976; Van Udcn, 
1974). An intermediary position is taken by the Total Communication view and 
by the bilingual method. These approaches advocate the simultaneous use of oral 
and manual language in the education of the deaf (see also O'Rouke, 1972; 
Tervoort & Van der Lem, 1981). Discussion of the relative merits of 
communication by signs or by speech is beyond the scope of this thesis. It is 
clear, however, that the importance of speech acquisition has been recognized in 
all educational methods for the deaf aiming at the integration of the hearing-
impaired person in the larger social community with normal hearing. 
The main question addressed in this thesis is how hearing-impaired children 
can be supported in their efforts to grasp and leam the basic aspects of speech 
by providing them with visually encoded information about their produced 
speech. The basic idea behind the development of sensory aids for speech 
training has been to compensate the missing auditory perception by supplying 
speech information in another sensory modality. There has been (and still is) 
much interest in sensory aids for severely hearing-impaired persons, shown by 
the considerable effort spent by researchers from various fields to develop such 
systems. The most important developments in this area during the last decades 
have been reviewed by Bernstein, Goldstein, and Mashie (1988), Bernstein 
(1989), Breages and Houde (1982), Fletcher (1982), Levitt and Nye (1971), 
Lippman (1982), Pickett (1972), Strong (1975), and Watson and Kewley-Port 
(1989). Unfortunately, most attempts to construct effective sensory substitutes for 
speech have not been very successful. With respect to visual aids for speech 
training this lack of success is caused by the inability to meet one or more of the 
basic rules for the design of a practical aid, already proposed by Hudgins (1935): 
"(1) The visual pattern must be simple and clear-cut so that the deaf child will 
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have no difficulty in understanding it; (2) the apparatus must present the visual 
patterns while speaking; (3) the apparatus which presents these visual patterns 
must be easy to operate and adaptable to use in the classroom". These three rules 
address the three main aspects that must be considered in the design and 
construction of a visual aid for speech training. They concern the theoretical, 
technical, and practical aspects of a visual aid. 
In the following sections of this chapter these three aspects will be considered 
from various viewpoints related to different fields of knowledge and expertise. 
Based on these considerations we shall formulate a series of design principles 
and requirements which will be highlighted in shaded boxes throughout the 
chapter. First, some issues concerning the development and the acquisition of 
speech are discussed and a model for representing speech in the visual domain is 
proposed. Second, the structure of a visual aid for speech training is described. 
Third, the technical implementation of such a system will be discussed. Finally, 
we go into various issues related to the incorporation of a speech training aid in 
speech education. 
2. Theoretical considerations 
This section deals with two main aspects of speech, viz. development and 
production of speech. Observing the process of speech development in the 
normal hearing child is important for defining proper teaching targets in a speech 
training situation and for deciding on the type of feedback one should present to 
a deaf pupil. Considering the motor process involved in speech production and 
the way speech may be represented internally is necessary to obtain a 
specification of an adequate substitute model for speech. In discussing both 
aspects, in the following two sections, we will be mainly concerned with their 
applicative implications for constructing a visual aid for speech training. A 
general theoretical framework describing various processes involved in speech 
production is proposed by Levelt (1989). 
2.1. The development and acquisition of speech 
Speech development goes through different maiurational and acquisitive 
stages. The early stages are characterized by prelinguistic vocalizations. In the 
first months of life, an infant involuntarily produces sounds when experiencing 
distress or comfort. This stage may be seen as important for exploring the 
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and voicing, preparing for later stages of speech development. At the age of 
about 6 months the infant gives evidence of the first voluntary vocalisations, 
known as babbling. Babbling seems to be innate: even deaf babies babble, be it 
that this babbling gradually decreases and becomes extinct unless special 
attention is given to it, for example, by giving the deaf child external 
reinforcement. Through babbling the hearing infant acquires voice-onset control 
and learns to discriminate, for instance, between [ba-pa] and [ba-ga] productions 
(Miller, 1981). This preliminary articulation is largely accompanied by gestural 
communication. The infant starts to leam how it can vary pitch, loudness, and 
duration of sounds. These basic skills are developed by the child's own attempts 
to imitate intonation contours that occur in the surrounding speech. Between the 
ages of 10 and 15 months, the first words appear, like "dada" and "mama". 
During this stage, however, the majority of vocalisations do not serve a 
communicative goal but are produced as play. Vocal play provides the infant 
with an opportunity to discover acoustic consequences of its own vocal actions. 
This is also manifest in the variety of sounds the child produces during the first 
year, a variety which is far greater than needed in adult speech. In the second 
year the child learns to coordinate articulatory movements and true language 
begins to develop. With a progress in cognitive and conceptual development, 
linguistic meaning becomes more and more associated with the utterances. 
Gestures will gradually diminish and vocalization will take a dominant position 
in communication. At the age of 15 to 18 months, two-word utterances start to 
arise. As competence in semantics and linguistics grows, the average sentence 
length increases and words become organized in accordance with the 
morphologic and syntactic rules of the mother language. Normally, at the age of 
3 or 4 years, basic speech is largely developed and fluent speech is reasonably 
well established. 
It should be noted that the special capacity for learning speech by the hearing 
child heavily depends on his/her ability of hearing. For that reason our objective 
is not to adopt the "natural" way of speech learning as the basis for speech 
training to hearing-impaired children who generally lack any form of auditory 
input. Rather we think of speech as a complex motor skill that can be taught and 
learned by using an analytic method (see also Povel, 1987; Povel & Arends, 
1991). In this view, speech is analyzed into several subskills or components that 
can be separately trained and subsequently integrated. To a certain extent, such a 
stepwise acquisition of subskills is also to be observed in the natural 
development of speech (Fourcin, 1978; Koopmans & Van der Stelt, 1986; 
tpvHt. 19Я9: Stark 1QR4Ì 
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From this brief overview we may infer that basic subskills of speech are 
related to voicing, pitch, loudness, and timbre, and that they are roughly 
acquired in that order. We may also assume that speech development follows 
three global stages: (1) by freely exploring the speech dimensions; (2) by 
gradually gaining control over each of these dimensions and combinations of 
them; and (3) by acquiring more and more complex speech, produced at the 
level of automaticity. These observations lead to the first two principles: 
1. Speech dimensions. Based, on the view that speech can be divided 
into a number of functionally independent subskills, the constituents 
of speech that can and must be trained, using different timing 
patterns, are: voicing, pitch, loudness, and timbre. 
2. Teaching targets. As may be inferred from normal development of 
speech, the following teaching targets should be selected for speech 
training: 
(a) acquire an understanding of each of the relevant speech 
dimensions; 
(b) acquire basic control over each relevant speech dimension; 
(c) learn to produce isolated sounds by combining speech 
dimensions with sub-targets specified at both segmental and 
suprasegmental levels; 
(d) learn to produce series of sounds using different time patterns, 
first on a phonetic basis and later on a phonological basis. 
The hearing-im pai red child who lacks sufficient residual hearing will not 
develop speech unless the educator intervenes. Speech training to the deaf has, in 
general, yielded poor levels of speech achievement, as may be concluded from 
studies reporting low overall levels of intelligibility of speech produced by deaf 
persons, ranging from 20 to 30% correct word identification rates (e.g. Markides, 
1970; Nober, 1967; Stark, 1979; Maassen & Povel, 1985). One of the reasons 
for this limited success may be found in the inherent restrictions of the method 
of teaching speech to the hearing-impaired. This method is usually based on a 
process-oriented approach in which the deaf child is instructed about how to use 
the articulators to generate different speech sounds. Povel and Arends (1991) 
have argued that such an approach is limited in three ways: (1) it cannot give a 
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the majority of the structures involved, the feedback loop essential for learning is 
obstructed; and (3) there is no one-to-one relationship between articulatory 
position and the resulting speech sound: different articulatory configurations can 
result in the same speech sound. A possible solution to this problem might be 
found by observing the principles of normal speech acquisition. 
Speech acquisition in the hearing child is primarily based on matching his 
own acoustic product with an externally and auditory defined norm: the speech 
of other people in its environment. Following a product-oriented approach the 
child learns how to articulate a speech sound by comparing its own speech 
utterances with the intended sound patterns. In this learning process the child's 
attention is directed to acoustic results more than to the articulatory processes 
involved. Normally, a child is unaware of the position of his speech organs and 
his articulatory movements when achieving a sound production. That is, 
articulation proceeds "automatically", while the speech output is monitored by 
using appropriate sources of feedback (i.e., auditory, tactile, and kinaesthetic). 
Only under certain circumstances, like distorted feedback (e.g. delayed auditory 
feedback), is attention directed to speech movements. Similarly, attempts to gain 
conscious awareness of speech motor processes may adversely affect 
performance, which may result in speech disruptions. This is probably due to 
interference with automatized and continuous speech, as was also postulated in 
the case of stuttering (Arends, Povel, & Kolk, 1988). 
Based on these considerations there are strong arguments for providing a 
hearing-impaired child with objective product information about his/her 
utterances. Moreover, a substitute model must be presented to the hearing-
impaired child to replace the auditory space as effectively as possible, using a 
representation in which the speech targets to be attained can be specified. 
With respect to the design of a speech training aid, the following two 
principles can be added to the list: 
3. Substitute model for speech. Provide the deaf pupil with a speech 
model in which targets can be defined in terms Of highly specific 
speech productions, and which enables comparison of the speech 
output with the target. 
4. Type of information. Provide the deaf pupil with objective 
information about his/her own attempts to produce speech by using 
product-oriented feedback» 
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2.2. Speech production and motor planning 
Another aspect, essential in understanding the speech production processes, 
concerns the internal representation of speech and the planning (programming) 
and execution of the motor action. Although in normal speech auditory and 
orosensory feedback can be used for background monitoring in normal speech, it 
cannot immediately control articulatory motor execution for the simple reason 
that our sensory-motor system is too slow (Liberman, Cooper, Shankweiler, & 
Studdert-Kennedy, 1967; McNeill & Repp, 1973). It has therefore been 
suggested, based on the theoretical work of Lashley (1951), that the activity in 
producing speech must be preplanned before initiation (also known as 
feedforward). Thus, speech production must be viewed as an open loop system 
which starts with the specification of a series of targets to be employed in 
speech programming, which is subsequently carried out as a set of muscle 
commands (Keele, 1982). Most researchers consider phonemes to be the smallest 
meaningful acoustic units (targets) which are somehow encoded in memory. 
Regarding the nature of these encodings, suggestions have been made for an 
internal spatial representation of the oral area (MacNeilage, 1970) as well as for 
an auditory perceptual space (Ladefoged, DeClerck, Lindau, & Papcun, 1972; 
Nooteboom, 1970). It is true that tactile and kinaesthetic sensations provided by 
various sensory receptors in the mouth allow the active exploration of the oral 
area, which may ultimately lead to an appropriate internal representation. 
However, from a conceptual point of view it seems attractive to hypothesize that 
the motor programming of speech is guided by auditory targets. Intuitively, this 
view is supported by introspectively observing the way we formulate our own 
thoughts, which may give the impression that we listen to "internally" generated 
speech. If we accept an auditory theory of speech production, the question still 
remains how deaf children represent their speech. The deaf child must grasp 
speech mainly by visual, tactile, and kinaesthetic means. This implies that 
conceptualization of speech by the deaf child must be developed within these 
sense modalities. Although under normal conditions the information provided by 
these senses are not adequate or at best incomplete for speech development 
(Fletcher, 1983), we believe that a visual aid has the best chances for improving 
the internal representation of speech for the following reasons. Firstly, it allows 
for the definition of a multi-dimensional substitute model for speech in which 
selected targets can be represented uniquely (see also Section 4.2). Secondly, the 
visual domain is extremely well suited for displaying both discrete (categorized) 
speech products and continuous product information. Thirdly, a visual display 
can hold spoken information by showing a trace of the utterance. The latter two 
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features may appear to be of great help to the child in his/her attempts to grasp 
the basic aspects of speech and to build an internal visual representation of 
speech. Fourthly, visually represented speech still leaves open a further 
integration with a model of orosensory represented speech. In fact, such an 
integration should be encouraged in order to prevent continuous and exclusive 
attention to visual displays. Finally, visual reinforcement, essential in the 
learning process, can be given both intrinsically (the child performs a visually 
defined task correctly) and cxtrinsically (by means of additional rewards). 
If sensory-motor patterns can be generated on the basis of a visual 
representation of speech, their perceived results must permit immediate 
monitoring and adjustment of the articulators. Therefore, a decisive and constant 
criterion must be that visual feedback of speech is presented on an on-line basis. 
This leads to the following design principles: 
5. Visual representation of speech. Define a substitute model for 
speech in the visual domain that allows the representation of multi-
dimensional targets by using visual dimensions that are uniquely 
related to acoustic dimensions. 
6. Real-time displays. Provide the deaf pupil with immediate (i.e., 
online) visual feedback about his/her produced speech. 
3. The structure of a visual aid for speech training 
In the design of a visual aid for speech training we discern three basic com-
ponents (Povel & Arcnds, 1991): filtering, displaying, and norm introduction, as 
shown in Figure 1. The filter component extracts the relevant parameters from 
speech-related signals. The display component uses the output data of the 
filtering process and converts these into visually defined parameters, suitable for 
display. Finally, the introduction of a norm or standard, sets the conditions 
imposed on the performance of a speech task used to gradually shape the 
produced speech by means of a training program or curriculum. In the following 
sections these components will be discussed successively. Problems associated 
with the construction of the components will be addressed, for each of which 
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Speech signal and/or physiological correlates 
i 
FILTERING 
Extraction of speech parameters 
DISPLAYING 
Transformations and mapping 
on visual dimensions 
"ZIEZZ 
NORM INTRODUCTION 
Adding constraints according 
to some speech model 
Visual Speech Aid 
Figure 1. Formal structure of a visual aid for speech training. 
3.1. Filtering: an acoustical model for speech analysis 
In section 2 we specified subskills of speech in terms of their auditory 
constituents. The next step is to find their physical and/or physiological 
correlates in the speech-related signals. Since the acoustic speech signal carries 
all perceptually relevant information it should also be the first source to be 
considered for parameter extraction. In order to examine the possibilities and 
limitations of such an approach we will discuss an elaborated version of the 
source-filter model for speech production (Fant, 1970) which underlies the 
majority of speech analysis techniques. The model is presented in Figure 2 on 
the next page. 
In the acoustic model of speech production speech is conceived as the output 
of a time-varying linear system excited by either a quasi-periodic sequence of 
pulses or random noise. The process of speech production can be mathematically 
described in terms of both time-based and frequency-based operations. A discrete 
time-domain signal is indicated by variable n, while operations performed in the 
frequency domain are indicated by variable z. In the model, a sound excitation 
ran nriainafp f m m pithpr r.f t w n cniirri»«· (λ\ a apnpratnr that rrpatp« a train nf 
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Figure 2. Ал acoustic model of speech production. 
pulses, representing glottal activity; and (2) a noise generator, representing 
turbulency that results from air flow through constrictions in the vocal tract. The 
impulse generator is further modelled by a filter transfer function G(z) or by 
time-domain parameters that determine glottal pulse shape, affecting voice 
quality (Rosenberg, 1971; Arends, Povel, Van Os, & Speth, 1990). The signals 
generated by these two sources are first amplitude controlled (with A=0 for 
purely voiced sounds and A=0 for pure voiceless sounds) after which both 
signals are summed. The resulting signal Ug{n) is propagated through the vocal 
tract. Theoretically, the vocal tract area can be represented by a lossless tube of 
time-varying and nonuniform cross-sections, having typical frequency responses 
associated with each possible configuration of the vocal tract. Its filter transfer 
function is specified by V(z) in the model. To be complete, V(z) should include 
the effects of radiation at the lips (normally -6 dB/octave). By lowering the 
velum, the nasal tract is coupled with the vocal track. The effects of nasality can 
be represented in the same way and are described by the transfer function A/(z). 
In case of non-nasals, the time-domain acoustic speech signal PL{n) equals the 
output signal VL{n), and in case of a nasal sound the output signal is a 
superposition of the output signals VL{n) and NL{n). The transfer function of the 
whole acoustic speech production system [#(z)J, including voicing and nasality, 
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This acoustic model of speech production underlies most of the frequently 
used analysis techniques such as Linear Prediction (LP) and its derivatives 
(Markel & Gray, 1976). Although LP is able to capture much of the perceptually 
significant characteristics of speech, we chose alternative extraction techniques to 
obtain the necessary speech features, for the following reasons: 
(1) Restrictions of the model put several constraints on the LP analysis (Rabiner 
and Schäfer, 1978). The main limitations are: the assumption of quasi -
stationarity of the signal under analysis, thereby excluding noncontinuant 
sounds; the inclusion of poles (resonances) only, which severely complicates 
the coding of nasality and fricatives; and finally, since most LP-models use a 
simple dichotomy of voiced-unvoiced excitation they are inadequate for 
identifying voiced fricatives. 
(2) In a realistic and practical application the results obtained by LP analysis can 
be highly ambiguous (Boves, 1987). 
(3) For on-line display, analyses performed on the speech signal must be 
realized in real-time. This provision makes LP less suitable, since it is a 
complicated analysis requiring many operations and, therefore, an unduly 
large portion of the available processing time. 
A prerequisite of any speech training aid is that it delivers reliable outcomes 
under all speech and voice conditions. We therefore decided to simultaneously 
record signals from different stages of the speech production process, and to use 
specially developed and tested algorithms to assess each speech parameter. This 
resulted in the following analyses performed on different signals: 
(1) Signals obtained from a microphone (MIC) are used for assessing loudness 
(using both short-term and long-term signal intensity measurements), pitch 
(by means of an algorithm involving three basic operations, viz. filtering, 
decimation, and autocorrelation), and timbre (by means of an algorithm 
based on a filterbank representation). 
(2) Signals obtained from an electro-laryngograph (ELG) are used in the 
assessment of glottal behavior, its derivatives predicting voice quality, and 
for a period-to-period pitch measurement (based on a detection of zero-
crossings). 
(3) Finally, signals obtained from an accelerometer or contact microphone (CM), 
placed on one of the nostrils, are used for detecting nasality. 
Most algorithms employed are fully described in later chapters. 
With respect to the real-time operating requirement, the criterion of 20 msec 
delay is used. Since monitor refreshment cycles at a frequency of 50 or 60 Hz, 
the effects of a change in an utterance can at best be displayed at 20 msec 
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intervals. In sum, the following requirements and principles can be added to the 
list: 
7. Real-time operation. Algorithms extracting perceptually significant 
speech features must operate in real-time, that is, within a 20 msec 
interval. 
8. Extraction of basic speech features: 
(a) Pitch: voice fundamental frequency (Source: acoustic signal or 
the signal obtained by means of an electro-laryngograph); 
(b) Loudness: short and long term energy (Source: acoustic signal); 
(c) Timbre: overall filter characteristic by means of 16 parallel 
filters with 1/3-octave band-width (Source: acoustic signal); 
(d) Voice quality: glottal pulse shape and inter-pulse characteristics 
(Source: signal obtained by means of an electro-laryngograph); 
(e) Nasality: nostril vibration (Source: signal obtained by means of 
an accelerometer). 
3.2. Displaying speech characteristics 
In displaying the extracted speech parameters two essential questions need to be 
answered, which concern type and amount of information to be displayed. The 
type of information displayed is related to issues like choosing the optimal visual 
dimensions in mapping the perceptual speech features, the salience of a 
displayed feature, how to display dynamic versus steady-state properties of 
speech, and the possibility for integrating such information in attractive, game-
like displays. The amount of information displayed is related to issues like 
single-dimensional or multi-dimensional displays, the complexity of a display 
and its interpretation, and the incorporation of features in parallel or integral 
displays. 
A visual object is perceptually distinguished by the properties colour, 
brightness, size, orientation, form, location, and texture. Evidence has been 
provided that most of these features are independently perceived and encoded in 
early vision (Treisman, 1986). Focused attention on these objects then selects 
and integrates these features and adds spatial information by processing the 
object over time. As such, each of the above mentioned visual dimensions can 
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In choosing the optimal dimension in the visual domain to display a specific 
single speech parameter, we have to consider the "natural similarity" of the 
auditory and the various visual dimensions. For instance, loudness would rather 
be associated with size or brightness than with colour. Furthermore, a non-
discrete speech feature, like pitch, should be displayed on a continuous visual 
dimension as for instance the location on a line. Likewise, the display of 
distinctive or categorical speech information, e.g. voiced/unvoiced sounds or 
vowels, should be aligned with visually perceptible categories, e.g. colours or to 
a lesser extent brightness. 
The way time is introduced and represented in exercise displays is bounded 
to specific applications. Time is to be viewed as a dimension that is orthogonal 
to all other speech dimensions, giving speech its dynamic character. By 
representing the course of time as a trace that runs from left to right on the 
display, most of the dynamic changes that may occur in other speech dimensions 
can be revealed. But, since the width of a computer screen is limited, a tradeoff 
exists between temporal resolution (i.e., running speed) and duration (i.e., total 
length of an utterance to be displayed). The tradeoff optimum will mainly 
depend on the type of speech dynamics one wants to display: for instance, 
displaying the specific time characteristics of a stop consonant in an oscillogram 
will require a higher time resolution than displaying a pitch contour for which a 
longer display duration is more appropriate. On the other hand, display of time 
information is of less importance if one wants to show the steady-state 
characteristics of a speech segment only. In that case, an object may change 
visually or move over the screen without direct relation to the time axis. Such a 
solution was chosen for the display of vowels and continuant consonants in a 
vowel/consonant space. Here, the location of an object on the screen indicates 
the classification of a produced sound (see also Povcl & Wansink, 1986). In the 
same way, one could define separate categories within single speech dimensions, 
like the definition of three levels for the production of loudness or pitch. With 
teaching targets directed to sound productions within such categories, time is 
initially of less importance, which in tum will determine the design of the 
associated exercise display. 
Different considerations apply to decisions made with respect to the amount 
of speech information to be displayed. Obviously, in the early stages of training, 
a single-dimensional feedback is the most appropriate way to present isolated 
aspects of speech. Single-dimensional displays have been incorporated into 
several speech training systems such as the BBN-system (Nickerson, Kalikow, & 
Stevens, 1976), the Visipitch (De Bot, 1983), the STS-systcm (Ferguson, 
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Bernstein, & Goldsteinet, 1988), the VideoVoice (Stoker, Fitzgerald, & 
Gruenwald, 1987), the SpccchVicwer (Ryalls, 1989; Wempe & Lünen, 1991), 
and systems designed to teach the intonation of speech (Spaai, 1993). At later 
stages, when a child must achieve control over more than one aspect, multi-
dimensional displays may be preferred. Multi-dimensional information can be 
represented in three different ways. First, by directly displaying unreduced multi-
dimensional physical dimensions, as was employed in the Speech Spectrograph 
Display (Maki, 1983). Second, by a quality or a correctness judgement given 
about a whole speech utterance through evaluation of the multi-dimensional 
representation. This principle was applied in the ISTRA-project (Watson & 
Kewley-Port, 1989). Third, by displaying the mapping of extracted and/or 
classified aspects of speech, either in a parallel or integral display (Povel & 
Maassen, 1987; Watanabe, Ueda, & Shigenaga, 1985). We prefer the use of the 
latter type of display, because parallel and integral displays preserve the 
information provided by the separate speech dimensions. However, in designing 
such displays, considerable attention must be given to obtain easily interpretable 
displays, and to prevent interactions of visual dimensions (especially in integral 
displays). 
The implications of these considerations concerning the display component of 
a visual aid may be summarized by specifying a number of rules of thumb to be 
taken into account in designing speech training displays: 
9. Mapping of a basic speech aspect onto an available visual 
dimension should satisfy the following criteria; its appearance 
must be salient, unique, natural, simple, and easily interpretable. 
10. Suitable visuo-acoustic relations arei colour (voicing), size and 
brightness (loudness), vertical location (pitch), horizontal location 
and movement (time), plane position (vowels/consonants), intrinsic 
object information (nasality detection), indicator arrows (voice 
quality). 
11. The display types to be used should be based on either single- or 
multi-dimensional representations, with a preference for integral 
displays. 
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3.3. Norm introduction and the method of speech training 
By adding norm information to the visual displays ihe system becomes a trae 
training device. Norm introduction is to be understood in two ways. Firstly, it 
sets a standard according to some speech model and thus determines the goal of 
an exercise to be performed. Secondly, it sets a level of achievement with which 
the performance of an exercise is to be compared. In both cases the introduction 
must be based on adequate didactic and learning theoretical principles. 
As already mentioned in Section 2, the model used here is primarily based on 
the assumption that speech, like any other complex motor skill, can be divided 
into several functionally independent subskills. Each subskill must be trained 
until a level of automaticity is reached. By combining acquired subskills in later 
stages, basic control over more complex speech skills can be achieved. This 
theoretical approach, allows a clear-cut definition of subskills which can be 
effectively drilled on a phonetic level. In practice, however, such an approach 
may not suffice. Speech is not produced by merely exercising combined control 
over phonetic and/or prosodie dimensions. To obtain communicative speech, 
further training on a phonological and linguistic level is indispensable. A basic 
assumption is that the development and the acquisition of basic speech skills is a 
prerequisite for learning speech. For example, a deaf child that has only limited 
voice control will have great difficulty in producing intelligible speech. As such, 
an analytic method as suggested here, does not have to conflict with more 
natural methods for speech training. On the contrary, we view the analytic 
approach as a valuable supplement. Even in the reflective method (Van Uden, 
1977), in which the deaf child's spontaneously produced speech is caught and 
further shaped, a basic sffeech component can be trained separately and 
subsequently incorporated in the child's speech. 
Each speech subskill can be trained stepwise by specifying a set of speech 
targets with gradually increasing complexity. A good example of an extensive 
model for teaching speech to hearing-impaired children, also based on the 
sequential development of subskills, has been presented by Ling (1976). The 
guidelines given by Ling form a good starting point for developing a curriculum 
tailored to a visual aid. Instead of designing many different exercises per 
subskill, we decided to develop only a limited number of exercises for each 
subskill, with one multi-functional exercise for each proposed level of 
acquisition. Consequently, every exercise contains a number of adjustable 
parameters to adapt it to a specific speech task. This flexible approach has two 
advantages. First, the teacher may create his/her own exercises serving speech 
targets that correspond with a pupil's needs. Second, the number of intermediate 
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training steps on the same level of acquisition can be extended as much as 
needed. 
With respect to the learning method, an effective learning principle is operant 
conditioning, which has frequently been used in the training and the modification 
of speech (e.g. Sloane & MacAulay, 1968; and Mowrer, 1973). An operant 
conditioning procedure uses positive reinforcement as the main shaping 
technique. We distinguish intrinsic and extrinsic reinforcement. Intrinsic 
reinforcement is inherent in a child's motivation to correctly perform an 
exercise. For that reason the exercises must be designed in an attractive and 
game-like fashion, and several levels of achievement must be available (easy, 
normal, difficult). Extrinsic reinforcement can be provided by rewarding a child 
with a little picture, mark, or puzzle, directly after a correct performance of the 
exercise. 
A special note is in order about automaticity of speech productions. 
Automaticity is conceived as a mode of information processing without 
mediation by conscious attention (Shiffrin & Schneider, 1977). Developing 
speech patterns in the child's phonetic repertoire to an automatic level is an 
essential part of speech training (see also Ling, 1976). The keyword for reaching 
automaticity is rehearsal. And that is exactly what computer based training 
systems can offer. In order to increase the frequency of training outside the 
regular teacher-supervised speech training sessions, a homework option may be 
added to the system in which the child can practice alone with series of 
preselected exercises. A second option concerns the stimulation of using multi-
sensory information in a deaf child's speech production. This can be 
accomplished in two ways. First, by connecting a hearing aid to the system, 
acoustic feedback is provided to support the use of any residual hearing. Second, 
by introducing delayed feedback in later stages of the training. In this mode a 
child first performs a required speech task without receiving visual feedback. 
Then by replaying the stored utterance, the child can check the result of his/her 
performance. This approach prevents continued dependency on visual 
information and stimulates the use of auditory and orosensory feedback 
information. To evaluate the level of automaticity, the system must provide 
separate learning curves obtained from the child's performances on each 
exercise. 
The considerations given for norm introduction again lead to the formulation 
of a number of design principles as listed on the next page. 
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12. Curriculum. Develop a curriculum for teaching speech that 
consists of series of exercises that stepwise introduce subskills of 
speech at different complexity levels of acquisition. 
13. Exercises. Design exercises that can be adjusted to individual 
speech problems. Design one exercise for each global teaching 
target and provide adjustable exercise parameters to change 
specific characteristics of a speech target. 
14. Learning principles. Apply operant conditioning techniques as the 
main learning principle. Reinforcement can be based on intrinsic 
sources (e.g., the child's motivation) and extrinsic sources (e.g., 
giving an external reward). This can be accomplished by the 
implementation of attractive game-like exercises and by the 
construction of a rewarding system. 
15. Automaticity of speech. To promote the automatization of speech 
patterns and the use of multi-sensory information the aid should 
contain the following additional functions: 
(a) operation under a teacher-supervised mode and a homework 
mode; 
(b) a facility to connect a hearing aid to provide acoustic feedback; 
(c) an auxiliary option for displaying delayed visual feedback; 
(d) a display to show performance development by means of 
learning curves. 
4. Technical aspects concerning system implementation 
The technical implementation of a visual aid for speech training will be 
discussed on the basis of the following issues: selection of hardware components 
and the technical and practical requirements they had to comply with, handling 
of system complexity with respect to software development, the design of 
ergonomie interfaces used for man-machine interaction, and finally suggestions 
for future developments. 
As mentioned before, a decisive and constant criterion is that the extraction 
and the display of speech parameters operates in real-time. This criterion places 
a heavy demand on computational power. An effective solution to this problem 
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is parallel processing. That is, the system must consist of a number of 
independently operating processors running in parallel. Multiprocessing also 
facilitates the programmer's task. If we roughly follow the threefold 
componential structure of a visual aid as proposed in Section 4, performance of 
each of these components can be assigned to a different processor. Real-time 
parameter extraction is best performed by a so-called Digital Signal Processor 
(DSP), on-line generation of complicated displayed animations is preferably 
performed by special purpose graphical processors, while converting norm 
information into exercise terms can best be handled by a regular standard 
processor. Since each of the components can be developed, implemented, and 
tested apart from the other components, a high level of program modularity can 
be reached. 
Another convenient and effective way of programming is by using 
multitasking. In this case, the host computer must be equipped with an operating 
system that allows the execution of more than one program at the same time, 
often based on time-sharing and task-priority techniques. Unlike multiprocessing, 
multitasking does not directly increase a system's computational power, but 
greatly facilitates complex programming, by the handling and processing of 
series of specific tasks in parallel. For instance, user undertaken actions may be 
detected and attended to via a specially created task that runs independently from 
other program tasks. In particular when a real-time operation is required, the use 
of several tasks, each performing a different class of functions, is very attractive. 
Another aspect concerns the development of user-interfaces. The transparency 
and logic underlying the presentation of a computer assisted training device 
greatly determines the practical use of a system, especially by the inexperienced 
user. Therefore, much attention should be given to the development of a user-
interface. A good interface must show all information relevant for user operation, 
as much as possible on one screen. It should also clearly indicate in which mode 
of system operation the user is currently working. And finally, a good user-
interface must provide direct access to all relevant functions. 
In addition to these hardware and software requirements we also need to 
consider practical implementation aspects. For a system that is destined for 
distribution on a relatively large scale, costs must be limited and compactness 
insured, thus enabling reproduction. Moreover, in order to anticipate future 
hardware developments, the applied system should be open-ended in the sense 
that upgrading to newer, more advanced systems with auxiliary boards is 
possible. These considerations can be summarized into a list of technical and 
practical requirements, showed in the shaded box on the next page. 
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16. Real-time operation. Employ multi-processing techniques in order 
to fulfil the requirements for real-time performance of the aid. 
17. Program organization. Employ multi-tasking techniques in order 
to handle a complex software program by dividing the program 
into functionally separate modules. 
18. User-interface. Develop a user-interface based on: 
(a) a screen-oriented approach, each screen indicating a specific 
mode or stage of program operation; 
<b) a grouping of related functions, and if possible, with each 
function being uniquely represented by an icon; 
(c) a clear, logical, and transparent overall structure. 
19. Practical requirements. Enhance the compactness and limit the 
cost of the computer system to be selected, and ensure its open-
endedness and its standardization (necessary for replication on a 
large scale). 
Nowadays it is much easier to build a computer system that fulfils all these 
requirements than it was at the beginning of our project (1986). Since our first 
version of a visual aid contained a self-built hardware configuration, it soon 
became clear that we needed a commercially available system. Fortunately, about 
that time, the Commodore Amiga-2000 computer came on the market, satisfying 
most of the design needs. Firstly, the system provided excellent graphics. 
Secondly, it was built around a hybrid architecture that allowed expansion with 
IBM-PC oriented boards, which in our case was an extra board equipped with a 
very fast DSP-processor (TMS320C25), that also became available at that time. 
Thirdly, the Amiga-2000 is standard delivered with a multi-tasking operating 
system. 
Thanks to the current explosive technical developments in the computer 
market, a number of olher advanced computer systems have become available 
that would be suited for developing a visual aid. For example, a new version of 
the Amiga (type 4000) has a processor that runs approximately five times faster 
than the cunemly used Amiga-2000, and also having much better graphic 
capabilities. In addition, several new DSP-boards are marketed with processors 
capable of executing 256 M-FLOPS (mega floating point operations) per second. 
Also, new versions of the more generally accepted IBM personal computer now 
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These new computer developments, resulting in a large increase of 
computational power, allow further elaborations of visual aids. Possible 
extensions are: (1) generating more complex and informative integral displays; 
(2) displaying other additional and supportive information (like lip-reading 
pictures or articulation positions by using Compact Disc Interactive techniques); 
(3) constructing templates of utterances for training multi-syllable sentences; or 
(4) integration with other existing computer based speech training aids. 
5. The introduction of a visual aid in speech training 
The last, but certainly not least important, consideration is directed to the 
introduction and maintenance of a visual speech training aid in regular speech 
lessons. One important aspect involved in the development of a visual aid for 
speech training is the need of continuous evaluation. The first stages of 
developing the system may be mainly controlled by informal evaluations. In this 
process the support of professional speech trainers is indispensable. They can test 
prototype versions of an aid and suggest alterations and adjustments which 
ensure that the specific requirements set by the practice of speech training will 
be incorporated in the device. In that sense, the development of a visual aid is a 
long-term interactive and iterative process. In later stages of the development the 
aid must undergo formal evaluations to test its technical and clinical efficacy. 
If such formal evaluations show positive results, and the findings are 
confirmed or supported by the practical experiences of professional speech 
trainers regularly working with the aid, the training system is ready for 
integration into regular speech lessons. This implies that new users need to be 
trained to get acquainted with the system and the applied training method. But 
also facilities for technical maintenance must be considered to guarantee the 
continuity of the system, as well as the supply of program upgrades and newly 
developed courseware. 
An important question is at what age the aid should be introduced to the deaf 
child. From the neurophysiology of speech perception and production it is 
known that there is a critical period for normal speech learning that ends at 
about 11-12 years of age (Lenneberg, 1967). It is assumed that the younger the 
child, the better his/her opportunities are to establish the neural correlates of 
speech learning. Therefore, we recommend the deployment of a visual aid as 
early as possible in the training of speech. Our own limited experiences with 
hearing-impaired children at the age of 3 years have been encouraging, 
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suggesting that further exploration at an early age is justified. With the addition 
of these final principles the list of design principles and requirements is 
completed. 
20. Speech trainers. Professional speech trainers are most important in 
the interactive and iterative process of developing a visual aid for 
hearing-impaired children by giving informal feedback in different 
stages of the construction of the aid. 
21. Evaluation and introduction. Only after a formal evaluation has 
proven the efficacy of the system, can the aid be introduced into 
regular speech lessons. One should start with instructing the new 
user about the possibilities and limitations of the system. 
22. Moment of introduction. The visual aid should be introduced into 
the speech training for young hearing-impaired children at the 
earliest possible age. 
Thus, a total of 22 principles and requirements have been developed for 
designing a visual aid for speech training. All of these principles actually formed 
the basis for constructing the Visual Speech Apparatus (VSA). During the whole 
project three different prototype versions were constructed, of which the last one, 
VSA-version-3.0, is the final one. This last version differs from the early 
versions in hardware composition as well as in the addition of more training and 
auxiliary functions. The VSA described in this thesis is this final version. 
Experience taught us that the development of a visual aid for speech training is a 
slow and sometimes very difficult, but always extremely challenging process. 
Convinced that we will be able to extend our exciting contribution to the 
education of severely speech-handicapped persons, we hope to be able to 
continue our work in this field of expertise. 
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Chapter 2 
Technical description of the Visual Speech Apparatus* 
Abstract 
Recent advances in computer technology provide excellent opportunities for the 
construction of powerful and versatile teaching devices. In particular the availability 
of computer systems having an open architecture and multiprocessing capabilities, 
enabled us to develop a complex, special-purpose computer application that combines 
several functions in a single device by using a modular design. This article describes 
the hardware configuration and the software architecture of the Visual Speech 
Apparatus (VSA), a speech training aid for hearing impaired children. The VSA can 
be used for analyzing speech signals by mapping relevant speech parameters uniquely 
onto visual dimensions, and providing pupils simultaneously with training goals and 
real-time visual feedback of their goal-related speech performance. The system is 
implemented on an expanded version of the Commodore Amiga 2000 computer. 
1. Introduction 
Over the last few decades many attempts have been made to develop speech 
training aids for the hearing impaired (see Bernstein, Goldstein, & Mashie, 1988; 
Lippmann, 1982). Such aids are based on the powerful but challenging principle of 
presenting hearing impaired pupils with visual information on various aspects of 
their speech performance and in a form which is suitable for speech-related training 
purposes. Typically, a computer-based visual aid for speech training consists of 
three components. The first collects the speech signal through analog to digital 
conversion and submits the signal to several analyses to obtain relevant speech 
parameters. The second component maps the speech parameters onto suitable visual 
dimensions. The third component contains learning criteria and visual models, 
thereby supplementing the system with concrete educational goals and exercises. 
In designing a computer-based speech training aid for the hearing impaired, 
several conceptual and technical aspects regarding the design of such a system have 
to be considered (Bernstein, 1989; Ruoss, Becker, & Eyferth, 1988; Povel & 
Arends, 1991; Watson & Kewley-Port, 1989). These include the definition of 
educational goals, choice of the training methods and the didactics used, the 
* Arends, N.. & Povel, D.J. (Submitted for publication). 
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applicability, reliability, and validity of the speech feature extraction algorithms, the 
ergonomie quality of the system, and the technical requirements imposed by actual 
implementation on a computer. 
Based on theoretical considerations, discussed in Povel and Arends (1991), we 
defined the following conceptual and functional principles to guide the development 
of a speech-training aid for the hearing impaired: 
1. Provide pupils with information about acoustic speech signals rather than giving 
them information about the articulatory process of speech production, i.e. teach 
them to produce adequate acoustic patterns. 
2. Define basic skills related to speech production that can be trained and 
developed independently. 
3. Develop a curriculum of exercises consisting of a set of voice- and articulation-
controlled computer games. 
4. Map the selected speech parameters uniquely onto separate dimensions in the 
visual domain (like colour, brightness, texture, size, and location). 
5. Display the converted speech parameters visually in real-time. 
6. Develop the system in cooperation with speech therapists and hearing impaired 
children via an iterative process, guided by continuous practical evaluations. 
The success of a computer-based speech training aid for the hearing impaired in 
part depends on how well all the technological problems connected with the 
construction of a system based on the above mentioned principles, are solved during 
the implementation, and of course on the effectiveness and reliability of the 
implementation itself. The main technological requirements would be fulfilled by 
a compact computer system with an open-ended and modular architecture, a flexible 
operating system, and sufficient computational and graphics capabilities. Recent 
advances in computer technology make computer systems available that satisfy 
these requirements. This enabled us to construct a reliable and relatively cheap 
speech training aid for the hearing impaired, named the Visual Speech Apparatus 
(VSA). 
Before specifying the hardware configuration and software architecture of the 
VSA, we shall first describe its functional properties. To summarize, the goal set 
was to build a low-cost, compact and easily operable system consisting of a 
curriculum of exercises for teaching various basic aspects of speech in the form of 
attractive computer games. The current version of the Visual Speech Apparatus, 
VSA 3.0, comprises exercises for training voice control (timing, loudness, and 
pitch), voice quality, and nasality. The system also comprises exercises for learning 
and discriminating vowels and selected consonants. Each of these skills is trained 
in a stepwise fashion in which thrw «îiihsemipnt suhpnals must he arhipvwl· Ή tn 
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understand the speech dimension; 2) to acquire basic control over the dimension; 
and 3) to extend the acquired control to more complex speech events. In addition, 
the VSA has a number of features to optimize its efficiency and effectiveness. First, 
the operation of the system is made very simple by using a one screen menu for 
selecting exercises. Each exercise can be adapted to the special needs of individual 
pupils by changing the default settings related to the training goals. These tailored 
exercises can be stored on a pupils' personal diskette. Second, the performance of 
a pupil in a training session is automatically registered, and can be shown in the 
form of learning curves to evaluate the pupils' progress across multiple training 
sessions. Third, the system contains a delayed feedback option, in which 
information about the speech activity is displayed only after an exercise has been 
executed. This type of feedback should help in transferring the acquired subskill to 
a normal situation. Fourth, a 'homework' mode has been included in which the 
pupil performs pre-selected exercises without the guidance of the speech therapist. 
A more detailed description of these functions and how they operate can be found 
in Povel and Arends (1991). 
The VSA has been evaluated for clinical efficacy by comparing the performance 
of a group of 22 hearing impaired children (4-7 years) who practised daily with the 
VSA during an entire school year with the performance of a control group that 
received speech lessons without the support of the VSA (Arends, Povel, Van Os, 
Michielsen, Claassen, & Feiter, 1991). This study has shown that the children who 
trained with the VSA acquired basic speech skills, such as voice control and vowel 
production, significantly faster than the children in the control group. Especially the 
very young children (age 3-5) benefited from the training with the VSA. 
As stated by Watson and Kewley-Port (1989), most of the commercially 
available visual speech-training aids are poorly documented and only very few have 
been adequately evaluated. This makes it difficult to scale the VSA with other 
visual speech training systems. One system which to some extent is comparable in 
design to the VSA, is the Speech Viewer from IBM, described and tested by Wempe 
and Lünen (1991). Comparing ourselves to the results, described in this previous 
report, we may conclude that the specific merits of the VSA are to be found in the 
validity and reliability of its speech parameter extraction methods, its 
comprehensive training curriculum, the large number of training facilities, its 
flexibility to create user-defined exercises, the user-friendly working environment, 
and the availability of options to optimize its efficiency and effectiveness, 
mentioned earlier. 
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2. Hardware Configuration 
The VS A has been implemented on an expanded version of the Commodore Amiga 
2000 computer. The Amiga 2000 is a low cost computer with an open architecture, 
combining multiprocessing capabilities (using separate processors) and multitasking 
operation with powerful graphics. 
As shown in Figure 1, the VSA consists of four functionally different 
components: (1) a Signal Interface System, (2) a Digital Signal Processor, (3) a 
PC/XT Bridgeboard, and (4) a Commodore Amiga 2000. These four components, 
which are all commercially available, will be described in more detail below. 
2.1. Signal Interface System (SIS) 
To obtain the necessary speech parameters three input devices are used: a head-
worn dynamic microphone (Shure-SMIOA), an electro-laryngograph (Laryngograph 
Ltd., portable type), and an accelerometer or contact-microphone (Knowles 
subminiature ceramic vibration transducer, model BU-1771). The analog input 
signals, referred to as Mie, ELG, and CM in Figure 1, must be conditioned before 
being further analyzed by the DSP-16. Also, previously recorded signals, residing 
in DSP-16 memory, need conditioning before being made audible. The SIS is 
especially designed for controlling signal flows going to and coming from the DSP-
16 board. The main functions of the SIS are input/output selection, filtering, and 
amplification. 
The SIS contains six input channels, three connections per user, normally a pupil 
and a teacher, two of which can be processed simultaneously. Each selected input 
signal is lead through an adjustable highpass and lowpass 4th-order Butterworth 
filter, and amplified to a proper intensity level. Output signals, whether actual or 
stored, can be made audible on two output channels via selection by means of a 
switch matrix with proper adjustments for filtering and volume. Furthermore, in 
order to enhance the use of the residual hearing capabilities of a hearing impaired 
child, a hearing aid may be connected to the SIS as well. A block diagram of the 
SIS is depicted in Figure 1. 
Adjustments of the functions of the SIS, i.e. selecting, filtering, and amplifying, 
are software controlled, which facilitates system operation. For example, user 
settings are adjusted only once, stored on a personal diskette, and used in 
subsequent sessions. In addition, by using an automatic volume control (AVC), 
which is also software controlled, the amplitude of an input signal can be 
maintained within a certain range, thereby avoiding signal underflow or signal 
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Figure 1. Block diagram showing the multiprocessor system consisting of SIS (Signal 
Interface System), DSP-16 (Digital Signal Processor board), PC/XT and Amiga 2000, and 
their peripheral connections, forming the configuration of the Visual Speech Apparatus. Two 
users may be connected to the system through a microphone (Mie), an accelerometer or 
contact microphone (CM), and an electro-laryngograph (ELG). 
The SIS is accommodated in two units. The first unit contains the front panel 
with transducer connectors, pre-amplifiers, an optionally built-in laryngograph, and 
a connector for an external laryngograph. This unit fits into the space of the internal 
5.25-inch floppy diskdrive unit on the Amiga. The second unit is built on a full-size 
Amiga card (14 χ 4.5 inch) which can be plugged into one of the expansion slots 
of the Amiga 2000, directly connected to the Amiga system bus. This card contains 
the programmable hardware described before. 
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2.2. Digital Signal Processor (DSP) 
DSP's are specialized microcomputers able to perform intensive calculations. 
Together with appropriate software, highly sophisticated systems can be realized by 
an optimal use of DSP's (Lee, 1988). The VSA is equipped with the DSP-16 Ariel 
board (Ariel Corporation, 1987) which is used for real-time data acquisition and 
analysis. 
The core of the DSP-16 board consists of a Texas Instruments' TMS320C25 
processor (10 MIPS) and a 32K byte large internal addressable Program/Data 
memory. The DSP-16 has two analog inputs and two analog outputs. The software-
selectable sampling rates range from 20 Hz to 50 kHz per channel with 16-bit 
resolution. Whenever a sample is ready to be read by the program routines, an 
internal interrupt is generated, to be attended to by the software. An on-board 
external dynamic RAM of 512K byte can be used as a sample buffer. Stored signals 
can be outputted via digital-analog conversion to one of the output channels. This 
function is also software controlled. 
The DSP-16 is hosted by an IBM-compatible PC. The PC/XT communicates 
with the DSP-16 either through direct-memory-access (DMA), by holding program 
execution, or on the basis of software handshaking. 
2.3. PC/XT bridgeboard 
The bridgeboard integrates an IBM XT-compatible computer into the Amiga 
environment (Commodore-Amiga Inc., 1987). Its microprocessor is an 8088 CPU, 
running at a standard 4.77-MHz clock rate. A 16K byte EPROM provides an IBM 
Phoenix BIOS modified with routines that are necessary for communication 
between the 8088 and the Amiga. On the board resides 512K bytes of RAM. The 
bridgeboard has two edge connectors, one to be plugged into a slot on the PC-side 
of the A2000, the other one on the Amiga bus. The bridgeboard can be installed in 
either of two bridge slots, leaving three slots for PC expansion cards. A dual ported 
RAM, size 128K byte, interfaces the Amiga-system bus with the secondary IBM-
PC-compatible bus. By running PC emulation software on the Amiga side, the 
PC/XT is able to access and control Amiga devices and visa versa. Both systems 
share peripherals like monitor, keyboard, hard disk, and extension ports. In this 
hybrid configuration, the bridgeboard CPU and the A2000-CPU operate fully 
independently. 
2.4. Commodore Amiga 2000 (A2000) 
As stated, the A2000 provides the basic hardware environment for the VSA. The 
A2000 is expanded with a PC/XT emulation board and thus allows parallel 
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processing on two computers within one box: the Amiga and an IBM compatible 
PC. A detailed technical description of the Amiga's system architecture can be 
found in Williams, Thompson, and Grehan (1987). Here we highlight only those 
features of the Amiga that are relevant for the functioning of the VSA. 
The A2000 is equipped with a 68000 CPU, running at 7.16 MHz, supported with 
three DMA coprocessors handling graphics, audio, and disk I/O, respectively. The 
CPU bus extends into two directions. Internally it is buffered and multiplexed on 
the Chip bus; externally it drives the user-accessible Amiga bus. The Chip bus is 
a distinct bus system configuring the customized chips together with 1 megabyte 
RAM, referred to as chip memory. In the VSA three expansion plug-in boards are 
used: (1) a SCSI-based controller board equipped with a 50 megabyte mass storage 
Hard Disk and 2 megabyte RAM; (2) a PC/XT emulation board; and (3) a Signal-
Interface-System board. The VSA operates with two 3.5-inch floppy disk drives, 
one for the diskette of a teacher and one for the diskette of a pupil. 
Among the most interesting features of the A2000 is its powerful graphics 
accomplished by special purpose processors, together with chip memory. More 
specifically, there is a controller for DMA operations to enable rapid data 
transmission between chip memory and peripherals, a coprocessor (named Copper) 
using a limited set of instructions to support special graphics routines, a Block 
Image Transferrer (Butter) for fast memory manipulations on graphical data (16 
Million bits per second), a RGB-controller for video display, and finally an interrupt 
controller. All these processors operate relatively independently from the 68000 
processor. To avoid conflicts in accessing chip memory by the 68000 CPU, the 
68000 is pulsed on odd clock cycles, while DMA-operations are performed only 
during even clock cycles. To optimize the speed of the graphics, priority logic is 
added and brought under software control. Normally, the Blitter operates at a higher 
priority than the CPU and steals bus cycles when necessary to maintain the display. 
3. Software architecture 
The next step in the construction of the VSA concerned the programming of the 
four processors constituting the multiprocessing system: the TMS320C25, the Intell 
8088, the Motorola 68000, and the A2000 Copper. In this phase, the following tasks 
had to be accomplished: 
1. Define the functions to be performed by each processor, while taking into 
account its computational power, thereby maintaining transparency in clustering 
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2. Establish the bilateral software communication between the modules involved, 
in terms of master-slave relations. 
3. Find the time-critical operations, prevent them from interruption, and minimize 
their operation times. 
4. Structure the programs in a modular way for reasons of clarity, flexibility, and 
future software expansion. 
3.1. Functional Alignment 
From the viewpoint of the structure of a visual aid for speech training there are 
basically three functions: (a) extraction of speech parameters, (b) transformation and 
mapping of these parameters uniquely onto visual dimensions, and (c) addition of 
specific conditions which transform the visual displays into real exercises (see also 
Figure 2). 
In the VSA, these functions are assigned to the available processors as follows. 
The TMS320C25 performs, besides data acquisition, all parameter-extraction 
analyses. The PC/XT processor handles the conversion and transformation of the 
speech parameters into display parameters. The A2000 programmable processors, 
the 68000 and the Copper, produce the graphical displays. More specifically, the 
Copper is involved with the actual screen-display operations associated with colour 
changes, animation, and windowing, while the MC68000 controls the internal 
settings of the ongoing processes and handles user-controlled interactions. How 
these functions are implemented in software is described in the following sections. 
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Figure 2. Signal flow and processing stages in the Visual Speech Apparatus. 
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3.2. Interprocess Communication 
The technique used for communication between the A2000 and the PC/XT differs 
from the one used for communication between the PC/XT and the DSP-16. The 
interaction between Amiga and PC/XT runs via a reserved part of the dual-ported 
RAM, at which both processes simultaneously read from or write at the same 
memory address without mutual interference. A predefined code system, together 
with a special parameter and data structure, settles the transmission. In contrast to 
this hardware solution, the interaction between PC/XT and DSP-16 is realized by 
means of handshaking. For this purpose a pair of status flags is used that reside in 
register ports mapped into the Input/Output space of the TMS320C25, which can 
also be addressed by the PC/XT. By mutual software examination of the send and 
receive status, both the DSP-16 and the PC/XT know whether they can read or 
write a data byte. This communication protocol requires a precise tuning of both 
processes. 
Figure 3 shows a flow diagram of the communication between the different 
processes that operate in parallel. In the communication flow we distinguish a 
command sequence and a parameter sequence. 
The command sequence runs from the A2000 via the PC/XT to the DSP-16. 
When all processes have been initialized, the PC/XT waits for a command from the 
Amiga, which is usually either a request to deliver display-parameter values or raw 
data blocks. In turn, the PC/XT converts the received command into a DSP-16 
function call along with the appropriate setting of variables. 
The parameter sequence goes from the DSP-16 via the PC/XT to the A2000. 
The PC/XT enters a waiting loop asking for results from the DSP-16. Each time the 
PC/XT receives input, which may be either the outcome of an analysis or just raw 
data blocks, this input is transformed and converted into display parameters. The 
display parameters are then directly written into a predefined result structure 
residing in dual ported RAM, and subsequently being read and processed by the 
A2000. 
3.3. Programming the DSP-16 
All program routines for the TMS320C25 are written in Assembly Language, using 
the TMS320C25 instruction set described in the TMS320C25 User's Guide (Texas 
Instruments Inc., 1986). The program routines of the DSP-16 fall into three 
categories: a) interrupt handling, b) input/output communication, and c) analysis 
algorithms. Figure 4 shows the flow chart of the main functions. 
Hardware interrupts are attended to by the software if the corresponding bit in 
an interrupt register is set. In our application, interrupts are generated by both ADC-
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Figure 3. Communication between ihc three parallel processors (TMS320C25, 8088, and 
68000), illustrating command flow and parameter transfer. 
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input and DAC-output operations. If an interrupt flag is enabled, the TMS320C25 
responds by branching to the associated interrupt service routine. Interrupt handling 
takes about 18% of the available processing time, measured at a nominal sampling 
rate of 14.3 kHz. 
I/O-routines run through standard handshake protocols and control the mutual 
data communication between PC/XT and DSP-16. Normally, synchronization is 
established by testing the communication flags of the status port in a software loop 
until the host is ready to respond. Because this procedure is rather time consuming, 
handshaking has been implemented as part of the interrupt routine. As a result, the 
flags are examined only once in each interrupt handle which improves the overall 
real-time performance. 
Extraction of speech parameters results from analyses performed on the speech 
related signals, obtained from the microphone, the electro-laryngograph, or the 
accelerometer. The MIC-signal is submitted to analyses in both time and frequency 
domains to yield information about loudness, fundamental frequency and timbre 
characteristics. The ELG-signal is primarily used for examination of glottal behavior 
related to voice quality (Fourcin, 1974), and optionally for pitch extraction. The 
accelerometer (CM) is used for detecting nasalization (Stevens, Kalikow, & 
Willcmain, 1975). For all analyses the signals are sampled at 14.3 kHz and HP-
filtered at 25 Hz, whereas the LP-filters are set at a cut-off frequency of 7 kHz for 
the speech signal, and 2 kHz for the ELG-signal and the CM-signal. The algorithms 
underlying the analyses are: 
1. Loudness calculation. There are several strategies for determining loudness 
(Rabiner & Schäfer, 1978). We chose a smooth loudness curve using a window 
of 36 ms, corresponding to 512 consecutive samples from the audio signal. 
Loudness calculation in RMS values takes about 0.7 ms per window. As the 
loudness measurement is relative to microphone distance, each new session starts 
with a calibration. In this procedure the pupil is instructed to produce a moderate 
loudness. When using the AVC function, the gain is adjusted automatically such 
that loudness is calibrated around 60-70 dB. Once loudness calibration has been 
completed, the AVC is disabled for the rest of the session. 
2. Pitch extraction. Two algorithms are implemented here: one using the speech 
signal, another using the ELG-signal. Pitch derived from the speech signal uses 
an algorithm developed by Arends, Povel, and Reetz (1993). The algorithm is 
based on a method consisting of different processing stages: spectral Altering, 
decimation, short-term autocorrelation, peak-picking, and integration. 
Implemented on a TMS320C25, the algorithm takes 3.5 ms to compule a new 
nitch estimate when ІКІПР an analvsi«; frame nf 51? sneenh чатппірч With ттчлііаг 
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voices the algorithm detects pitch reliably in a range between 60 Hz and 800 Hz. 
In addition, it also provides reliable voice/voiceless information. In case of very 
pathologic voices the second pitch extraction algorithm can be selected. This 
algorithm extracts the duration of each cycle from the ELG-signal, by calculating 
the time interval between successive positive zero-crossings determined by means 
of linear interpolation (Titze, Horii, & Scherer, 1987). Both algorithms have been 
validated in a study in which the on-line obtained pitch estimates were compared 
with the off-line obtained pitch estimates collected by means of hand labelling 
(Arends, Povel, & Reetz, 1993). The speech samples used in the latter study 
were produced by 12 adults, 12 hearing children, and 12 hearing impaired 
children. 
3. A 256-point Fast-Fourier-Transform (FFT). The FFT yields a spectrographic 
representation of the speech signal (Ramirez, 1985). The TMS320C25 performs 
this FFT in 2.8 ms. The result is available in two forms. First, as an energy 
distribution over 128 spectrum points. Second, as an energy distribution reduced 
to 16 1/3-octave filters, derived from the 128-points spectrum. The latter 
solution, but obtained by means of a hardware filterbank, which was also used 
in the Vowel Corrector of Povel and Wansink (1986), proved to be a good 
starting point for the discrimination of vowels. 
4. Voice-quality estimation. In a study of Arends, Povel, Van Os, and Speth (1990) 
seven parameters describing time-domain characteristics of the ELG-signal were 
used as predictors for voice quality. Results indicated that severe cases of voice 
deviations produced by hearing impaired are detectable by two parameters: cycle-
to-cycle variations in duration (jitter) and in amplitude (shimmer). The current 
version of the voice-quality estimation algorithm computes jitter and shimmer 
over 10 consecutive glottal cycles. Their weighted average is used as an indicator 
for voice quality. The total computation time of one analysis run on the ELG-
signal, i.e. ELG-based pitch extraction and jitter/shimmer calculation, is 1.3 ms. 
5. Nasality detection. The algorithm involved determines both the degree of 
periodicity and the energy level of the CM-signal. The accelerometer is attached 
on the upper side of the nose over the lateral nasal cartilage which appears to be 
the optimal position from which the CM-signal can be recorded (Lippmann, 
1981). Nasalization is indicated by periodicity of the CM-signal and by an 
energy level that must be at least 10 dB higher than for non-nasal utterances. The 
computation time involved is 1.2 ms. 
All above mentioned algorithms are programmed as separate modules which are 
addressed by function calls. Depending on the types of analyses required for the 
display of one or more speech parameters, one complete analysis sequence takes 
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between 9-11 ms, including interrupt handling. This performance amply satisfies the 
real-time requirement of the feature-extraction algorithms of the VSA. 
3.4. Programming the PC/XT 
The PC/XT program is written in Microsoft-C. It functions as a two sided interface, 
thereby establishing a linkage between the Amiga process and the DSP-16 process. 
The flow chart in Figure 5 shows the two main functions. 
Start PC-program ) 
τ-—I 
< AMIGA X I C o m m a n d ' ^ J ^ Q 
' lYES 
Initialize DSP-process 
1 Set Sample Rate 
2 Establish Conditions 
3 Send Command 
Τ 
/ Stop PC- ^ V 
NO \ program7 / 
YES 
End of PC-program 
Collect Data/Parameters 
from DSP 
Processing 
1. Convert Parameters for 
visual mapping 
2. Transform Parameters 
to Ct required ranges 
Write Result into 
Dual Ported Ram 
< Terminate ^V command'' ^ r |YES 
Figure 5. Global flow chart of the PC/XT program which links the Amiga process with the 
DSP process through interfacing, conversion, and transference of parameters. 
First, an AMIGA command is converted into proper DSP-16 initializations. 
These include the adjustment of the required sampling rate, the conditioning of the 
DSP-16 process by providing appropriate environment variables, and the actual 
activation of the process. 
Second, during DSP-16 activity, the PC/XT program collects and processes the 
DSP-16 results. The incoming data are converted and transformed to the requested 
range on the different dimensions. As a result the Amiga receives parameters which 
are suited for two modes of displaying speech features: discrete and continuous. For 
the discrete-display mode the speech features are reduced to categorical information. 
Thus for instance, some levels of speech intensity may be displayed as objects of 
different size representing loudness categories. In the continuous-display mode the 
speech parameters are transformed to a continuum in the visual domain, presented 
as changes in size, vertical position (high/low), or brightness, etc. An example of 
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such a mapping is the continuously updated display of fundamental frequency along 
the vertical axis representing a pitch scale. 
3.5. Programming the Amiga 2000 
The A2000 required the most extensive programming. It is the core of the VSA 
system, which is also reflected in the software where several functions come 
together. Besides its main function, i.e., displaying real-time speech controlled 
animations, the A2000 software also serves the user interface, handles the 
administration of speaker-dependent data, adjusts the settings of the SIS, and 
controls the operation of the PC/XT and, indirectly, of the DSP-16. 
Two of these functions, viz., the real-time display and the user-interface section 
for controlling exercise operations, need the continuous monitoring of incidence to 
respond immediately with appropriate actions. Problems would arise if these two 
functions were incorporated into the same program, because the time needed for 
checking user-related actions would disrupt the real-time performance of the visual-
display functions. The solution to this is multitasking. 
Multitasking on the Amiga is managed by the Amiga Exec, a high-performance 
multitasking kernel. Together with the operating system of the A2000, called 
AmigaDOS (Commodore-Amiga Inc., 1988), Exec manages tasks on a strict priority 
basis. A task receives processor time according to a predefined schedule, based on 
the number of tasks running, and the priority assigned to each task. A task may be 
put to sleep, and thus set to wait for the occurrence of some internal or external 
event. If such an event takes place the task will wake up and perform the required 
operation. The primary mechanism responsible for this kind of synchronisation is 
achieved through specific event indicators called signals or semaphores (Sassenrath, 
Peck, & Deyl, 1986). A particular task may receive signals broadcasted by cither 
another task, or by system routines or by interrupt servers. A signal directed to 
individual tasks has not only meaning for the task that defined the signal, but also 
to those tasks that have been informed about its meaning. In this way tasks 
communicate with each other. For instance, the message-system, available in 
AmigaDOS, uses signals to indicate the arrival of a new message. 
Two tasks were created, respectively the VSA-task and the PANEL-task. Using 
separate tasks increases program clarity and enables the grouping of related 
functions. Figure 6 shows the principal flow chart of both tasks, as well as their 
mutual communication. All programming has been conducted in Lattice-C, with the 
exception of the time critical routines that were written in MC68000 Assembly 
Language. Below we discuss the various components of the VSA, including screen 
опр.гяНпп«: anrt maninnlatinn« intertask m m m n n i r a t i n n anrt rpal-timi». animation 
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Figure 6. Global flow chart of the A2000 program which provides the speech training 
exercises and the user interface by means of two tasks, VSA and PANEL, running in 
Darallel and usine signals as their nrinrinal mran« nf mmmnniratinn 
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The VSA uses several screens, where each screen is bounded to a specific mode 
of operation. As illustrated in Figure 7, a training mode of operation is 
distinguished from an interfacing mode of operation. The training mode is 
concerned with the performance of speech-related exercises. Here a special display 
ability of the A2000 is used: the 'double buffered dual-play field' screen. In a dual-
playfield display the Norm Screen is placed directly in front of one of the 
Animation Screens, and is transparent in the sense that any object displayed on the 
Animation Screen shows through on those locations not occupied by objects on the 
Norm Screen. Double buffering means that while one Animation Screen is being 
displayed, the other Animation Screen is updated with new visually encoded speech 
parameters, which are displayed on the next screen swap (every 20 ms, using a 50 
Hz monitor). This technique provides smooth animation. During the construction 
of a newly selected exercise all animation frames involved are stored on a 
Background Screen and copied to the Animation Screen in a predefined order on 
the desired location. This task is performed by Blitter-routines invoked by the VSA-
task. By adding a Control Screen, created and controlled by the PANEL-task, the 
whole constitutes the Training Screen. 
The interfacing mode is used whenever the user wants to select and define an 
exercise, for which the Menu-Interface Screen is employed. The design of the user 
interface is based on four principles: (1) cluster the user-controlled selections 
Background Screen 
W "añírñiüoñ Trames "i 
Animation Screens I LJ CD G CD O G 
Λ . 1 Sonría G 
Norm Screen 
Training Screen Interface Screen 
Figure 7. Screens involved in the two main modes of operation used by the Visual Speech 
Apparatus: training and interfacing. 
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according to their function; (2) display the grouped selections in separate windows 
on fixed locations such that all relevant information is visible on one screen; (3) use 
an icon-oriented and mouse-controlled approach; (4) incorporate help information 
for each selection. 
All interactions take place by means of gadget selection. A gadget has the 
appearance of a button or a variable knob on screen. When a gadget is activated by 
pressing a mouse button it will signal the PANEL-task. The selected screens, 
created by the PANEL-task, are brought to the front on fixed screen positions. 
Possible screens include: 
1. Menu for selecting training exercises. 
2. Pull Down Menus for activating multipurpose functions. 
3. Panel Menu for defining exercise specific norm adjustments that specify goals 
of training. 
4. User Setting Menu for adjusting user-specific settings (for example pitch range) 
and personal data (like name, age, and sex). 
5. Result Display for showing the progress in exercise performance by means of 
learning curves. 
6. Control Screen for selecting the operation mode and controlling the course of 
trials in an exercise. 
The Panel Screen can be evoked both from the Training Screen and from the Menu 
Screen. An example of a concrete build-up of a Menu Screen and a Training Screen 
is shown in Figure 8. Perhaps it should be noted that although the Menu Screen 
may seem rather complicated, in practice the system has proven to be quite simple 
to operate. In most cases even very young children are able to select their own 
exercises and to adjust the parameters of the exercises. 
We used 'signal mechanism' as basic intertask and outside world communication. 
Signalling events are indicated by the dotted lines in the flow chart of Figure 6. 
This figure shows that the two concurrent tasks, the VSA-task and the PANEL-task, 
arc mainly controlled by signal flows. This approach lays a minimal claim on 
processor time, which is advantageous for the time-critical operations arising in 
real-time animation. Once the Training Screen is built up and the exercise is started, 
the animation-routine begins to run. In general, the nature of the animation acts is 
controlled by the actual state of the converted speech parameters, while the 
animation is controlled by the TIMER-interrupt server, written in assembly 
language. This server generates three types of signals: animate, causing the display 
of the next animation frame(s); actual state, updating the exercise configuration 
according to the actual parameter values; switch screen, alternating the Animation 
Screens synchronized with the monitors' vertical blanking video signal. 
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4. Discussion 
We have described the implementation of the Visual Speech Apparatus in a 
multiprocessing and multitasking computer environment. It is apparent from our 
description lhat with the current state of technology it has been possible to develop 
a very sophisticated system which actually could also be produced at a relatively 
low cost. In the proposed system, using an Amiga 2000, modules can be exchanged 
Dr extended by more powerful ones. For example, the A2000 can be equipped with 
any processor from the Motorola M68000 series, the PC/XT may be replaced by 
a PC/AT, and DSP boards are now also available with faster processors. The 
ultimate choice in composing such a modular system will depend upon a 
cost/performance analysis. The costs of a complete VSA system at the time of 
publication of this paper amounts to approximately seven thousand US dollars. Our 
choice for the A2000 was mainly based on its powerful graphics and the possibility 
to extend it with a DSP-board. However, other systems that are equivalent in set-up, 
could be considered in this context as well. A good example is the recently 
marketed NeXT cube computer (Thompson & Baran, 1988). This small-sized and 
relatively low-cost machine is equipped with a MC68030 central-processor-unit, a 
Motorola DSP56001 designed for data-intensive real-time signal processing 
applications, a large mass storage and memory capacity, and a version of the 
multitasking Unix operating system. 
An important aspect to be emphasized here is the effort one has to invest in 
programming such an elaborate system. Currently, most systems offer three options 
for programming: object-oriçnted programming, system-level programming, and 
low-level hardware accessed programming. Although object-oriented programming 
is quite convenient for the programmer, it produces considerable overhead resulting 
in slower performance. It is a good alternative if speed is not important. In the case 
of the VSA, the requirement to display information as fast as possible from one 
domain (acoustic) into another domain (visual), forced us to do most of the 
programming on both system-level and low-level. Because of the complexity of the 
hardware and the software involved in using the Amiga 2000, this turned out to be 
a quite difficult and time consuming job. However, because of the growing interest 
to use the Amiga 2000 computer in the fields of experimental and applied behavior 
research, packages of routines for designing real-time applications on the Amiga 
2000 are now becoming available (Coney, 1989). 
A final remark relates to the importance of using hardware and software 
modularity in developing special-purpose computer systems. The development of 
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hearing impaired pupils are involved (Povel & Arends, 1991). This analysis resulted 
in a set of requirements for the design of the device. During the actual development 
and construction of the VSA over a period of 5 years, several hardware and 
software changes had to be made as a result of increasingly more detailed insights 
into the optimal form of the device. Thanks to the open architecture and the 
modularity of the system these changes could easily be implemented and tested 
separately in a restricted environment. Furthermore, adding or changing functions, 
or shifting them across modules could also be done very easily, without affecting 
the general structure of the VSA. The open architecture also enables the addition 
or exchange of hardware components, and therefore provides a suitable basis for 
incorporating future developments. 
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Chapter 3 
Functional description of the 
Visual Speech Apparatus* 
Abstract 
This chapter provides an overview of the Visual Speech Apparatus (VSA), a 
computer-based speech training system designed as an aid in speech therapy, in 
particular for teaching fundamental speech skills to hearing-impaired children. The 
device operates with visually encoded acoustic features that are used in various 
sets of exercises aimed at teaching different speech-related skills. An overall user-
oriented description of the VSA is presented, addressing both the system's 
operational functions and the separate speech functions that can be trained with 
the device. We shall successively deal with the configuration and the architecture 
of the VSA along with its user-interfaces, the training displays and their exercises, 
and the methodology used in training. Finally, we propose a teaching model that 
supports the stepwise acquisition of subskills that are relevant for the development 
of speech. 
1. Introduction 
The Visual Speech Apparatus, abbreviated VSA, is an aid for speech training of 
hearing-impaired children. The VSA was developed by researchers at the 
Nijmegen Institute for Cognition and Information (NICI) in cooperation with 
speech therapists from the Instituut voor Doven (IvD) at Sint Michielsgestel, the 
Netherlands. This chapter describes its characteristics and presents an overview 
of all facilities available in the current version, VSA 3.0. More detailed 
information concerning its theoretical basis, its technical implementation, and the 
applied real-time signal analyses can be found in Arends and Povel (1992, 
1993), Arends, Povel. Van Os, and Speth (1990), Arends, Povel, and Reetz 
(1993), Maassen, Povel, and Arends (1987), and Povel and Arends (1989, 1990, 
1991a, 1991b). 
As the name implies, the Visual Speech Apparatus uses visual displays to 
help the deaf child to acquire an understanding of the basic qualities of speech, 
such as loudness, pitch, and timbre. The system comprises an extensive training 
Arends, N.. & Povel, DJ. (Submitted for publication). 
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program consisting of several types of exercises, often in the form of appealing 
computer games, which are controlled by different aspects of the child's 
produced speech. By introducing the different speech qualities one by one, the 
child gradually acquires the basic speech skills. Although the system has been 
primarily designed to be used by a pupil in interaction with a speech therapist 
who determines the order in which the exercises are to be performed, a special 
option is included that allows the child to practice preselected exercises without 
guidance of the therapist. Furthermore, the VSA incorporates a number of 
special features to maximize its efficacy. These include: 
(1) a great flexibility in adapting exercises to the individual needs of a pupil; 
(2) the storage of personal exercises and personal performance data on a 
separate diskette for each pupil; 
(3) the possibility of showing learning curves to evaluate the pupil's progress; 
(4) a user-friendly system operation using a one-screen menu; 
(5) a systematic system of rewards to increase the pupil's motivation; 
(6) automatic selecting, adjusting, and monitoring of input speech signals by 
software controlled audio components; 
(7) a delayed feedback option to help in transferring an acquired skill to a 
normal situation. 
The above mentioned features are described in more detail in the next sections. 
The VSA was evaluated by comparing the performance of a group of 22 
hearing-impaired children (4-7 years), who practised daily with the VSA during 
a school year, with a control group that received lessons without the support of 
the VSA (Arends & Povel, 1990; Arends, Povel, van Os, Michielsen, Claassen, 
& Feiter, 1991). The evaluation showed that children who trained with the VSA 
acquired the trained basic speech skills significantly faster than those in the 
control group. These positive effects may be attributed to the various ways the 
VSA supports speech skill acquisition, which include: 
(1) providing on-line visual information about speech aspects, thus replacing, at 
least in part, the missing auditive feedback in deaf persons; 
(2) providing instantaneous and objective feedback during the learning process; 
(3) providing an objective measure of the pupil's actual performance level 
which, in tum, leads to a more systematic training; 
(4) increasing the amount of time a child actually practices during a speech 
lesson; 
(5) increasing the motivation of both pupil and speech therapist. 
In sum, the VSA proved to be a valuable supplement in the daily practice of 
<:n<*f»rh training nf hearinp-imnairprl children 
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After having briefly introduced the VSA, we now describe the actual system 
and its exercises. The purpose of this description is to present a complete 
overview of the VSA, in a way that should be of interest both to practising 
speech therapists and to researchers involved in the development of speech 
training devices. The remaining part of this paper is organized into five sections. 
The second section briefly describes the hardware components of the VSA. The 
third section describes the general structure of the VSA along with its main user-
interfaces and operational functions. It also explains the two system modes in 
which the VSA can operate, respectively referred to as the "lesson-mode" and 
the "homework-mode". The fourth section describes the training displays, the 
various types of exercises, and the way an exercise is selected, changed and 
executed. Finally, the fifth section proposes a curriculum incorporating selected 
teaching targets aimed at the development of speech subskills, that may guide 
one's choice in selecting the order of performing the exercises. 
2. System configuration 
2.1. System composition 
The VSA 3.0 consists of a standard computer (Amiga-2000) expanded with 
several commercially available boards containing special processors for signal 
acquisition and analysis, a colour monitor, a keyboard, and a mouse. Speech 
signals are recorded by a microphone, and optionally by an electro-laryngograph 
and an accelerometer. Before being processed by the computer, all signals are 
passed through a built-in audio-interface for proper conditioning. The current 
system supports the connection of two sets of speech transducers, enabling the 
display of utterances produced by two speakers, for instance, a pupil and a 
teacher. Figure 1 shows the configuration of the VSA. 
2.2. Transducers 
The VSA is equipped with two head-worn microphones (Shure-SMIOA). The 
best position of the microphone is about 3 cm from a comer of the mouth, 
thereby optimally reducing the recording of unwanted background sounds. The 
microphone signal (Mie) is used for extracting three important speech qualities: 
loudness, pitch, and timbre. 
The electro-laryngograph (Laryngograph Ltd, portable type) is a device that 
produces a signal (Lx) derived from the movements of the vocal chords by 
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Figure 1. The Visual Speech Apparatus. 
with the device proved that the placement of the electrodes is very critical, 
especially with very young children (see also Kuijpers, 1993). The electro-
laryngograph is used for assessing severely disturbed voice quality (such as 
hoarseness and breathiness), and alternatively for extracting the voice 
fundamental, the physical equivalent of pitch. 
The accelerometcr (Knowles Electronics Inc., type KA392) is a contact 
microphone that measures contact vibrations (CM), and is used for detecting 
nasality. The placement of the accelerometer is on the upper side of the nose 
over the lateral nasal cartilage. 
Almost all exercises can be performed by only using the microphone. If one 
is interested in detecting voice quality or nasality, then the other two transducers 
should also be connected. 
2.3 Audio-interface 
All transducers are connected to the front of the audio-interface, as shown in 
Figure 2. The audio-interface was especially designed to improve the ergonomics 
of the VSA. The main electronic function of the audio-interface is the 
amplification and filtering of the signals, as well as switching between the 
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adjustment of these functions during a speech training session, due to changing 
speakers and/or exercises, all audio-related functions are brought under software 
control. This means that the audio setting needs to be adjusted only once for 
each exercise and for each speaker. The settings are stored on the pupil diskette 
or teacher diskette. The next time that the exercise is selected, the audio-settings 
arc automatically read and set. 
The software-controlled automatic audio-adjustment procedure has four 
important advantages as compared to manual adjustment. First, the chance of 
incorrectly setting an audio adjustment for a specific exercise or speaker is 
excluded. Second, the method enables the use of automatic volume control 
(AVC). Third, the exercises gain flexibility, because several options for 
connecting each of different transducers with one of the audio channels are 
automatically executed. Fourth, the method saves valuable time in a practice 
session. Audio-settings are adjusted using the audio-panel of the panel-window 
(see also section 3.3). 
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Figure 2. Connections on the front of the audio-interface. The connectors indicated by 
10 and 14 are used for a microphone and an acceleromcter. The connectors indicated by 
11 and 13 are used for connecting the electrodes of the electro-laryngograph. The 
connector indicated by number 12 is used for a hearing-aid or a headphone. The other 
numbers [1..9, 15] refer to lights indicating connection of the transducers (Mie, CM, and 
Lx), and whether a pupil (LL) or tutor (LR) is connected to the left or right side of the 
front 
2.4. Data Storage 
All data needed to perform exercises with the VSA are stored on two types of 
diskettes: a pupil diskette and a teacher diskette. A pupil diskette contains 
f л \ _ _ • ^ N 
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adjustments to be used in the training displays, (3) definitions of basic exercises 
and their variants, (4) selection of exercises to be used as homework, and (5) 
performance data. A teacher diskette only contains data related to identification 
and speaker specific adjustments. 
From each new and valid diskette inserted into the system, or from all 
changes made during a lesson, a backup is made on harddisk. This prevents loss 
of important information in case a diskette gets damaged. Moreover, using the 
harddisk as primary source of peripheral data communication highly improves 
the speed of input/output operations. 
3. Structure 
This section describes the general architecture of the VSA from a users' point of 
view. In designing the VSA much attention was given to the operational aspects 
of the system, so that even an inexperienced user would have no difficulties 
using it. This was achieved by using two ergonomie principles: (1) make the 
system transparent for the user by introducing the fewest as possible number of 
interaction displays; and (2) group all relevant operational functions according to 
their effects, and present them on one display, thus providing the user a 
complete overview of all the functions of the system. 
3.1. System modes of the VSA 
The VSA can operate in two system modes: the LESSON-mode and the 
HOMEWORK-mode. In which mode the VSA operates depends on the presence 
of a pupil diskette and a teacher diskette during the start-up phase of the system. 
If both diskettes are inserted the VSA will operate in the LESSON-mode; if only 
a pupil diskette is present it will operate in the HOMEWORK-mode. 
In the LESSON-mode, which is the regular mode of operation, the pupil 
practices under the supervision of a teacher. The teacher selects and defines the 
exercises and determines the order of performance for a pupil during a speech 
lesson. In this mode the teacher can select exercises, to be added to a pupil's 
homework task. Training with another pupil in the LESSON-mode can be started 
by merely inserting another pupil-diskette. Then, the VSA reads the data from 
the newly inserted pupil-diskette and uses this information to re-adjust all pupil-
specific program settings. 
In the HOMEWORK-mode the pupil practices alone and performs a sequence 
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performed an exercise in the homework situation, the pupil's result is 
automatically stored on the pupil's diskette, and can be redisplayed in a next 
session for evaluation. 
Figure 3 shows the general structure of the VSA used in the LESSON-mode 
and the HOMEWORK-mode, along with their basic displays which will be 
described in the next section. 
LESSON MODE HOMEWORK MODE 
I I MENU-WINDOW Υ/////Λ PRACTICE-WINDOW 
^ ^ H CONTROL-WINDOW ІІШЖІІ PANEL-WINDOW 
Figure 3. The basic structure of the VSA showing LESSON-mode and HOMEWORK-
mode and their screens and most important windows. 
3.2. Basic screens 
Each mode of operation uses displays that are composed of screens and 
windows. A screen is defined as a primary display surface covering the enure 
monitor screen, with windows opened at the top of it. Windows are defined as 
specific rectangular display areas, each with its own size and location on the 
screen. The structure of the VSA is based on three main screens, named MENU, 
PRACTICE and HOMEWORK. The MENU-screen is primarily used for selecting 
exercises and for accessing several special functions (see also Appendix A, A-4). 
The PRACTICE-screen is used for the actual performance of an exercise in a 
regular speech lesson, and for controlling its execution. The HOMEWORK-
screen is used for performing preselected homework exercises. The screens 
contain several windows, located on fixed positions on the screen, each window 
containing a selected group of operational functions. Figure 4 shows some 
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concrete examples of the different screens. 
3.3. Operational windows 
The user is interfaced with the VSA by means of operational functions that 
appear as small objects on windows, mostly in the form of a button containing 
either an icon (image) or text. In general, the operational functions can be 
divided into four groups which are labelled controls, selections, adjustments, and 
special functions. Each group of functions is accommodated by a separate 
window. The user may select and/or activate these functions by means of a 
mouse. An explanation of operating the mouse, and an exhaustive description of 
all operational functions available on the VSA, can be found in Appendix A. 
The following windows may appear: 
CONTROL-WINDOW 
The control-window is the central operating window of the VSA and is located 
on the bottom of each basic screen. Dependent on the screen in which the 
control-window appears, it contains a variable number of buttons (1-3 controls) 
for controlling the actual stale of the system. For example, using the appropriate 
button of the control-window the user can select either the MENU-screen or the 
PRACnCE-screen to be active. In addition, an auxiliary window can be evoked 
for adjusting the parameters used in an exercise. 
The control-window in the MENU-screen contains two buttons: TRAIN and 
PANEL. By clicking the TRAIN button with the mouse, the PRACTICE-screen 
is evoked (see Figure 4c). Qicking the PANEL button evokes the panel-window 
in the MENU-screen (see Figure 4b) or removes it from this screen (see Figure 
4a). The panel-window is used for adjusting parameters of an exercise (see 
below). 
The control-window in the PRACTICE-screen contains three buttons: MENU, 
PANEL, and START/STOP. By clicking the MENU-button, one returns to the 
MENU-screen. The PANEL button again evokes the panel-window (see Figure 
4d). The rightmost button is a multi-functional button which is used to begin or 
to end an exercise (START/STOP), to initialize the next trial (NEXT), and in 
some case to show the delayed performance (RESULT). The button is 
sequentially marked with the appropriate text (START/STOP/RESULT/NEXT), 
dependent on the actual state of exercise execution. The different phases 
involved in the execution of an exercise are described in section 4.5. 
In the HOMEWORK-screen, the control-window contains only one button 
(see Figure 4e). This button, located on the right of the control-window, is used 
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to control the execution of an exercise during the performance of the homework 
task. It is initially marked with START, and is substituted by NEXT or 
RESULT, to serve the next stages of a trial of an exercise. 
MENU-WINDOW 
The menu-window is located on the upper half of the MENU-screen. From this 
window the user can select, store, change, or delete an exercise, and can select 
an exercise to be practised as homework using the selection functions. 
Furthermore, the menu-window accommodates drop-down menus, containing 
special functions used for editing personal data, showing performance results, 
making a new pupil diskette or teacher diskette, and deleting the homework task. 
Finally, the menu-window displays the names of the pupil and the teacher, and 
the current date. See Figures 4a and 4b for examples of the menu-window. 
PANEL-WINDOW 
The panel-window is located directly below the menu-window. The panel-
window is used to adjust the parameters of an exercise. The panel-window 
consists of four rows of buttons that are associated with the different parameters. 
The upper two rows contain buttons for changing general parameters, i.e. 
features that are valid for all exercises, such as input source (speaker/recorded 
signal), speaker (pupil/tutor), feedback (immediate/delayed), audio-settings, 
criterion level (easy/hormal/difficult), number of trials per exercise, and type of 
extrinsic reward. The lower two rows contain buttons for changing exercise-
specific features, such as: duration of the exercise, nature of pitch or loudness 
category, and type of foreground and background images. As a consequence, the 
configuration of the buttons on the lower two rows changes with the nature of 
the selected exercise. 
A special note must be made with respect to the audio-settings. Qicking the 
AUDIO-button evokes the audio-panel, covering the lower two rows (see also 
Appendix A.3). The audio-panel contains buttons and potentiometers for audio-
specific adjustments, as well as buttons used to adjust speaker-specific settings, 
like pitch or loudness range. The adjustments selected on the panel-window are 
valid for the current exercise only. 
As mentioned before, the panel-window can be evoked both in the MENU-
screen and in the PRACTICE-screen. At this location, other auxiliary windows 
may appear temporarily, displaying system messages to inform the user about 
system initiated actions. 
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Figure 4. Examples of (a) the MENU-screen, (c) the PRACTICE-screen, and (e) the 
HOMEWORK-screen. The panel-window can be evoked in both the MENU-screen (b) 
and in the PRACTICE-screen (d), while the result-window is evoked in the MENU-
screen if). 
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RESULT-WINDOW 
The result window can be evoked by activating one of the special menu 
functions. It appears at the same location as the panel-window, and displays the 
results obtained per exercise in the form of a learning curve (see Figure 4f). 
Furthermore, it has an option for displaying the settings of pitch and loudness 
range associated with each exercise. 
PRACTICE-WINDOW 
The practice-window is used for the actual performance of an exercise. Most of 
the exercises are implemented as game-like animations, in which a certain 
teaching goal is specified on one or more visual dimensions, each dimension 
representing a basic aspect of speech. After starting a trial of an exercise, the 
visual effects associated with the selected acoustic features of a speech utterance 
are displayed. The VSA extracts the acoustic features from the speech signals 
and instantaneously displays the corresponding visual correlates. Usually, the 
progress of a trial is shown as a left-to-right movement on the X-axis, 
representing the time dimension. After finishing a trial, either as a result of 
incorrect performance or by normal termination of the trial, the result is often 
shown in the display itself, using animation actions and/or an extra reward in the 
form of a score, stamp, or puzzle. 
4. Exercises 
This section deals with the nature of the exercises and the way they are 
implemented on the VSA. We successively shall describe how the exercises are 
organized for the user, the types of exercises and displays involved, and the 
definition of an exercise, after which we shall discuss some special options that 
were introduced to optimise the learning process in acquiring speech. 
4.1 Overview of exercises 
The VSA currently incorporates over 30 basic exercises, divided in several 
categories of basic speech exercises. The basic exercises, named BasicTraining, 
are organized on three hierarchical levels. These are: 
(1) Aspect. This indicates the category of basic speech features being trained. 
(2) Type. This indicates the level at which a specific speech feature is 
being trained. 
(3) Variant. This indicates an actual variant of a BasisTraining in which a 
specific teaching objective is specified. 
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The three levels are displayed in the first three main columns of the menu-
window (see examples of Figure 4). The actual exercises are displayed in the 
variant-column. While the content of the latter column changes as another aspect 
or type is selected, the content of type-column depends on the selected aspect in 
the first column. Both aspect and type of exercise are fixed in the VSA. Variants 
of a BasicTraining are defined by the user by altering the exercise definition (see 
below). The procedure for the selection of an exercise is as follows: one first 
chooses an aspect to be trained (for instance voicing, loudness, or pilch), then 
one makes a choice for a specific type of exercise (for instance learning the 
relation between a speech parameter and the related visual dimension), and 
finally one chooses a specific variant in this category of exercises (for instance 
one at which the limits of pitch or loudness range are increased). 
The hierarchical representation serves two goals: first, it provides a complete 
(although condensed) overview of the available exercises; second, the exercises 
are ordered a way that supports the use of a curriculum that introduces subgoals 
for learning in a step-wise fashion. Table 1 presents an overview of all 
BasicTraining exercises classified into several types. It should be noted that this 
classification is based on global types only, thus, an exercise listed under a 
certain global type might also be suited for practising a teaching objective that is 
specified in another column of the scheme. 
4.2. Training Displays 
Two types of displays can be discerned: (1) displays for calibration purposes, 
and (2) displays for the exercises proper. The displays for calibration either show 
the raw unprocessed speech signals (e.g. the oscillogram or the laryngogram 
shown on a simulated oscilloscope) or show derived acoustic features (e.g. 
intensity, fundamental frequency, and spectral representations). The calibration 
displays are mainly used for checking the proper functioning of the VSA, the 
connection of the transducers, and for determining the loudness and pitch ranges 
to be used in later exercises. Figure 5 shows two examples of displays used for 
calibration. 
The displays used for developing and practising voice and articulation are of 
two types: (1) single-dimensional displays, showing only one basic aspect of 
speech, and (2) multi-dimensional displays that simultaneously show information 
about pitch, loudness, and timbre. Most exercises have been implemented as 
single-dimensional displays. We distinguish three main aspects of voice control: 
timing, loudness, and pitch. These parameters are visualized by using animation 
nhiects that chance due In vnice activitv and p.lansprl timp. nn thp. fnllnwintr 
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Table 1. 
Classification scheme of the BasicTrairung exercises ordered according to Aspect and Global 
Type. 
ASPECT 
Calibration 
Voicing 
Loudness 
Pitch 
Vowels 
Consonant 
Nasality 
Voice 
Quality 
GLOBAL TYPE 
calibration & 
testing 
Oscilloscope 
exploration 
Filter Bank 
Spectrogram 
Relation 
Relation 
Relation 
Mouth 
Opening 
Tongue 
Height 
Personal 
Space 
Mula-display 
Multi-display 
Detection 
ranges 
Range Setting 
Full Range 
Categones 
Full Range 
Categones 
Subgroups 
Vowel Space 
Vowel 
Tnangle 
g-f-s 
f-v-s-z 
1-m-r 
Jitter 
Shimmer 
sustained 
sounds 
Minimal 
Tune 
Fixed Time 
Minimal 
Time 
Minimal 
Tune 
patterns 
Time 
Patterns 
Time 
Patterns 
Time Patterns 
Tutor->Pupil 
Pairs of 
Vowels 
Pairs of 
Consonants 
chosen dimensions: time as a function of a moving object or bar along the X-
axis, loudness as both the size and brightness of an object, and pitch as the 
vertical location of an object on the training display. Voicing is indicated by 
means of colours: red for voiced sounds and grey for unvoiced sounds. Silences 
or pauses are indicated by the colour black. 
Next, there are several exercises for teaching the pronunciation of vowels and 
consonants. The first vowel exercises let the pupil explore the two dimensions of 
a "vowel space", that respectively correspond to the degree of openness and 
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Figure 5. Examples of the displays used in the VSA: (a) a simulated two-channel 
oscilloscope, and (b) setting pitch and loudness ranges are used for calibration purposes; 
training displays are: (c) to learn how to sustain a sound, (d) to learn three categories of 
loudness, (e) to learn an intonation pattern, and (0 to learn to produce distinct vowels 
displayed in a Up-reading triangle. 
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back-front location of the tongue. In later stages of the training more advanced 
displays can be used. These include displays that show a vowel as a point in the 
vowel plane, its location being related to the spectral composition of the sound, 
or displays that directly classify a vowel (using speaker-independent vowel 
identification). With respect to the training of consonants, several displays are 
available. These include: a display that differentiates three voiceless consonants 
/f, s, χ/, a display for practising the distinction between the two pairs of sounds 
differing in voicing /f-v/ and /s-z/, or a display that gives feedback about the 
pronunciation of the consonants /m, 1, r/. 
Finally, two training displays are included to detect nasality and to control 
voice quality. Nasality is an important speech variable in the production of some 
sounds, like the consonants /m/ and /η/ or specific nasalized vowels, such as 
occurs in French. In case of spoken Dutch nasalization is mostly not allowed in 
vowels. Using the nasality detection display, one may learn or unlearn 
nasalization. Voice control is not to be viewed as a primary speech variable, but 
is an important factor determining naturalness and attractiveness of speech. 
The above described practice displays were selected as examples only. For a 
complete and detailed overview of all training displays that are currently 
available on the VSA, one is referred to Appendix B. 
4.3. Exercise definition 
Each exercise is defined in terms of exercise parameters which are stored in a 
file (TrainDef) on a pupil's diskette. Most parameters can be changed by the 
user to make variants of a BasicTraining. This feature illustrates the flexible and 
open-ended character of the VSA. 
The structure of a TrainDef file contains a header and four sets of attributes, 
viz. file creation data, general parameters, specific parameters, and audio 
parameters. The header specifies the entry code of an exercise by the arguments 
[aspect, type, variant]. File creation data contain the date that a file was made, 
the creator's name (normally a teacher), and the pupil's name. General 
parameters determine the general conditions for executing an exercise which are: 
source of speech information, visual and auditive feedback modes, speaker 
selection, number of trials, type of reward, and the evaluation criterion. General 
parameters are utilized in all exercises and their type and number of possible 
adjustments are fixed. In contrast, specific parameters are only meaningful for 
certain exercises. Specific parameters pertain to exercise-specific adjustments and 
vary from one exercise to another. Among these are parameters that define the 
total duration of an exercise or time segments of it; the voicing, pitch, and 
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loudness conditions; the type of animation and background; and parameters that 
are especially designed to operate a calibration display, like the oscilloscope. The 
way in which the specific parameters are specified determines the appearance of 
an exercise. Upon selection of an exercise, the panel-window is automatically 
adapted to the actually specified parameters. Finally, the audio parameters define 
the settings for signal amplification (either user adjusted or by means of 
automatic volume control), the user connection and its associated input channel 
selection, and user-specific pitch and loudness ranges. All parameters (i.e. 
general, specific, and audio) are adjustable in the panel-window. 
Defining the TrainDef can be done in two ways. First, when creating the very 
first exercise that has to match with a new aspect/type category, the system 
operator is given access to a special program-module that allows the initial 
selection of the specific parameters needed for that exercise, leading to the 
BasicTraining of that aspect/type category. Using this program-module, the 
parameter configuration of an existing BasicTraining can of course also be 
changed. Since this program-module is only of interest for the system operator it 
is not further described in this chapter. Second, a user may create variants of the 
BasicTraining by adjusting the parameters available for that specific exercise on 
the PANEL-window. Thus, while the system operator may create and define an 
entire new exercise, a user can define new exercises that are derived from a 
BasicTraining exercise only. Own-made variants of the BasicTraining enables a 
teacher to compose a learning program for practising a given aspect of speech 
tailored to the needs of a pupil. 
4.4. Special options 
Three of the general exercise parameters directly contribute to the methodology 
of learning and may thus be viewed as special options of the VSA. These are: 
(1) the delayed feedback option, (2) the rewarding system, and (3) the flexible 
norm setting. These options are discussed below. 
The VSA has two ways for practising: with immediate feedback or with 
delayed feedback. Using the immediate feedback mode, visual and/or auditive 
feedback is presented during the utterance. In the delayed feedback mode, no 
feedback is given during the execution of the exercise. After the trial has been 
ended, the performance can be made visible and audible by pressing the 
RESULT button. The purpose of this option is to gradually wean the pupil away 
from visual information, thereby stimulating greater reliance on his/her own 
feedback sources, like tactile and kinaesthetic information, and residual hearing. 
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An exercise on the VSA usually consists of 5-10 trials. Besides an intrinsic 
reinforcement in the form of the correct performance of the exercise, there is an 
option to present an additional reward. The nature of this extra reward is selected 
from the panel-window and comprises several forms, (e.g. a mark, an attractive 
picture, or a puzzle). These rewards may stimulate the pupil to continue 
exercising. 
The norm or criterion used for judging a performance as being correct is 
adjustable for most of the exercises. Norm settings (easy, normal, or difficult) 
are differently implemented in separate exercises, since each exercise has its own 
way of evaluating the correctness of performance. The overall effect is that using 
the 'easy' setting results in an early reward (allowing more mistakes), as 
compared to the 'difficult' setting, which requires an almost perfect performance. 
This option is implemented because repeated failure to execute an exercise 
correctly frustrates both the pupil and teacher, and may induce negative attitudes 
towards speech acquisition. 
4.5. Performing an exercise: an example 
The execution of an exercise will be discussed on the basis of an arbitrarily 
chosen example from the category [Voicing, MinimalTime]. The number and 
nature of the performance phases involved differ for the immediate feedback 
mode and the delayed feedback mode. Both will be described. 
Performing an exercise using the Immediate Feedback Mode 
The user starts with the selection of an exercise in the menu-window of the 
MENU-screen (see Figure 6a). In order to check or change the exercise 
definition, the panel-window is evoked in the MENU-screen by clicking the 
PANEL button. The teaching target of the exercise set in the presented example 
is to produce a voiced sound for at least 4 seconds. The setting is adjusted by 
means of the buttons in the panel-window, which resulted in the following 
general and specific parameter settings (from left to right). General: on-line 
recording, immediate feedback mode, auditive feedback on, pupil's speech, 5 
trials, mild criterion as norm, and little pictures as reward. Specific: voicing is 
obtained from the recorded microphone signal, voiced condition, duration set at 
4 seconds, a "landscape" as background, and "grandpa" as animation object in 
the foreground. By clicking the TRAIN button the PRACTICE-screen appears 
(see Figure 6b). 
The first trial of the exercise starts by clicking the START button. This 
button is now replaced by the STOP button. With the STOP button a user can 
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Figure 6. Example of performing an exercise in the direct feedback mode. First, a user 
selects and defines an exercise on the MENU-screen (a). Clicking the TRAIN button evokes 
the PRACTICE-screen and the first trial is initialized (b). Clicking the START button starts 
the trial, and the STOP button appears (c). The STOP button can be used to terminate trial 
execution at any moment during execution. The trial ends either with the occurance of a task 
failure (d) or with a correct performance (e). After the last trial the pupil is rewarded (f)-
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Figure 7. Example of performing an exercise in de delayed feedback mode. First, a user 
selects and defines the exercise on the MENU-screen (a). Clicking the TRAIN button evokes 
the PRACTICE-screen and initializes the first phase of the trial, which is characterized by 
transparency of the animation objects (b). Next, clicking the START button starts the trial 
and the STOP button appears (c). After performing the first phase of the trial the RESULT 
button appears (d). Clicking the RESULT button activates the second phase of the trial (e) in 
which the result of the performance during the first phase is showed (f). 
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terminate the execution of a trial at any moment during performance. Most of 
the exercises operate with a voice-key, that is, the trial will only start when a 
certain adjusted intensity threshold is exceeded. The trial is ended either because 
of a user-intervened stop (Figure 6c), or because of a task failure (Figure 6d), or 
because of a correct performance of the trial (Figure 6e). In all these cases the 
STOP button will be replaced by the NEXT button. The figure printed right to 
the NEXT button indicates the number of trials still to be performed. The next 
trial is initiated by clicking the NEXT button, which will then be replaced by the 
START button. In this way the pupil proceeds through all trials. After finishing 
the last trial, the pupil is rewarded with the appropriate picture indicating the 
number of correctly performed trials (see Figure 6f). 
Performing an exercise using the Delayed Feedback Mode 
To carry out an exercise in the delayed feedback mode the delayed feedback 
button in the panel-window is activated (see Figure 7a). The difference with the 
immediate feedback mode is apparent in two ways. First, the exercise control 
buttons marked with START, STOP, and NEXT are now coloured yellow 
(instead of red), and an extra button, marked RESULT, is added to the sequence. 
Second, most of the exercises running in the delayed feedback mode appear with 
so-called ghosted animation objects, which means that only the contours of the 
object are visible (see Figure 7b). 
Clicking the START button activates the first phase of trial execution. In this 
phase the practice display only shows time tracking information; the visual 
effects associated with voice activity are omitted (see Figure 7c). After the first 
phase is ended, the RESULT button appears (Figure 7d). Clicking the RESULT 
button activates the feedback-phase of the trial, in which the stored speech signal 
is used to display the effects of the previously performed trial. The rest of the 
execution in the second phase is identical to the immediate feedback mode (see 
Figures 7e and 7f). 
5. Curriculum 
This section describes a preliminary curriculum that may be used to develop 
basic speech skills in connection with the VSA. A central notion in the 
curriculum is the assumption that speech sounds, in an abstract sense, originate 
from variations in three constituent dimensions: pitch, loudness, and timbre. 
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the lower end of the pitch dimension (F0<50 Hz) sounds are voiceless; otherwise 
sounds are voiced. By adding the time dimension, which is orthogonal to all 
others, dynamic speech utterances can be produced. Within this view, a speech 
training device aiming at supporting the development and acquisition of these 
three basic speech attributes, has to provide series of exercises that stepwise 
introduce various teaching targets gradually increasing in complexity, until all 
speech qualities are learned. The VSA offers such exercises involving the 
following stages (Povel & Arends, 1991): 
(1) Acquire an understanding of the existence of the basic dimensions. This can 
be achieved by giving the pupil the opportunity to leam the visuo-motor 
relations between changes in the visual display (shown on the practice-
window) and self-produced articulaiory changes. 
(2) Acquire basic control in producing changes in the relevant dimensions over 
the whole range used in normal speech production. In this stage the pupil is 
taught to produce sustained voiced or unvoiced sounds within the normal 
range of pitch and loudness. This can be reached by introducing two types 
of exercises: those that have no lime constraints, and those that involve 
timing conditions. Using the learned visuo-motor relations of stage 1, the 
first type of exercises merely displays variations on one speech dimension, 
while the second type of exercises requires precise articulatory timing on a 
speech dimension. 
(3) Acquire first simple and later more complex speech events that basically 
consist of certain combinations of conditions on different constituent 
dimensions. In this stage the pupil may leam to produce the phonemes, 
intonation contours, or patterns of voiced and voiceless sounds. 
This scheme was elaborated into a speech teaching curriculum that consists of 
several stages, each involving several phonetic levels for gradually acquiring a 
distinct subskill of speech. On each level the model specifies a target behaviour 
that needs to be mastered before proceeding with teaching targets on the next 
level or stage. Thus, the teaching and training of speech is viewed as a process 
that requires the serial development of skills through different stages of 
acquisition. A basic distinction is made between voiced and unvoiced sounds. 
Voiced sounds are specified by timbre, loudness, and pitch; unvoiced sounds by 
timbre and loudness only. Each stage of the curriculum also contains temporal 
targets, i.e. timing patterns that aim at practising different sequences of sound 
productions. Each of the proposed stages of the curriculum is described in one of 
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5.1. Basic voice control 
(la) Objective: acquire an undemanding of the difference between silence, 
voiced sounds, and unvoiced sounds. 
Method: display spontaneously produced sounds irrespective of pitch, 
loudness, or timbre, and show the relation between voicing and the way it 
is visualized. 
(lb) Objective: acquire global control in sound productions. 
Method: teach to sustain voiced and unvoiced sounds during an indicated 
period of time. 
(lc) Objective: acquire precise control in sound productions. 
Method: teach to sustain voiced or unvoiced sounds during a certain period 
of time, that is, teach to stop a sound production exactly at a specified 
moment in time. 
(Id) Objective: acquire voice control in sequences of voiced and unvoiced 
sounds. 
Method: teach to produce different temporal patterns that consist in 
segments of either voiced or unvoiced sounds, alternated with pauses. 
(le) Objective: acquire control in sequences of different sounds. 
Method: teach to produce different patterns of voiced and unvoiced sounds, 
optionally alternated with pauses. These advanced exercises may be 
composed of segments of voiced and unvoiced sounds. Very complex 
exercises can be formed by using, for instance, repeated patterns of voiced 
and unvoiced segments, with different durations, and alternated by pauses. 
5.2. Loudness 
(2a) Objective: acquire an understanding of the loudness for both voiced and 
unvoiced sounds. 
Method: teach to produce spontaneous speech and show the relation 
between loudness and the way it is visualized. 
(2b) Objective: explore the whole range of loudness for either voiced or 
unvoiced sounds. 
Method: teach to vary loudness within the limits of the normal range of 
speech production. 
(2c) Objective: acquire three loudness categories of voiced and unvoiced 
sounds. 
Method: teach to sustain a voiced or unvoiced sound during ал indicated 
period of time and within an indicated loudness category. The conditions 
for loudness categories corresoond at the Dhonolorical level with "soft". 
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"normal", and "loud". Added to these are the two extreme categories "too 
soft" and "too loud". Note that the loudness range of voiced sound is larger 
than that of unvoiced sounds. Consequently, the limits of the loudness 
categories for voiced sounds will differ from those of unvoiced sounds. 
(2d) Objective: acquire variations in loudness over three categories within one 
utterance, using either voiced or unvoiced sounds. 
Method: teach to produce different patterns of categorical loudness. The 
temporal patterns may consist of two or three alternating loudness 
categories that apply to voiced or unvoiced sounds. 
(2c) Objective: acquire control in loudness variations over different categories, 
using both voiced and unvoiced sounds. 
Method: teach to produce temporal patterns that consist of several 
segments, each segment indicating one of the categories that are derived 
from the ranges of voiced and unvoiced sounds. In this stage, very 
complex patterns may be learned. As an example, a pattern could be 
created that requires first the production of a normal voiced loudness 
during 2 seconds, followed by a soft voiceless sound during 1 second, 
which in tum, is followed by a loud voiced sound for 1 second. 
5.3. Pitch 
(3a) Objective: acquire an understanding of the pitch dimension of voiced 
sounds. 
Method: vocalize freely and show the relation between pitch and the way it 
is visualized. 
(3b) Objective: explore the whole range of pitch. 
Method: teach to vary pitch within the limits of the normal range of speech 
production. 
(3c) Objective: acquire control in sustained sounds at a given pitch level. 
Method: teach to produce a sound at an indicated pitch level during an 
indicated period of time. This exercise may be very useful for lowering or 
raising abnormal pitch height. 
(3d) Objective: acquire three pitch categories. 
Method: teach to sustain voiced sounds during an indicated period of time 
and within an indicated pitch category. The pitch categories correspond at 
the phonological level with "low", "normal", and "high". Added to these 
are the two extreme categories "very low" and "very high". 
(3e) Objective: acquire variations in pitch over three categories within one 
uttp.ranrp. 
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Method: teach to produce different patterns of categorical pitch. These 
temporal patterns may consist of two or three alternating pitch categories. 
(3f) Objective: acquire control in pitch intonation contours. 
Method: teach to produce (or reproduce a teacher's example) usual 
intonation patterns of speech. Minimally, the pupil must be able to produce 
accents by making upward and downward pitch movements. 
5.4. Timbre 
(4a) Objective: acquire an understanding of the timbre dimension of both voiced 
and unvoiced sounds. 
Method: teach the relation of front-back and height dimensions of vowels 
and show the way they are visualized. 
(4b) Objective: explore the whole range of timbre. 
Method: teach to vary the articulators in such a way that a given position 
in the continuous vowel plane is reached. 
(4c) Objective: acquire vowel categories. 
Method: teach to produce all distinct vowels (12 for Dutch) using the 
discrete vowel classification displays. 
(4d) Objective: acquire consonant categories. 
Method: leach to produce different consonants using the discrete consonant 
classification displays. The VSA can identify 8 selected consonantal 
continuants: 3 voiceless consonants /f, s, χ/, and 5 voiced consonants /v, z, 
1, m, r/. 
(4e) Objective: acquire patterns of vowels or consonants. 
Method: teach to produce two different vowels or consonants alternately in 
a pairwise combination. 
(4f) Objective: acquire combined control in vowels, pitch, and loudness. 
Method: teach to produce vowels at a given pitch and loudness level. 
(4g) Objective: acquire combined control in voiced consonants, pitch, and 
loudness. 
Method: teach to produce voiced consonants at a given pitch and loudness 
level. 
(4h) Objective: acquire combined control in unvoiced consonants and loudness. 
Method: teach to produce unvoiced consonants at a given loudness level. 
5.5. Nasality and Voice Quality 
(5a) Objective: acquire basic control in nasality. 
Method: teach to nmduce nasal and non-nasal sounds usimi an intruratp.il 
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display indicating nasality and voicing. 
(5b) Objective: acquire control over the quality of voicing. 
Method: learn to vocalize with a stable voice without breathiness or 
hoarseness. 
A remark is in order regarding the use of the curriculum. A teacher is free to 
choose the order of target behaviours, provided that within a stage the sequence 
of selected targets follows the proposed hierarchy. Note that the mastering of a 
target behaviour can be evaluated by using the learning curves that are 
automatically collected for all performed exercises. The ultimate objective should 
be the automation of a subskill. 
6. Discussion 
The Visual Speech Apparatus has been described with respect to its functional 
operation and a basic speech training curriculum has been proposed containing 
specific teaching objectives that were converted into series of exercises. The aim 
of the VSA is to provide detailed information about fundamental aspects of 
speech. That is, the VSA is especially suited for developing and training 
segmental and suprasegmental aspects of speech on a phonetic level, which are 
basically voice control and phoneme acquisition. As such, the VSA may be used 
by the speech therapist as an aid in teaching the basic phonetic subskills. In later 
stages of the training the acquired subskills must be incorporated in the 
phonological repertoire by establishing the sound-meaning relation. A detailed 
and elaborated scheme guiding the incorporation of speech patterns into a 
meaningful sound system has been proposed by Ling (1976). 
The VSA provides detailed information about basic aspects of speech and 
uses visual displays to convert this information into exercises. In this context we 
would like to mention an alternative approach followed in the ISTRA project 
(Kewley-Port, Watson, Elbert, Maki, & Reed, 1989; Watson, Kewley-Port, Reed, 
& Maki, 1989). Here the aim is to provide a global indication of the correctness 
of a speech utterance, mostly a spoken word or sentence. A score is obtained by 
comparing a spoken utterance with a template representing the current best 
speech realisation of the child. This single score can be seen as a substitute for 
the human teacher who gives feedback in terms of "poor, better, good". 
Although such an approach may be useful for drilling more advanced students. 
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combinations, while providing detailed feedback, as most appropriate at the first 
stages of teaching speech to a deaf child. 
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Chapter 4 
Predicting voice quality of deaf speakers 
on the basis of glottal characteristics* 
Abstract 
Twenty profoundly deaf and five normal-hearing subjects produced 225 sustained 
vowels /a, i, u/ at different pitch levels and 75 phonetically balanced sentences, 
while vocal fold vibration was recorded through an electro-laryngograph. The 
utterances recorded on audio tape were judged by 10 experienced listeners on 
general voice quality, breathiness, hoarseness, and laryngeal strain on a 5-point 
scale. Seven parameters describing time-domain characteristics of the ELG-signal 
were extracted online by a special purpose computer system. Measurements were 
made over 500 consecutive vibratory cycles (10-cycle window), yielding a mean 
and standard deviation for each parameter per utterance. All data were submitted 
to analysis of variance and multiple regression analyses. Multiple correlations 
between glottal parameters and judged voice deviations varied between .46 and 
.70 indicating that overall prediction cannot reliably be based on these parameters, 
although severe cases of deaf voice deviations may be detectable. 
1. Introduction 
One of the goals of speech training programs for deaf children is the 
development of proper phonation. Lack of voice control results in an abnormal 
or unpleasant voice which Has a negative influence on intelligibility (Hudgins & 
Numbers, 1942; Markides, 1970) and interferes with smooth communication 
(Levitt & Nye, 1971). Apart from problems in the control of pitch and loudness, 
typical voice problems of the deaf are breathiness, hoarseness and laryngeal 
strain. The present investigation is related to the latter type of voice problems. 
This study is performed in the context of a project in which we are developing a 
visual aid for the hearing impaired, the Visual Speech Apparatus (Povel & 
Arends, 1988), that among other aspects, aims at providing information about 
voice quality. For this purpose we need to trace those physical attributes in the 
glottal source that are correlated with voice characteristics such as breathiness, 
* Arends, N.. Povel, DJ., Os, E. van, & Speth, L. (1990). Journal of Speech and 
Hearing Research, 33, 116-122. 
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hoarseness and laryngeal strain. We will briefly review earlier work pertaining to 
voice perturbation measures and then describe our own attempts at finding the 
desired measures. 
Several studies have indicated that instability of voice is associated with 
roughness or hoarseness. Such instability is often expressed in terms of 
variations of fundamental frequency and amplitude, referred to as jitter and 
shimmer respectively. These studies indicate that jitter and shimmer values of 
pathological and simulated abnormal voices are systematically higher than those 
of normal voices (Lieberman, 1963; Deal & Emanuel, 1978; Horii, 1982; 
Sorensen & Horii, 1984; Kane & Wellen, 1985; Askenfelt & Hammarbcrg, 
1986; Wolfe & Steinfalt, 1987). The relation between perceived roughness and 
observed values for jitter and shimmer should be interpreted with caution when 
generalizing to nonpathological voices, because Heiberger and Horii (1982), in a 
perceptual-acoustical study using aged subjects, reported that jitter and shimmer 
(the ranges of which were limited to the low-end of the continuum) made only a 
minimal contribution to the prediction of perceived roughness. Likewise, in 
phonation research with hearing-impaired children, Monsen (1979) could not 
find a clear relation between voice quality ratings and jitter and shimmer values, 
measured in 10-period samples. 
Fourcin (1974) presented qualitative data concerning the shape of the electro-
laryngrographic (ELG) signal for breathy voices. The most relevant temporal 
property examined was the closed-to-open phase ratio in a vocal fold vibration 
cycle. He showed that a breathy voice produced a relatively small closed phase 
in isolated periods of the ELG signal. Hasegawa et al. (1984) and Maassen and 
Povel (1987), using a comparable measure, duty-cycle (see Figure 1), also found 
that breathiness was associated with decreasing closed phases, reflected in a 
decrease of the typical 50% value of the duty- cycle. The latter study, in which 
analyses were performed on ELG signals of deaf speakers, suggested that 
breathiness may also be related to the steepness of glottal closure. This was 
expressed by relative closure duration, defined as the duration marked by the 
onset and the maximum contact area of glottal closure relative to the period 
duration (see Figure 1). 
To gather information about the relative surface and duration of vocal fold 
contact during the closure phase, Dejonckere and Lebacq (1985) quantified the 
shape of the ELG-signal by means of the S-quotient. This was defined as the 
ratio of the area above the midpoint of the peak-to-peak deflection to the area 
beneath it. The S-quotient appeared to be suitable for the detection of reduced 
contact between the vocal folds, which often results in an abnormal voice 
quality. 
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Another aspect of glottal pulse shape was studied by Rosenberg (1971). In 
this study subjects evaluated resynthesized utterances with different simulated 
excitation waveforms. Preference judgments appeared to be related to the 
number and location of slope discontinuities and to opening and closing 
durations of the pulse shape. Maassen and Povel (1987) reported extreme cases 
of irregularity in the ELG signal produced by a deaf child demonstrating an 
extremely hoarse voice. 
The purpose of the present study was to examine physical correlates of 
voiced segments in the utterances of deaf speakers as potential predictors of 
voice quality. To this end, several features of the glottal waveform of deaf and 
hearing speakers, measured by means of an ELG, were defined and correlated 
with judgments of voice quality. 
2. Method 
2.1. Subjects 
Twenty prelingually deaf children and five normal-hearing children, ranging in 
age from 5 to 19 years, participated in the investigation. The deaf subjects were 
pupils of the Instituut voor Doven at St.Michielsgestel. Prior to selection all 
speech clinicians were asked to indicate to what extent each of their pupils had 
voice problems; based on these judgments fifteen deaf speakers with poor voice 
quality (subject 1-15 in Table 1) and five with relatively good voice quality 
(subject 16-20 in Table 1) were selected. To obtain a sufficient range in voice 
quality five normal-hearing children were included. Age, sex, and hearing levels 
of all subjects are shown in Table 1. 
2.2. Speech samples 
All speakers produced three sustained vowels (/a, i, u/) at three different pitch 
levels, categorized as normal, low, and high. Every phonated vowel lasted at 
least 5 seconds. The subjects also produced three different phonetically balanced 
standard sentences. It should be noted that the deaf speakers often only produced 
approximations of the intended utterances. Some connected speech was included 
in this study because Lieberman (1963) pointed out the entirely different nature 
of jitter and shimmer in connected speech. Moreover, Askenfelt and 
Hammarberg (1986) argued that running speech is essential for an adequate 
estimation of the voice status. In total, 225 sustained vowel samples and 75 
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Table 1. 
Sex, age, and hearing level in both ears of the subjects. Hearing level is the average 
aerphone threshold at 500, 1000, and 2000 Hz. 
Subject 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
Sex 
M 
F 
F 
F 
M 
F 
M 
F 
M 
F 
M 
M 
M 
F 
M 
M 
M 
F 
F 
M 
F 
F 
M 
M 
M 
Age 
year.mon.th 
8.0 
16.1 
12.7 
6.11 
11.7 
19.3 
12.8 
11.10 
14.7 
10.1 
5.5 
17.5 
18.2 
18.1 
15.8 
12.10 
13.0 
11.8 
8.2 
9.5 
11.8 
8.6 
11.1 
9.11 
12.1 
Fletcher-index 
HL.dB.lSO (1964) 
Right Ear Left Ear 
118 
127 
123 
>130 
>130 
115 
112 
122 
103 
122 
112 
107 
102 
128 
117 
127 
92 
110 
117 
97 
normal 
normal 
normal 
normal 
normal 
110 
118 
117 
>130 
120 
112 
120 
>130 
120 
115 
118 
102 
110 
>130 
118 
120 
103 
109 
113 
95 
2.3. Glottal parameters and measurements 
All glottal parameters examined in this study were extracted from the clectro-
laryngographic signal. We used the electro-laryngograph developed by Fourcin 
(Fourcin & Abberton, 1971). This device measures changes in the electrical 
impedance of the vocal cords, thereby providing information about vocal cord 
contact. The ELG signal has been validated as a measure of vocal fold contact 
area by comparing the signal with registrations of subglottal air pressure 
(Gilbert, Potter, & Hoodin, 1984), and of photoglottography and high-speed 
filming (Bear, Lofquist, & McGarr, 1983). 
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From the ELG signal the seven parameters, as discussed in the introduction, 
were extracted. The parameters are divided into intercycle and intracycle 
parameters. Intercycle parameters are Jitter Factor (JF), and Shimmer Factor 
(SF). Intracycle parameters are Fundamental Frequency (F0), Duty-Cycle (DC), 
Relative Closure Duration (RCD), Relative Positive Area (RPA), and Number of 
Discontinuities (ND). See Figure 1 for their formal definition. It should be noted 
that in this study Shimmer Factor is defined as the relative magnitude of focal 
fold contact area between adjacent pitch pulses. Irregularities in the ELG signal 
due to unexpected changes in the acceleration of vocal fold motion are measured 
by a second derivative test. Each time the absolute value of an extreme exceeded 
an empirically determined criterion value it was counted as an instance of 
discontinuity. 
The zero-crossings indicated in Figure 1 were determined by a method based 
on linear interpolation. This method achieves a good temporal resolution at a 
sample frequency of 10 kHz (Titze, Horii, & Scherer, 1987). The parameters 
were measured over 10 consecutive cycles at intervals of 100 ms. The average of 
50 successive measurements represented the value of the parameter for the 
isolated vowels. 
In case of the connected speech a special algorithm was developed, which 
isolated voiced segments and started analysis as soon as the ELG signal had 
stabilized. Thus, the ELG signal was free from perturbations due to vertical 
displacement of the larynx and did not contain phonetic transitions. On this 
signal 50 tokens per parameter were extracted for each spoken sentence in a 
similar fashion as described for the vowels. Vocal loudness, used as a control 
measure, was calculated from the acoustical signal. 
2.4 Instrumentation 
All analyses were performed on-line with the help of a computer configuration 
consisting of three sub-systems operating in parallel. Functionally, one 
subsystem, built around the TMS- 32010 signal processor, performed the 
real-time analyses, whereas the other two subsystems, a Gespac computer and an 
Atari- 1040ST micro-computer, were used for data conversion and graphic 
display, respectively. This configuration constituted the first version of the 
Visual Speech Apparatus (VSA), a multi-functional visual training aid for the 
deaf (Povel & Arends, 1989). 
The system is equipped with two analog input channels, connecting an 
acoustical signal and an ELG signal. The acoustical signal is amplified and 
Inu/.nüGG filtf»n»H at S Н т Thf» FT Π cianai ic Qmr\lifir>H Іпш.гкісс filt<»rpH at S 
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kHz, and high-pass filtered at a cut-off frequency of 10 Hz. The latter was done 
to remove low frequency components, characteristic for the signal delivered by 
the ELG. Both signals were digitized at a sample rate of 10 kHz with 12 bits 
amplitude quantization. Base-line noise levels of the analysis system were 
determined with pure sinusoids at frequencies of 100 Hz, 200 Hz, and 500 Hz, 
yielding values of below 0.12% for jitter and 0.07 dB (or equivalent 0.6%) for 
shimmer at the midrange of the signal (± 5 Volt). 
2.5 Procedure 
The subjects were seated in front of the system. A microphone (Audiotechnica, 
AT 815) was placed at a distance of 0.2 meter from the mouth. Subjects were 
trained to phonatc at a vocal intensity level of approximately 70-75 dB SPL. An 
intensity meter was displayed on a computer screen. Next the ELG-electrodes 
were placed on either side of the thyroid cartilage, held by an elastic band 
around the neck. The computer program automatically checked the amplitude 
range of the ELG signal. If necessary, amplification was adjusted or electrode 
placement was adapted. 
All speakers produced the utterances in the same order: first the sustained 
vowels in the nine combinations, and next the three standard sentences. A speech 
clinician elicited the speech samples and corrected poor realisations of vowels or 
sentences. Two young deaf children were unable to produce the sentences; they 
produced a series of babbling sounds instead. 
Progress during the experiment was made visible by means of a horizontal 
bar on the computer screen, which was successively filled with stripes from left 
to right, each stripe representing a token. A trial was terminated by the computer 
if 50 successive tokens had been registered. If registration of a token did not 
take place, for reasons of a loudness fall or an inadequate ELG signal, both 
being under constant monitoring, the trial was repeated. A sentence needed to be 
produced several times until all tokens were collected. The acoustical signal and 
the ELG- signal were recorded on separate tracks of a tape-recorder (Revox 
A77). 
2.6 Perceptual Evaluation 
The speech samples were judged on four voice attributes: general voice quality, 
breathiness, hoarseness, and laryngeal strain. The latter attributes are aspects of 
voice quality that are frequently used by clinicians (Wolfe & Steinfatt, 1987) and 
can be judged rather reliably and independently (Bezooijen, 1987). 
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From the original recordings, two experimental tapes were made for 
perceptual evaluation, and another two for purposes of training. The first 
listening tape contained 225 different sustained vowels, S seconds each, in 
randomized order. Every vowel was copied three times, separated by a 2-s 
interval. A cluster of three vowels was preceded by a spoken code number and 
followed by a 10-s interval during which the listeners could respond. The second 
listening tape contained the connected speech samples arranged in the same way. 
The third and fourth tape were training tapes containing practice speech samples, 
representative of the experimental samples. They were used to familiarize 
listeners with the types of voice quality and range of deviations. By discussing 
the application of the employed attributes on the practice samples, maximal 
agreement among listeners was stimulated. 
Ten speech therapists, acquainted with voices of the deaf, served as listeners. 
The tapes were presented at a comfortable loudness level in a quiet room. After 
a few training sessions, the listeners evaluated the experimental tapes, one voice 
type at a time, starting with general voice quality. The experimental tapes were 
presented four times. The individual judgments were rated on a 5-point scale. 
For general voice quality "1" indicated a severe quality disorder and "5" a clear 
voice without any deviation. Breathiness, hoarseness, and laryngeal strain, were 
judged to the extent that the attribute was present in an utterance, ranging from 
absent "1" to extremely present "5". The judgments were collected during 10 
separated sessions, each lasting about 1 hour. 
3. Results 
3.1. Interrater Reliability 
Interrater correlation varied between .62 to .89. Agreement among the listeners 
was in general better for connected speech (mean r=.82) than for the sustained 
vowels (mean r=.74). Furthermore, the highest agreements were found for 
judgments of general voice quality in both conditions, connected speech (mean 
r=.86) and sustained vowels (mean r=.79). As for the other voice types, breathy, 
hoarse, and laryngeal strain, average interrater correlation coefficients of .76, .82, 
and .83 were obtained for the connected speech condition, and .69, .75, and .73 
for the sustained vowel condition. 
The results show variability in the judgments of the listeners. Although the 
listeners were instructed to evaluate only the voice aspect of the utterances, other 
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may have contributed to their judgments. In speech of the deaf long-term 
features like monotonous speech, rate and rhythm deviations, nasality, unsteady 
pitch, or resonance problems, are likely to occur. A similar suggestion was made 
by Monsen (1979), who also stated that their influence may be stronger in voices 
lacking a clear absence or presence of a specific deviant voice type. Closer 
examination of the data yielded some support for this view. The overall mean of 
the correlation coefficients between listeners' judgments of the voices of the 
normal-hearing subjects was .88, contrasting the correlation coefficient of .70 for 
the group of deaf speakers. Like Monsen (1979) we took the twenty best and the 
twenty worst utterances of all voice qualifications, and calculated the overall 
mean of the interrater correlations, which yielded a correlation coefficient of .91. 
This indicates that on the extremes of the perceptual scale, agreement increased 
considerably. 
3.2. Analysis of Variance 
For purposes of comparison, the subjects were divided into three groups: deaf 
speakers with poor voice quality (15 subjects), deaf speakers with fairly good 
voices (5 subjects), and normal-hearing speakers (5 subjects). Both the glottal 
data and the perceptual judgments obtained from the sustained vowel condition 
were subjected to a 3 χ 3 χ 3 (group χ vowel type χ pitch category) factorial 
analysis of variance, with repeated measures on vowel type and pitch category. 
In the connected speech condition only one factor existed, which was group. For 
each predictor variable, the mean of the 50 tokens per utterance were taken as 
representative measures for the whole utterance. The mean judgment of a voice 
characteristic in an utterance was calculated by averaging the ratings of the 10 
listeners. Table 2 shows the means, standard deviations and bivariate correlations 
for all variables, across the 225 sustained vowels and the 75 spoken standard 
sentences. 
In general, voices of deaf subjects were rated lower on all aspects compared 
to the normal-hearing subjects, as indicated by the analysis of variance presented 
in Table 3. With the exception of breathiness in the sustained vowel condition, 
all other voice qualities show a significant main effect. The perception of a 
breathy voice appears to be related to vowel pitch: higher pitch yielding higher 
breathiness judgments. Vowel type also has some influence on perceived voice 
quality: for sustained /a/ lower overall quality ratings (.52 scale value difference) 
were observed than for hi and /u/, which may indicate that /a/ more readily 
reveals audible voice deviations than /i/ or /u/. 
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Table 2. 
Means, standard deviations, and correlations, presented for all glottal and judgement 
parameters. 
Variable Mean SD F~0 JF SF DC RCD RPA ND GVQ BN ΗΝ 
Sustained vowels 
glottal parameters 
F 0 258.45 69.43 
JF .68 .43 .05 
SF 3.54 1.60 .18 .64 
DC 37.20 8.66 -.29 .02 -.21 
RCD 12.27 3.55 .35 .02 -.14 .51 
RPA 26.31 3.67 -.01 -.07 -.32 .27 .23 
ND .08 .23 .05 .31 .36 .09 -.08 -.05 
voice quality 
judgements 
GVQ 3.12 .99 .26 -.46 -.26 -.05 .04 .11 -.21 
BN 2.41 .83 .01 .13 .34 -.27 -.13 .00 -.04 -.31 
ΗΝ 2.17 .94 -.48 .32 -.01 .10 -.25 -.12 .14 -.68-.14 
LSN 3.03 .87 -.19 .33 .09 .17 .03 -.16 .18 -.79 .02 .64 
Connected speech 
glottal parameters 
F 0 
JF 
SF 
DC 
RCD 
RPA 
ND 
voice quality 
judgements 
GVQ 
BN 
ΗΝ 
LSN 
252.74 
1.10 
5.63 
35.28 
11.69 
29.74 
.08 
3.14 
2.19 
2.02 
2.91 
58.33 
.55 
1.22 
6.63 
2.34 
5.18 
.13 
1.14 
.79 
1.00 
1.09 
-.32 
.11 
-.14 
.57 
.23 
.05 
.29 
-.09 
-.42 
-.13 
.29 
.08 
-.24 
.06 
.37 
-.56 
.15 
.68 
.58 
-.21 
.00 
.46 
.56 
-.05 
.15 
.68 
.58 
.38 
.65 
.18 
-.19 
.10 
.23 
.33 
.37 
-.09 
.05 
.03 
-.15 
.32 
.34 
-.13 
.15 
.07 
.31 
-.20 
.03 
.15 
.32 
-.62 
-.78 
-.89 
.25 
.48 .77 
Note: F 0 = fundamental frequency; JF = jitter factor; SF = shimmer factor; DC = duty-
cycle; RCD = relative closure duration; RPA = relative positive area; ND = number of 
discontinuities; GVQ = general voice quality; BN = breathiness; HN = hoarseness; LSN = 
laryngeal strain. 
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Table 3. 
Summary of main effects for all variables in the sustained vowel condition and the 
connected speech condition. 
Variable Sustained vowels Connected speech 
group of speakers vowel type pitch category group of speakers 
F[2¿2] F[2,44] F[2,44] F[222] 
glottal 
parameter 
Fo 
JF 
SF 
DC 
RCD 
RPA 
ND 
voice type 
GVQ 
BN 
ΗΝ 
LSN 
1.43 
7.22" 
.37 
1.28 
1.99 
.12 
2.17 
19.06"' 
2.11 
6.30" 
19.05"' 
11.45"* 
1.62 
4.92* 
1.57 
11.51*" 
.57 
2.49 
3.99* 
4.02* 
5.09* 
2.63 
42.04*" 
.36 
2.67 
1.16 
3.87* 
.62 
.86 
.85 
15.76"* 
1.01 
1.33 
2.09 
3.56' 
2.91 
.40 
2.79 
.16 
2.19 
27.89" 
10.69" 
4.98* 
21.18" 
'fx.05; "/K.01; "'/x.OOl. 
Note: F0 = fundamental frequency; JF = jitter factor; SF = shimmer factor; DC = duty-
cycle; RCD = relative closure duration; RPA = relative positive area; ND = number of 
discontinuities; GVQ = general voice quality; BN = breathiness; HN = hoarseness; LSN = 
laryngeal strain. 
With respect to the glottal parameters, the most interesting finding is that 
only Jitter Factor shows a significant main effect on groups in both conditions. 
The significant main effects of vowel type and pitch category of the Relative 
Closure Duration also appear to be relevant. None of the interactions approaches 
significance. 
3.3. Multiple Regression Analysis 
The predictive power of the extracted glottal parameters was examined through 
regression analysis. Table 4 lists the result of this analysis. The multiple 
correlations shown are corrected for chance due to the number of predictors. As 
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can be seen, the observed multiple correlations are rather low; even for the best 
predicted attribute, hoarseness, the multiple correlation coefficient is only .70, 
which indicates that not more than 50% of the variance is explained by the 
predictor variables. Table 4 also shows that many predictor variables have no 
significant partial correlation, particularly in the connected speech condition. 
Table 4. 
Partial correlations (β) and Multiple-R in the prediction of severity of a voice type 
through multiple regression analyses in the sustained vowel condition and the connected 
speech condition. 
predictor GVQ BN ΗΝ LSN 
sustained vowels 
F0 .41' 
JF -.47* 
SF .04 
DC .18' 
RCD -.21' 
RPA .09 
ND -.14* 
Multiple-R .56 
connected speech 
F0 .23 
JF -.53' 
SF .20 
DC .02 
RCD -.17 
RPA -.17 
ND -.08 
Multiple-R .56 
7 K . 0 5 . 
Note: F 0 = fundamental frequency; JF = jitter factor, SF = shimmer factor; DC = duty-
cycle; RCD = relative closure duration; RPA = relative positive area; ND = number of 
discontinuities; GVQ = general voice quality; BN = brealhiness; HN = hoarseness; LSN = 
laryngeal strain. 
.22* 
.15 
.53* 
.34* 
.14 
.21* 
.12 
.46* 
-.42' 
.56' 
.41' 
-.02 
-.11 
-.18' 
.11 
.65' 
-.19' 
.45* 
.26* 
.05 
.09 
-.24* 
.14* 
.46* 
-.21 
.12 
.06 
-.15 
.14 
.24 
-.08 
.17 
-.22 
.65* 
-.06 
.15 
.05 
.01 
.07 
.70' 
-.05 
.59' 
-.18 
.08 
.17 
.21 
.13 
.63* 
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4. Discussion 
The data reported in the previous section show that the correlation between 
perceptual ratings of voice quality and glottal parameters is rather low. This 
implies that a reliable prediction of voice quality cannot be based on these 
parameters. The parameter that contributes most in predicting general voice 
quality, hoarseness, and laryngeal strain, is Jitter Factor. Other researchers have 
found that derived measures of frequency (jitter) and/or amplitude cycle-to-cycle 
variation (shimmer) proved to be good discriminators of voice type and severity 
(Askenfelt & Hammarberg, 1986; Hartmann & Cramon, 1984; Horii, 1985; 
Wolfe & Steinfatt, 1987). In these investigations, using pathological or simulated 
rough voices, jitter encompassed a broad range, with mean values between 2% 
and 4%, and shimmer values around 1.15 dB. In our study JF ranged from .37% 
to 3.07%, with an average of .88% and a standard deviation of .52%. Only 6 out 
of 300 utterances produce a jitter > 2%, whereas 247 utterances had jitter values 
< 1%. A similar picture arises from the observed values of SF, which ranged 
from 1.17% to 9.40%, with an overall mean of 3.54% (.24 dB) and a standard 
deviation of 1.60% (.11 dB). Obviously, the predictive power of these measures 
decreases when their values are confined to the lower end of the continuum. 
Deal and Emanuel (1978) found, as we did, a relationship between amplitude or 
period variability and perceived roughness which did not seem large enough for 
either to be used as a reliable predictor of roughness. Unfortunately, we could 
not make a direct comparison with this study, because their indices for jitter and 
shimmer were not convertible into our JF and SF values. 
The other glottal parameters extracted from the ELG signal contributed little 
or nothing to the prediction of voice quality. This was especially true in the 
connected speech condition. RPA showed no clear relation with any of the voice 
types. DC varied between 28% and 49%, whereas no typical value across 
subjects was associated with normal voicing. Closure duration appeared to be 
dependent on vowel type and pitch level, with relative values ranging between 
8% and 28%. 
To gain insight into possible nonlinear relations between the perceptual 
ratings and the glottal parameters we reconstituted subject groups according to 
judged voice quality. For this purpose all subjects with a mean perceptual rating 
within the boundaries of successive integer scale intervals were assigned to a 
group, making a total of four groups. This was done for each of the four voice 
quality aspects. Some trends could be observed in the averaged values of the 
parameters for each group. Duty-cycle decreased from 41% down to 36% with 
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increasing degree of breathiness. This trend supports the view that breathiness is 
caused by an increase in the open phase of the glottal vibration cycle (Fourcin, 
1974; Hasegawa et al., 1984; Maassen & Povel, 1987). The mean RCD increased 
in an almost straight line from 9% up to 13% across the four groups with 
increasing levels of hoarseness. With respect to the number of discontinuities, an 
effect in the grouped utterances was found for general voice quality. Whereas 
clear voices had no discontinuities, the utterances having a poor voice quality 
had a mean of .18 discontinuities per cycle. Because the above mentioned effects 
are not reflected in their correlations with severity judgments, the observed 
trends should be interpreted with some caution. Furthermore, the absence of 
typical values across subjects and the vulnerability for phonetic and pitch related 
features of the ELG signal makes the intercycle measures not very suitable to be 
used as an objective measure. 
Finally, the question remains to be answered why the multiple correlation 
coefficients between the ELG parameters and the voice quality judgments 
obtained in this study do not exceed .70. There are three possible explanations 
which will be discussed below. 
First, the range of voice quality may have been limited in this study, as 
compared to other investigations that included pathological voices. To examine 
this, one could investigate the relative position of deaf subjects on a broader 
scale of voice deviations that also includes utterances of subjects with real 
pathological voices. 
Secondly, it is possible that the parameters that we used and that appear to be 
effective predictors in studies of pathological voices, are not sufficiently 
sensitive to reliably predict the apparently less severe voice problems of the deaf. 
Perhaps more sensitive measures are to be found in the frequency domain (Deal 
& Emanuel, 1978; Fukuda, 1987; Wolfe & Steinfatt, 1987). 
Thirdly, it is conceivable that the typical deaf voice quality does not primarily 
arise from a insufficient control of the intrinsic laryngeal musculature (Metz, 
Whitehead, & Whitehead, 1984), but results from deviant long-term settings of 
the vocal tract. This notion is, in part, supported by Monsen (1979) who found 
that the intonation contour appeared to be the most important characteristic in 
the perception of deaf voice quality. 
In sum, we might conclude that although severe cases of deviating voice 
quality of deaf speakers are detectable by some of the glottal parameters 
extracted from the ELG signal, their overall predictive power is insufficient to 
reliably diagnose the whole scale. Moreover, our data show that the sensitivity of 
most narameters decreases when thev arc extracted fmm ninnine кпеесп A 
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further exploration of deaf voices in terms of frequency-domain characteristics 
and long-term acoustical features may lead to a better insight into the 
contribution of voicing on the overall perceived voice quality of deaf speech. 
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Chapter 5 
The Voice Fundamental Frequency Extractor, 
a real-time algorithm for F0-estimation: 
Description, implementation, and assessment* 
Abstract 
The Voice Fundamental Frequency Extractor (VFFE) is a real-time algorithm for 
estimating the F0 of speech. The algorithm is based on a combination of three 
principal operations: filtering, decimation, and autocorrelation. Each operation has 
been designed to minimize computation time. An implementation on a Texas 
Instruments' TMS320C25 digital signal processor requires 4 ms to estimate the F0 
of a 35.8 ms speech segment sampled at a rate of 14.3 kHz, using a 512-points 
analysis-window. The operation of the algorithm was examined in an on-line two-
channel speech analysis method in which F0 was computed simultaneously by both 
the VFFE algorithm and by means of an electro-laryngograph. In this way F0-
estimates were obtained for 1332 speech utterances produced by 12 male and female 
adults, 12 normal hearing children, and 12 hearing-impaired children. In those cases 
for which estimates of the VFFE algorithm and the electro-laryngograph differed by 
more than 0.5 semitone, the /^-values extracted by the VFFE algorithm were 
compared with the fundamental frequency of the speech segments acquired in an off-
line hand-labelling procedure. The results thus obtained, expressed in an overall 
score, were compared with the performance of 12 existing pitch extractors published 
in the literature. In this comparison the VFFE algorithm ranks highest, showing that 
it is a very efficient algorithm for on-line estimation of the F0 of speech. 
1.1. Introduction 
The voice fundamental frequency of speech is of interest in a wide range of 
applications, serving research, diagnostic, educational, and commercial purposes. 
For this reason past decades have seen the development of many algorithms for 
extracting the fundamental frequency (f0) from the speech signal produced by 
different types of speakers, obtained under various recording conditions. An 
overview of the most prominent ones can be found in Hess (1983). Speed of 
operation, complexity, costs, and suitability of implementation, are important 
features of such algorithms. 
Arends, N., Povel, DJ., & Reetz, H. {Submitted for publication). 
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This paper describes an F0-extractor operating in real-time and combining three 
elementary signal analysis techniques: filtering, decimation and autocorrelation. In 
the first section we briefly review the main existing methods for extracting the FQ 
and discuss these methods in relation to criteria for real-time operation in a practical 
setting. In connection with this review wc explain the motivation for developing a 
new algorithm. The second section describes the algorithm, further referred to as 
the Voice Fundamental Frequency Extractor (VFFE). The third section describes 
the implementation in a computer-based speech training aid for teaching basic 
speech skills. This section also provides information about the real-time 
performance of the extractor within this specific configuration. The fourth section 
describes the assessment process by which the reliability of the algorithm was 
determined and how it was compared with several different existing pitch extractors. 
Finally, the fifth section discusses the advantages of the algorithm and its scope of 
application. 
1.2. Methods for extracting the fundamental frequency 
In general, two different sources of information are used for the automatic 
estimation of the fundamental frequency: (1) some physiological correlate derived 
from glottal activity, and (2) the acoustic transmission signal. 
Two commonly used, non-invasive, devices producing a signal related to the 
vocal fold vibrations are the acceleromcter (Stevens, Kalikow, & Willemain, 1975), 
and the electro-laryngograph (Fourcin, 1986). Signals obtained by these devices are 
relatively insensitive to the influences of vocal tract activity and therefore well 
suited for on-line extraction of the F0. By principle of design, the quality of the 
derived signals depends on subject characteristics and phonation conditions. If these 
conditions are bad, poor signal recordings may result (Askenfelt, Gauffin, Sundberg, 
& Kitzing, 1980; Krishnamurthy & Childers, 1986; Hunt, Zwierzynski, & Carret, 
1989; Arends, Povel, Van Os, & Speth, 1990). Also, the need for special equipment 
and the precise placement required by the sensors needed may limit the practical 
use of these devices. In laboratory settings, however, the electro-laryngograph 
(ELG) is often used as a reference because its signal accurately reflects the 
frequency of vocal fold vibration. 
In the past decades, many /^-extractors that operate on the acoustic signal have 
been developed. These algorithms perform analyses in either (1) the time domain, 
(2) the spectral domain, or (3) a combination of both. A cross section of each of the 
three types of extractors has been assessed both in objective and subjective 
evaluation studies (McGoncgal, Rabiner, & Rosenberg, 1977; Rabiner, Cheng, 
Rnspnhpra Xr МГПППРОЯІ 1Q7fv anH Viswanarhan Xr Rncwll IQRdt Pmm thpcp 
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studies one may conclude that the performance of a specific extractor depends 
greatly on the type of speaker (male, female, child) as well as on recording 
conditions (broad-band or filtered, clear or noisy). Some general features emerging 
from these studies include the following: 1. Spectral domain algorithms tend to 
identify voiced segments as unvoiced, while time domain algorithms show bias 
toward the detection of voiced segments in speech1; 2. Autocorrelation methods 
show average to high performance; 3. Cepstrum methods show high overall 
accuracy in estimating the FQ from already detected voiced segments; 4. In several 
cases performance can be considerably enhanced by use of post-processing 
smoothing techniques. Since each type of extractor has its peculiar advantages and 
disadvantages, the choice of an F0-extraction method will depend on the intended 
application. 
1.3. Criteria for real-time operation 
Real-time operation requires three main aspects to be considered; 
(1) Reliability. As previously indicated, the selection of an /^-extractor cannot be 
based on error analyses alone. The basic requirement of an algorithm is that its 
outcome should reflect as accurately as possible the vibration frequency of the vocal 
folds. Two obvious problems with real-time algorithms are that they require an 
integrated voiced/unvoiced decision, and that they do not allow post-hoc correction 
of wrong F0-values. 
(2) Computational load. The various F0-cxtractors differ greatly in their 
computational loads. From the specifications given by Rabiner et al. (1976), it can 
be inferred that time domain algorithms are fastest. Data reduction methods, for 
example, ran 40-80 times faster than LPC and cepstrum based algorithms. This is 
mainly due to the fact that most spectral domain algorithms require high precision 
floating-point arithmetic, are inherently complex, and their computational loads 
increase quadratic with sampling rate. Nowadays special-purpose processors, using 
specific instruction sets based on integer arithmetic, reduce the computation time 
for spectral domain algorithms. One useful technique for overcoming the quadratic 
1
 Hess (1983) argues that the decision about whether a stretch of speech signal is 
voiced or not has to be made before an F0-extraction can be performed. According to his 
argument the voice/unvoiced decision is not a quality criterion for the extraction algorithm. 
Against this, we claim that the voiced/unvoiced decision should form a part of the F0 
extraction, especially in a real-time application. Extensive discussion of voiced errors in the 
investigations referred to, supports our view. 
по 
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increase in computing time with sampling rate is down-sampling, i.e., lowering the 
actual sampling rate of the signal in software by some integer factor. 
(3) Operating environment. The environment required for an algorithm to operate 
in real-time is another factor determining its ultimate suitability in a practical 
application. Among the main points to be considered are: the specific hardware 
required for implementation; the sampling rate and filtering requirements; the length 
and number of analysis-frames involved in the computation; the need to adapt 
parameter settings to different types of speaker, and the ease of incorporating the 
algorithm into existing software. 
In light of these aspects we shall now examine a few specific extractors in more 
detail. The parallel processing method (Gold & Rabiner, 1969) and the 
autocorrelation method (Dubnowski, 1976) are examples of real-time /^-extractors 
using dedicated electronic packages. However, the reliance on dedicated hardware 
limits their compatibility with other applications. The relatively short computation 
time involved in the parallel processing method makes this algorithm suitable for 
implementation in software. Hoick and Anderson (1988) have applied this 
successfully in a vocoder system, in which pitch tracking took only 20% of the 
available processing time. A disadvantage of this extractor is that performance 
degrades with high-pitched speakers, making it less suitable for female speakers and 
children. 
Reetz (1990) developed an off-line algorithm based on data reduction that 
showed good performance. Although we have been able to convert this method to 
run in real-time, the length of speech segments needed to obtain reliable results is 
too long to reach voice decisions in real-time. 
In another approach (Rabiner & Schäfer, 1978), the harmonic product spectrum 
is calculated from a time-dependent Fourier representation. In this, a narrow 
bandwidth is used to preserve sharp peaks in the spectrum caused by excitation of 
voiced speech, while computation time, mainly determined by the size of the 
applied FFT, is directly related to the sampling rate. This implies that such an 
algorithm is less suitable for applications that have to operate in real-time at high 
sampling rates. 
Markel (1972) and Dologlou and Carayannis (1989) used filtering as their main 
operation in algorithms for detecting F0 in the speech signal. However, the filtering 
methods employed, namely LPC-analysis and an iterative zero-phase filtering, 
respectively, impose a high computational load and therefore limit their usage in 
real-time applications. 
The F0-extractor presented in this paper is designed to fulfil the following 
requirements: (1) real-time operation, (2) F0-estimation from the acoustic speech 
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signal recorded under normal and noisy conditions, (3) accurate discrimination of 
voiced sounds from unvoiced sounds, (4) reliable operation with different types of 
speaker (men, women, and children), and (5) ease of integration with software 
operating at different sampling rates. The algorithm, called the Voice Fundamental 
Frequency Extractor, is based on a combination of specific time-reducing variants 
of three principal operations: filtering, decimation, and autocorrelation. It is 
described in detail below. 
2. Description 
The algorithm comprises various functionally separated stages as depicted in Figure 
1. The analog speech signal s(t) is first passed through a band-pass filter, with cut­
off frequencies set at 25 Hz and the Nyquist frequency, after which it is digitized. 
The acquired discrete-time signal x(ri) is temporarily stored in a circular buffer and 
processed in overlapping data-frames with N=256 samples each. The subsequent 
analyses will be successively described below. 
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Figure 1. Principal block diagram of the VFFE algorithm. 
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2.1. The F0-extractor scheme 
2.1.1. Silence Detector 
The short-time signal energy is calculated from each acquired data-frame in log 
magnitude values using Eq. [1]. These frame energies are used by the silence 
detector calibrated on 20 dB SPL, just above noise level. If no signal is present, the 
succeeding stages are skipped. 
Еь^ = 20 log A· 
Í 
; W=256 [ 1 ] 
2.1.2. Fast Fourier Transform 
A 256-points complex FFT, based on the Coolcy-Tukey radix-2 Decimation In 
Time (DIT) in-place routine (Burrus & Parks, 1985), converts the time-domain 
speech signal into a spectrographic representation X'(k) by evaluating Eq. [2]. To 
reduce spectral leakage, a Harming window is used in conjunction with the FFT 
(DeFatta, Lucas, & Hodgkiss, 1988). The calculated Harm weighting function for 
a three-term expression is given by Eq. [3]. An analysis-frame is retrieved from the 
circular buffer by taking the last 256 samples as indicated by the current position 
of the acquisition pointer. 
N-l 
X'{k) = Y^x(n)e-'2nnklN for k = 0,l,...,N-l spectrum points; ЛГ=256 И 
я-0 
X(k) = -0.25X'(Je-\) + 03X'(k)-0.25X'(k+l) t 3 ] 
2.1.3. Spectral Filtering 
The rationale for using a filter is as follows. Excitation of voiced speech is 
manifested by peaks occurring at the fundamental frequency (F0) and its higher 
harmonics, but the F0 is usually not the dominant peak in the spectrum resulting 
from resonances of the vocal tract. The purpose of the filter is thus to selectively 
favour the lower frequency components over those in higher regions. Spectral 
filtering has several advantages over time-domain digital filtering techniques. First, 
the computational load of HR or FIR filtering is rather high, whereas the filtering 
operation in the frequency domain can be achieved through fast convolution, by 
taking the product of the input Fourier transform X(k) and a predefined filter 
transfer function H(k). Second, the frequency response characteristics of a filter are 
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easily specified in the spectral domain. We established empirically that best results 
were achieved using a filter transfer function of the form e'®712 with a cut-off 
frequency of 800 Hz, a function which, in the discrete spectral domain, converts to 
|H(k)| = e-*klK ; к=0,1...АГ, and К = mod (Nf
c
/SR )
 [ 4 ] 
= 0 ; otherwise 
in which К depends on the chosen value of the low-pass cut-off frequency (f
c
) and 
the sampling rate (SR). The spectral filtered signal Y(k) is the product of X(k) and 
H(k). The practical value of this filter was proven in a pilot study using 444 
utterances produced by 12 children. As an example, the effect of the filter on a 
speech signal with a relatively strong second harmonic is seen in Figure 2b. 
2.1.4. Synthesis and Decimation 
The filtered signal is reconstructed in the time-domain from its short-time spectrum 
Y(k) by an Inverse-Fast-Fourier-Transform using the lowest 64 points of the 
spectrum only. The calculation employed is given by Eq. [5]. By reducing the 
initial FFT-size from 256 to 64 points in the inverse FFT, a down-sampling of the 
original time-domain signal with a 4 to 1 ratio is achieved. In contrast to down-
sampling techniques in the time domain, the decimated and reconstructed output 
y(rt) provides a smooth signal, as can been seen in the examples shown in Figure 
2. It should be noted that the size of an analysis-frame in this stage has also been 
reduced to M=64 data-points. 
M - l 
v(m) = —^У(к)еі2яяк'м ; for m = 0,l,...,M-l data points; Λί = 64 [5] 
2.1.5. Concatenation and Normalization 
In order to minimize the delay between signal-acquisition and analysis-outcome, 
analyses are not performed at fixed intervals as in many other applications. Instead, 
the new data-frame is retrieved from the signal buffer as soon as analysis is 
completed, so that analyses are executed at maximum processor speed, and results 
made available with minimum delay. The resulting variance in analysis processing 
durations means that we have to deal with overlapping data-frames showing 
different time-shifts. The next step in the F0-extraction scheme is therefore to 
concatenate the current decimated data-frame with the previous one. This is 
achieved by calculating the overlap size of the two adjacent data-frames (M=64) 
and linking them in the centre of this region. Figure 3 illustrates this operation in 
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Figure 2. Examples of pitch extraction by the VFFE algorithm displaying the original ELG-
signal e(t) and speech signal s(t). The filtered and decimated signal Y(n) is autocorrelated, 
resulting in R(n), and further processed to obtain the peak-train P(n). The pitch values 
extracted from both signals are given in each example. 
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Figure 3. Time-diagram showing the acquisition and concatenation of subseqeunt data-
frames TV,.,. Each data-frame contains N=256 samples. The time-window (T) is given by 
N/SR, in which SR denotes the sampling rate. Each data-frame is retrieved from the circular 
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ы 
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overlap area forming the decimated data-buffer. Further processing for estimating the 
fundamental frequencies (Fo,_¡) operate on these decimated data-buffers. In this procedure 
the time-shift between two original data-frames (N,_,, N^) depends on the processing time 
needed to extract Fo,.,.,. 
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a time diagram. The procedure removes possible irregularities at the beginning and 
end of the reconstructed and decimated signal in any isolated data-frame. Thereafter, 
the two most recent data-frames (128 data points) are selected for further processing 
from the filtered and decimated signal thus obtained. In order to maintain sufficient 
computational ranges, i.e. avoiding overflow or underflow, the two data-frames are 
normalized by scaling the signal up or down to 75% of its bit-resolution. The 
scaling factor is inferred from the maximum absolute signal-magnitude present in 
the two selected data-frames and the system's digital word-length. 
2.7.6. Autocorrelation 
In this stage of the analysis the periodic properties of the signal are determined by 
means of a modified short-time autocorrelation applied twice: the first data-frame 
is cross-correlated with the second (Eq. [6]), while the second data-frame is cross-
correlated with the first (Eq. [7]). In order to obtain a stable result, corresponding 
lags at position i of both autocorrelation outcomes are averaged (ÄJ (Eq. [8]). To 
facilitate further processing, the negative averaged values are zeroed. Since the 
length of the analysis frame has been reduced to 64 samples (M=64) in the 
decimation process, the cross-correlations can be executed very fast by performing 
4096 multiplications and additions. 
A Í - 1 
Rml(i) = Y^Y(m*j)Y{m+j+i) ; «=0.1 63 t6l 
j-o 
2M-Ì 
^«2<0 = Σ Y(m*j)Y(m*j-i) ; ¿=0,1 63 Ή 
і-м 
*.(¿) = [*miO>/U<)]/2 ; Äml0)<2(0>0 
^m(') = 0 i otherwise 
[8] 
2.1.7. Peak-picking 
Having obtained the outcome of the averaged cross-correlations, a peak-picking 
procedure determines the presence of periods. A similar procedure has been used 
in the pitch extraction algorithm of Reetz (1990). The function Rn(i) is first reduced 
to a sequence of peaks, their positions coinciding with maxima in the /?m(0 
function. The value of the autocorrelation lag at ¿=0 is taken as the first maximum. 
ÇiiHcpniif»nt m a Y Î m a απ» Hpfin*»/! oc thí» Hiohí»ct amnliti iHf»c РРСГІСІ-*»ГІ»Г1 u/ithin пг»п_т«»тг\ 
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intervals enclosed by zeros. In order not to miss a possible peak at the end of the 
analysis-frame a virtual lag with value zero is added for i=64. The resulting 
correlation peaks are not always a direct consequence of glottal cycles. A second 
run is therefore needed to separate periodic peaks from those arising from noise. 
Two criteria for accepting a peak-train as periodic are employed here, these being 
the only criteria for periodicity in use throughout the entire algorithm. The first 
criterion governs the relation of magnitudes between two successive peaks. If a 
peak falls below a certain threshold value, set at 70% of the magnitude of the 
highest peak of its two neighbouring peaks, it is deleted from the peak-train. The 
second criterion applies to inter-peak durations. While maximum time-distances 
between successive peaks is limited by the decimated frame-length (Af=64), the 
minimum time-distance is determined by the cut-off frequency of the spectral filter 
(=800 Hz). Thus, any peaks detected within the converted time-distance (i.e. the 
decimated sampling rate divided by 800) are rejected. On the basis of these two 
criteria the segment is accepted as voiced when a regular time-distance pattern is 
found in the peak-train. Using this procedure, the peak-trains shown in examples 
a-d of Figure 2 were classified as voiced, whereas those in examples e-f were 
classified as voiceless. 
2.1.8. Integration 
Following peak-picking, the periods established are next restored to their original 
temporal resolution. The quantization error due to the decimation earlier performed 
in estimating one period is given by 
AF0 = (4F0/SR)*№% [9] 
in which FQ denotes the detected fundamental frequency and SR the sampling rate. 
In a worst case example, given a sampling rate of 15 kHz, for instance, a value of 
^0=800 Hz could yield a deviation (AFQ) 0f 21%. In order to minimize the loss of 
accuracy, the periods collected within an analysis-frame are averaged. Thus the 
quantization error will be distributed over at least half of the frame-length, resulting 
in a maximum deviation of 2.6% (for low pitched voices around 100 Hz) and a 
minimum deviation of 1.5% (for high pitched voices, maximum 14 periods in a 
frame), given a 15 kHz sampling rate and an initial frame-length of 256 samples. 
2.1.9. Post-processing 
The last stage in this F0-detcction scheme adds a three-point median smoothing 
filter for eliminating occurrences of possibly false F0-detections or omissions. 
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2.2 Some remarks on the algorithm 
As a result of the autocorrelation method used, the algorithm demands two frames 
of input data to compute a new result. Consequently voiced segments are only 
reliably detected if periodicity of the signal is maintained over two consecutive 
frames. Hence, there is a slight bias for detections of voicelessness in frames 
containing very short voiced segments. 
In view of the fixed frame-size (N=256), the sampling rate determines both the 
time-window for analysis (512/SR) and the lower end of the range of detectable 
fundamental frequencies (SÄ/256). It is advantageous to use a high sampling rate 
to detect fast period changes in the signal because this results in short analyses 
windows. On the other hand this limits the detection of low F0-values. 
The delay in parameter delivery is mainly determined by the execution speed of 
the processor running the algorithm. That is, the time-shift between two adjacent 
frames depends only on the computation time for completing one analysis-cycle. As 
a result, a processor clocked at high frequencies decreases the time-shift and thereby 
reduces the delay between occurrences of voiced/unvoiced segments in the speech 
signal and its detection by the algorithm. 
Lastly, although a robust procedure exists for reconstructing a signal in the 
resynthesis phase of an analysis/synthesis approach, namely, the overlap-add method 
(Rabiner & Schäfer, 1978; DeFatta, Lucas, & Hodgkiss, 1988), we did not use this 
procedure. There are three reasons. Firstly, the overlap-add method requires fixed 
values for the overlap region, leading to degradation in fast detections of pilch 
changes in the speech signal. Secondly, the procedure alters the input-data of an 
analysis-frame for FFT computation. Since one of our objectives was to develop an 
algorithm that could be integrated into different software environments, alterations 
to frame-data that may be used by other program modules would reduce overall 
program flexibility. Finally, in looking at the signal obtained from short-time 
Fourier synthesis-frames resulting from the linkage procedure described above, no 
disturbances were observed. 
3. Implementation 
The algorithm has been implemented in a computer-based speech training aid for 
the hearing impaired, the Visual Speech Apparatus (VSA). A detailed functional 
description of the VSA can be found in Povel and Arends (1991). 
The hardware package in the VSA employed for on-line speech processing 
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Corporation, 1987), which is equipped with two analog input channels, two analog 
output channels, and a TMS320C25 processor. This processor executes 10 MIPS 
and uses a special DSP oriented instruction set (Texas Instruments Inc., 1986). 
Various speech processing functions were pre-programmed in this system, 
including: (1) a two-channel data-acquisition and data-output routine for microphone 
and ELG signal; (2) a long-term loudness estimation routine; (3) an ELG-based F 0 -
extraction routine; (4) an ELG-based voice quality estimation routine; (5) a nasality 
detection routine using the signal-output of an accelerometer, (6) a spectral 
reduction routine for obtaining a 1/3-octave filter-bank representation to identify 
timbre characteristics; (7) a routine for monitoring signal input levels; and (8) 
standard I/O-handshaking routines. Figure 4 shows the principal flow diagram of 
the functions operating on the acoustic speech signal (Arends and Povel, 1992). The 
VFFE algorithm was added to this program. 
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Figure 4. Principal flow diagram of the functions operation on the acoustic speech signal 
in the VSA. 
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3.1 Real-time performance of the algorithm 
In evaluating the real-time performance of the VFFE algorithm we distinguish two 
properties: (1) the overall speed of operation in extracting the F 0 during one 
analysis-cycle; (2) the temporal resolution in detecting F0-changes in the speech 
signal. Both features are important in delivering immediate and detailed feedback 
during the production of speech. 
Under normal operation the VSA samples both input channels at a rate of 14.3 
kHz. If all functions are being executed the parameters extracted are updated every 
10 ms. In terms of real-time performance, the requirement for operation on the VSA 
is that processing should be completed in time, i.e. the monitor screen is refreshed 
every 20 ms, derived from the 50 Hz vertical blanking display synchronization. This 
means that real-time data throughput is more than sufficient for this application. The 
F0-extraction algorithm itself requires about 36000 integer operations. Implemented 
on a TMS320C25, the time required to compute one analysis-cycle of the algorithm, 
including data-acquisition on one channel sampled at 14.3 kHz, is 5.6 ms. 
The factors that determine the temporal resolution of the extraction algorithm 
are: (1) the input sample rate, (2) the length of the analysis-frame, (3) the number 
of frames needed to compute signal periodicity, and (4) the post-processing 
technique applied. Given the 14.3 kHz sampling rate, two frames of 256 samples 
each have a time-window of 35.8 ms. The 3-point median smoother adds a delay 
of 10 ms. This implies that voiced segments in the signal are detected reliably only 
when maintained for longer than 45.8 ms. This resolution appears to be sufficient 
for speech training with hearing-impaired children. For instance, normally a speech 
utterance involving a sequence of alternating voiced/unvoiced sounds will not 
contain voiced segments shorter than 50 ms. 
4. Assessment 
4.1. Method 
4.1.1. Speakers 
In the study 36 speakers were used: 12 adults, 12 normal-hearing children, and 12 
hearing-impaired children. Each subgroup comprised an equal number of males and 
females. The mean age of the subjects in the adult group was 34.8 years. The 
normal-hearing children and hearing-impaired children were of the same age group. 
Their mean age was 8.6 years. The mean hearing-loss of the hearing-impaired 
children was 108 HL.dB in the right ear and 103 HL.dB in the left ear (ISO, 1964). 
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Michielsgestel, The Netherlands. The normal-hearing children were recruited from 
a primary school. The adults were randomly selected from among staff and students 
at the Nijmegen Institute of Cognition and Information. 
4.1.2. Phonation Tasks 
The speech items used in the study fall into four categories: (I) twelve sustained 
vowels produced with normal pitch; (II) eight selected sustained consonants; (III) 
twelve sustained vowels produced with a declining pitch within the normal pitch 
range of the speaker, and (IV) five short sentences that were phonetically balanced. 
Table 1 shows the 37 utterances employed. The sustained speech sounds had to be 
produced for about 3 seconds. 
Table 1. 
Speech items used in four groups of phonation tasks. The vowels correspond to the written 
language Dutch vowels aa, ie, oe, ее, oo, uu, eu, a, i, o, e, and u. 
Group 
I 
Π 
ΠΙ 
IV 
Speech 
Item 
1-12 
13-20 
21-32 
33-37 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
Phonation Tasks 
12 Dutch sustained vowels produced with normal pitch 
long: [a] [i] [u] [e] [о] [у] [φ] 
short: [a] [Ι] Μ [ε] [ce] 
8 Dutch sustained isolated consonants 
unvoiced: [f] [s] [x] 
voiced: [v] [z] [1] [m] [r] 
12 Dutch sustained vowels produced with declining pitch 
long: [a] [i] [u] [e] [о] [у] [φ] 
short: [a] [I] M[e][œ] 
5 phonetically balanced sentences 
Wij gaan naar school toe. [We are going to school.] 
De appel hangt in de boom. [The apple is hanging on the tree.] 
Het is mooi weer vandaag. [The weather is nice today.] 
Weetje hoe laat het is? [Can you tell me the time?] 
Hij riep: dat is mooi! [He exclaimed: that's nice!] 
4.1.4. Measurements and Instrumentation 
The technique used to assess the reliability of the VFFE was based on the two-
channel speech analysis method (Krishnamurthy & Childers, 1986). One channel 
provided the speech signal obtained from a head-worn microphone (Shure-SMIOA). 
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The other channel provided the signal derived from an electro-laryngograph 
(Laryngograph Ltd., portable type). Both signals were submitted to F0-extraction 
algorithms. The microphone signal was analyzed by the VFFE algorithm described 
in section 2. The algorithm operating on the ELG-signal used positive-going zero-
crossing as marks for each new glottis pulse (Arends et al., 1990). Low frequency 
components in the ELG-signal were removed by computing an artificial zero-line 
for each new glottis pulse, defined as the mean value of the maximum and 
minimum amplitude magnitude derived from the preceding glottis pulse. To 
increase the accuracy of ELG-period measurement, the zero-crossings were 
determined by means of linear interpolation (Titze, Horri, & Scherer, 1987). In 
addition to the on-line extractions of the F 0 in the two channels, the loudness of the 
acoustic speech signal was computed, and amplitude levels were monitored to detect 
signal overflow. Bearing in mind that in the VSA-application the outcome of 
analyses are updated every 20 ms, the parameters extracted were averaged over 20 
ms periods. Thus, an utterance of 3 seconds yielded 150 F0-values. The signals of 
both channels were recorded on a two-channel DAT-recorder (Sony TCD-D10), 
while the extracted and averaged parameters were stored on harddisk. 
The two-channel method is an adequate technique for comparing F0-values 
extracted from the speech channel with those simultaneously derived from the ELG-
signal. However, where two F0-values do not match, additional judgments and 
decisions are required. In these cases both signals were examined off-line. This was 
done by displaying both signals simultaneously by means of an appropriate 
SpeechLab program and measuring the periodicity by hand. 
A note is in order here on matching the two signals in time. Although both 
signals were analyzed in real-time, the outcome-delay involved in the VFFE 
algorithm is larger than that of the ELG extraction method. A precise matching of 
the measurements requires synchronization of delay times. We used a compensation 
delay of 40 ms for the ELG-based outcome, inferred from the operation delay of 
the VFFE algorithm (48.5 ms). 
4.1.4. Procedure 
Special software was developed to standardize the recording procedure. Before 
starting an actual recording, a subject was provided with an electro-laryngograph 
and proper functioning of the device checked. The head-wom microphone was 
placed at a distance of about 5 cm from the left-front side of the mouth. The 
amplitude levels of both signals, monitored on a screen display, were adjusted to 
70% of their maximum value. Subsequently, the recording of the 37 speech items 
startpd SnhiprK wprp spatpH in frnnt nf a srrppn fnr Hicnlavina thp СПРАГЬ itpiric fin 
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written Dutch) to be produced. A time-bar representing a 3 second speaking period 
was also displayed. After pressing a mouse button, utterances had to be produced 
for as long as the time bar moved (3 seconds). The parameters of both channels 
were extracted on-line and temporarily stored in an on-board buffer RAM. Correct 
performance of the speech task as well as recording quality were monitored by the 
experimenter by listening to the recorded signal and inspecting it on a separate 
visual display. Storage of both signals on the DAT-recorder was preceded by 
appending specific codes indicating item- and subject-number. These added codes 
facilitated automatic searches for recorded speech items during the off-line 
inspection of signals. 
In some cases it happened that the recording of the ELG-signal failed because 
of a displacement of the ELG-electrodes. In these instances the electrodes were 
adjusted and the speech-item repeated. 
4.1.5. Analyses 
As mentioned in the introduction, the ELG-signal is often used as a standard for 
accurate F0-extraction. F0-values extracted from the ELG-signal were consequently 
taken as a reference. The 150 measurements extracted from the speech signal of 
each utterance on a 20 ms frame-to-frame basis were compared with their 
corresponding ELG-based values. In cases of mismatch, the frame involved was 
selected for further off-line examination. A mismatch was defined as a deviation 
exceeding 0.5 semitone, which is approximately the inaccuracy threshold of the 
VFFE algorithm. Following this procedure, 7.6% of the frames were classified as 
mismatched (i.e. 15184 frame averaged F0-values). 
The off-line examination Consisted of a visual inspection of the speech and ELG-
signals. Figure 5 shows some examples. Signal periodicity was established primarily 
by looking at the speech signal, and in cases of uncertainty, the ELG-signal. 
Isolated periods were marked on their positive-going zero-crossings. These hand-
labelled data were averaged over 20 ms frames, and corrected with a compensating 
40 ms delay. The frame outcomes obtained by this method must be considered very 
reliable, and were therefore taken as the final reference. In some cases no clear 
decision could be made about the 'real' period duration, as illustrated in Figure 5a. 
These mismatched frames (0.2%) were labelled as unclassifiable. 
All remaining mismatched frames were classified either as a voicing error or a 
pitch error, and assigned to one of the following error-classes: (la) unvoiced frames 
classified as voiced (UV-errors), (lb) voiced frames classified as unvoiced (VU-
errors), (2a) deviation from the hand-labelled period exceeds 1.7 semitones (=10%) 
(gross errors), or (2b) deviation from the hand-labelled period lies between 0.5-1.7 
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Figure 5. Examples of signals derived from microphone (MIC) and electro-laryngograph 
(ELG) recorded from subjects producing test items. The area of interest in the ELG signal 
in Figures 5a-d (lower display) and in the MIC signal in Figures 5e-f (upper display) is 
indicated by a vertical line-mark, and is enlarged in a higher time-resolution together with 
its matched signal from the other channel. Figure 5-a shows an octave-jump in the ELG-
sienal although this freauencv halvine is not clear in the srjeech sienal. Fieures 5b-f show 
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semitones (=3%-=10%) (fine errors). Errors in each class were quantified by an 
error measure. A comparable classification has been used in studies by Rabiner et 
al. (1976) and Viswanathan and Russell (1984). However, in contrast to these 
studies we used a logarithmic rather than a linear scale to express pitch errors, since 
the speech signals in our evaluation span a wide range of fundamental frequencies. 
Moreover, deviations smaller than 0.5 semitone were not included in the fine error 
class, since in our opinion these should not be considered as errors. Four error rate 
scores were calculated for each combination of subject group and phonation task, 
using Eqs. [10]-[13]: 
(la) Voiced-to-Unvoiced Error Rate: 
VU = Hü!. 100% [10] 
"ν 
(lb) Unvoiced-to-Voiced Error Rate: 
t/V = ^ 1 0 0 % [H] 
(2a) Gross Pitch Error Rate: 
N 
GE = 2 — 1 0 0 % [12] Nv-Nvu 
(2b) Fine Pitch Error Rate: 
FE = FI 100% [13] 
V VU ' G E 
In these equations N
vu
, N^, NGE, and NFE, denote the number of frames classified 
as false unvoiced detection, false voiced detection, gross pitch deviation error (>1.7 
semitones), and fine pitch deviation error (0.5-1.7 semitones), respectively, while 
N
v
 and Nu represent the total number of voiced and unvoiced frames, respectively. 
These rates differ from those of Viswanathan and Russell (1984), who used the total 
number of frames as a reference, as well as from the rates used by Rabiner et al. 
(1976), who do not relate pitch errors to the number of cases where a pitch error 
could occur. 
To gain further insight into bias and size of fine and gross pitch errors, we 
calculated the geometric mean (g
e
), and standard deviation (σ
€
), both measures 
exDressed in semitones, usine the eauations: 
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log 
8.' 
N 
N fp^ 
Π 
i - l 
log 
О) 11 
[14] 
( semitones) 
σ. = 
1 ^ Я 2 - . чья K ^ . ) - 1 0 ^ ) 
logt fi} \ Ν', 
[15] 
in which Pt and Ρ, denote the F0-values averaged from the t'-th frame out of a total 
of N frames containing a fine or gross pitch error, obtained by an F0-extraction 
method (P
e
) and the hand-labelling procedure (P,) respectively. 
4.2. Results 
Table 2 presents the four error type rates observed in measurements based on the 
VFFE algorithm and ELG method, arranged by phonation tasks and subject groups. 
The results will be discussed per error class. 
4.2.1. Voicing Errors 
In phonation tasks I, II, and III, all involving sustained phonation, the percentage 
of ViZ-errors and t/V-errors is very low. The VFFE algorithm performs slightly 
better in these tasks, except for a higher VU-етют rate in phonation task II of the 
male adult group, which is mainly caused by one speaker who produced a very 
rough /r/, as shown in Figure 5e. Further inspection of Table 2 also shows higher 
VU- and UV-enoT rates for the ELG-based method in the two groups of children. 
Figure 5b-f shows examples of ELG-signals recorded from normal-hearing and 
hearing-impaired children that probably contribute to these errors. The large 
distortions in these ELG-signals prevent extraction of correct periods. 
In phonation task IV, in which simple sentences were produced, two main 
differences between the two extraction methods show up. First, the VFFE algorithm 
has a small bias towards Vi/-errors, as is to be expected from the effect that 
autocorrelation has on transitions within short segments. Second, with the exception 
of VU-CTWTS in the speech produced by male and female adult speakers, the VFFE 
algorithm performs better than the ELG-based method. The highest error rates for 
the ELG-based method are found in the two groups of children. 
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Table 3. 
Comparison of performance data of the VFFE-algorithm and the ELG-based method with 12 
pitch extractors collected from two other studies. These include one autocorrelation method 
(AUTOC), three cepstrum based methods (CEP, ILS, JSRU), two parallel processing methods 
(PPROC, GOLD), two based on the average magnitude difference function (AMDF-1, AMDF-
2), one data reduction method (DARD), one based on inverse filtering (SIFT), and two based 
on the power spectrum (LPC, Η-S). The error rates indicate the percentage of false unvoiced 
sound detections (VU-cnoi), false voiced sound detections (C/V-error), and Gross Pitch errors 
(deviation more than 10% or 1.7 semitones). The measure Combined Error, defined as the 
sum of error rates, enables a global overall comparison of the listed pitch extractors. 
Pitch 
Extractor 
This study 
ELG 
VFFE 
Viswanthan & 
Rüssel, 1984 
AMDF-1 
GOLD 
H-S 
ILS 
JSRU 
Rabiner et al., 
1976 
AUTOC 
CEP 
SIFT 
DARD 
PPROC 
LPC 
AMDF-2 
Type of Error 
Vt/-error t/V-error Gross Pitch 
4.4 
4.7 
2.9 
0.7 
3.4 
2.7 
7.3 
12.7 
13.5 
13.4 
7.3 
2.3 
6.7 
1.0 
0.7 
2.5 
4.7 
4.5 
8.8 
2.4 
1.9 
4.3 
14.5 
7.6 
6.5 
4.1 
5.1 
4.1 
13.8 
3.9 
19.4 
14.3 
19.3 
36.7 
16.3 
5.5 
5.5 
11.9 
9.2 
6.8 
4.1 
6.2 
Combined 
Error 
10.7 
8.1 
14.3 
23.9 
23.3 
16.5 
11.7 
23.6 
23.9 
38.9 
30.0 
30.5 
45.9 
26.6 
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4.2.2. Pitch Errors 
The percentages of gross pitch errors (>1.7 semitones) is low for both methods. 
Except for the adult female speakers in phonation task IV, the percentage of errors 
found for the VFFE algorithm is smaller than for the ELG method. The average 
size of the pitch errors is larger in the ELG method than in the VFFE method, 
except for the pitch errors found for the hearing impaired children in phonation 
tasks I, II, and III. Here we detected pilch errors of about +12 semitones, indicating 
a doubling of the F0. Inspection of the data showed that these octave jumps were 
extracted from the speech of one hearing impaired child with a very creaky voice. 
Further, phonation task IV, i.e. running speech, elicited the majority of gross errors 
for both extraction methods. In this condition the gross errors are negatively biased 
for the ELG-based extraction method (average -6.5 semitones), and positively 
biased for the VFFE algorithm (average +2.1 semitones). 
A different result arises from the fine pitch errors (0.5-1.7 semitones). As shown 
in Table 2, the percentages of fine pitch errors yielded by the two extraction 
methods for phonation tasks I, II, and III, are very low. Phonation task IV, in 
contrast, produced more fine pitch errors over all speakers when using the VFFE 
algorithm as compared with the ELG-based extraction method. 
4.3. Comparison with performance data of other studies 
In this section the overall performance of the VFFE algorithm and the ELG-based 
extraction method is compared with that of a number of pitch extractors evaluated 
in studies performed by Rabiner et al. (1976) and Viswanathan and Russell (1984). 
In both studies these extractors were operated in an off-line environment. The 
results obtained from the running speech items in this comparison are the only ones 
taken into account, as this is the only condition shared by all studies. Even then, 
differences between the three studies, such as number of subjects, number and types 
of speech items used, recording conditions, and the time resolution used in the 
frame-to-frame analyses make straightforward comparisons impossible. In the 
Rabiner et al. study, 8 utterances (words and sentences) were spoken by 6 different 
speakers recorded under three different microphone recording conditions (close-
talking, standard, and high-quality, respectively), with the utterances analyzed in 10-
ms frames. For the present comparison we took the error rates based on the raw 
(unsmoothed) data averaged across the three recording conditions used in the 
Rabiner et al. study. The Viswanathan and Russell study is based on 48 short 
sentences spoken by 6 different speakers. In computing errors they used a frame 
size of 20 ms. Here we include the results obtained from the utterances used in their 
main evaluation recorded under low-noise conditions. 
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Despite these differences it seems to us that a global comparison of pitch 
extractors remains meaningful. Table 3 presents the error rates reported in each 
case. These include Voiccd-to-Unvoiced errors, Unvoiced-to-Voiced errors, and 
Gross Pitch errors for each of the pitch extractors examined. In addition, in order 
to aid an overall comparison we have expressed the performance of each extractor 
in a Combined Error score, by adding the error rates on VU, UV, and NCE 
measurements2. 
The pitch extractors evaluated in the Rabiner et al. study have much higher 
voicing error rates than those of Viswanathan and Russell and ours. This may be 
due to the 10 ms analysis-frame used, which increases the chance of detecting a 
voicing error. Averaging pitch periods over 20-ms frames has a smoothing effect 
which may reduce the number of voicing errors. 
If we rank the pitch extractors listed in Table 3 according to the Combined Error 
measure, the VFFE algorithm shows the best performance. In each separate error 
class the VFFE algorithm is among the best performers. In detecting voiced 
segments it is comparable with the best 5 extractors out of 14, as indicated by the 
VtZ-error rates, while in term of reliability in detecting unvoiced sounds it comes 
out highest, together with ILS, indicated by the low ί/У-еггог rate (0.7). In the 
Gross Pitch Error class the VFFE algorithm ranks third out of 14. The ELG-based 
extraction method also scores high in comparison with the other extractors, its Total 
Error ranking second out of 14. 
5. Conclusions 
We have described a real-time algorithm for F0-extraction, based on spectral 
filtering, decimation, and autocorrelation, and which has been implemented as part 
of a software program serving the on-line extraction of basic speech features. Our 
evaluation shows that the VFFE algorithm is a powerful F0-extractor that compares 
favourably with existing algorithms, as well as an ELG-based extraction method. 
The VFFE algorithm works well not only on relatively simple utterances, such as 
2
 Although we recognize that this combined measure is not mathematically correct, that 
is, the denominators in the quotients of the separate error rates are different, the data 
presented in the two above mentioned studies were not detailed enough to permit accurate 
recalculations. Furthermore, the same (incorrect) adding procedure has also been applied by 
Viswanathan & Russell (1984) for rating their evaluated pilch extractors. As a global 
measurement it is sufficient. Applying formulas 10-12 to the data in the other studies would 
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sustained phonation, but also on spoken sentences. Although somewhat limited in 
detecting fast pitch changes in the speech signal, with a consequent bias towards 
VU-errors, the VFFE algorithm remains among the best performers in this error-
class. 
This study has demonstrated some typical shortcomings of the electro-
laryngograph for extracting the F0. The main problem encountered is the incidental 
occurrence of severe distortions in the ELG signal, probably caused either by deep 
positioning of the larynx, or by electrode shifting resulting from sudden neck 
movements. The latter frequently occurs when working with very young children. 
Another disturbing feature, sometimes observed in the ELG-signal, is that 
laryngealization can lead to multiple peaks within one glottal period (Krishnamurthy 
and Childers, 1986). This feature may degrade the F0-extraction for algorithms that 
use zero-crossings or extremes in the first derivative of the signal. Since most 
voicing and gross pitch errors probably arise from the above- mentioned sources, 
the small number of fine errors found in this study reveals the ELG as a good 
reference device. That is, provided the ELG-signal is free from distortions, the 
extracted pitch periods can be measured quite accurately (within ±0.5 semitone). 
In speech training the VFFE algorithm has proved valuable for on-line 
estimation of the F0, but it could also be considered for other applications requiring 
real-time /-"„-extraction. The algorithm can easily be incorporated into existing 
speech analysis software due to its straightforward analysis method. The robustness 
of the Fo-estimations for different types of speaker recorded under normal noisy 
conditions further increases the range of its applicability. Another positive feature 
of the algorithm is its relatively low computational load. Combining the latter 
feature with an implementation on a powerful special purpose processor, such as 
are nowadays increasingly becoming a part of standard computer configurations, the 
time needed for pitch extraction need only be a fraction of the total available 
processing time. 
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Chapter 6 
A hierarchical classification method for identifying 
sustained vowels and consonants spoken in isolation* 
Abstract 
This chapter describes a three-step hierarchical and iterative procedure for classifying 
vowels and consonants represented as data vectors, i.e., as overall spectral shapes 
derived from a 16-channel 1/3-octave filterbank and additional F0-values. Each step 
of the classification procedure estimates the "perceptual" distances of an input 
phoneme to a selection of candidate phonemes by iteratively weighting its data 
vector, thereby obtaining transformed mappings of this data vector on a single 
dimension. The normalized distances, determined by these mappings and the 
predefined phoneme target positions on this dimension, reflect the degree of phoneme 
similarity. By gradually reducing in each stage of the classification process the 
number of candidate phonemes, the most likely one is selected. The weighting 
coefficients are computed by means of TPPS, a multi-dimensional data transformation 
algorithm developed by Zahorian and Jagharghi (1991, 1992) and tested in a one-step 
or direct vowel classification experiment using a fixed set of weights for the entire set 
of involved vowels. The performance of the hierarchical classification method is 
evaluated and compared to the direct classification method using automatic 
classification experiments. Data consisted of 1536 utterances spoken by 36 normal 
hearing speakers (adults and children, both male and female) and 12 hearing-impaired 
children. Each group of subjects produced 12 Dutch vowels spoken in isolation with 
both normal pitch and declining pitch, and 8 selected sustained consonants. Data from 
half the subjects of each group were used for analyses, the other half for evaluation. 
Compared to the direct classification method, the hierarchical classification method 
yielded on average 35% higher speaker-independent recognition rates. Correct 
phoneme classifications ranged from 85% to 97% for the normal-hearing speakers, 
and from 77% to 82% for the hearing-impaired children. Only for the hearing-
impaired children the speaker-dependent direct classification showed slightly higher 
recognition rates. Addition of F0 to the classification procedure did not contribute 
significantly to overall phoneme recognition. It is concluded that both the speaker-
dependent and the speaker-independent classification method yield considerable 
applicative value in a speech training system for the hearing-impaired. 
1.1. Introduction 
Automatic phoneme recognition systems typically consist of three components: 
1) the collection of basic acoustic data, 2) techniques for reducing speaker-
Arends, N., & Povel, D.J. (Submitted for publication). 
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dependent effects, and 3) a classification procedure. The different ways in which 
each of these components can be realized are briefly summarized below. 
Phonemes, and in particular vowels, are usually parametrically represented in 
the form of formant patterns (e.g. Koopmans, 1980; Assmann, Nearey, & Hogan, 
1982; Miller, 1989; Nearey, 1989), of overall spectral shapes (e.g. Plomp, Pols, 
Van de Geer, 1967; Pols, 1977; Suomi, 1984; Silverman, 1986), or by means of 
encoding within a linear predictive model (e.g. Wakita, 1973; Hermansky, 1987). 
Although many variants of these acoustic representations have been used for 
automatic recognition of spoken vowels or speech segments, all with varying 
degrees of success, several arguments can be given for favouring the use of 
spectral shapes. First, spectral shapes can be obtained relatively fast compared to 
the speed of the rather complicated algorithms needed in spectral peak detection 
or in analyses based on linear predictive coding. Second, both vowels and 
consonants can be represented by overall spectral shapes. Third, in a study of 
Zahorian and Jagharghi (1987) higher vowel recognition rates were obtained for 
representations based on spectral shapes than for more abstract representations 
like formants. Fourth, as noted by Stevens, Nickerson, and Rollings (1983), the 
formants of deaf speakers are often poorly defined. 
The second component is directed at a major problem encountered in 
identifying phonemes by automatic recognition systems, which pertains to large 
variations in acoustic characteristics of different realisations of a phoneme, 
caused by articulatory differences between individual speakers and, in case of 
connected speech, by articulatory interactions within the phonetic context. A 
system aimed at recognizing sustained phonemes, either spoken in isolation or in 
CVC's, will not seriously suffer from such coarticulation effects. In human 
perception is was reported that vowel identification can even be facilitated if the 
vowel is produced in a CVC context (Strange, Verbrugge, Shankweiler, & 
Edman, 1976; Gottfried & Strange, 1980; Rakerd, Verbrugge, & Shankweiler, 
1984). However, these systems still have to account for large speaker-dependent 
variations (Nearey, 1989). Speaker-dependent variations can be reduced by using 
either intrinsic or extrinsic normalizing techniques. As speaker-dependent 
variations arc most apparent in vowel productions, studies focusing on speaker-
normalization have been primarily concerned with vowel identification. Intrinsic 
normalization techniques try to accommodate for variations within a vowel 
produced by a single speaker, like fluctuations in fundamental frequency or 
shifts in formant-ratios. Extrinsic normalization techniques attempt to correct for 
global characteristics of a speaker associated with vocal tract size, gender, age, 
and dialect. Methods for imnmvinp the асснгаг. nf vnwel r.la«ifîr.atinn hv 
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normalizing intrinsic and/or extrinsic factors are described by e.g. Disner (1980), 
Syrdal (1984), Hillenbrand and Gayvert (1987), Miller (1989), Zahorian and 
Jagharghi (1991). 
The final stage of the automatic recognition process concerns the 
classification of phonemes. This typically consists of pattern recognition 
algorithms evaluating pre-processed acoustic features while taking into account, 
if possible, explicit knowledge about speaker characteristics and/or speech 
context. Pattern recognition algorithms often require normalized data which are 
mapped onto some perceptual space. Usually, phoneme categories are first 
constructed using a reference set of speech items. Subsequently, new speech item 
are processed and classified by selecting the best fitting phoneme category. 
Classification techniques are often based on standard statistical procedures, such 
as discriminant analysis and F ratios, or Euclidian-distance calculations in 
addition to graphic techniques for manually determining the borders of phoneme 
classes (Ncarey, 1989). A different technique to improve vowel recognition is 
proposed by Miller (1989), who constructed irregular vowel target zones in an 
auditory-perceptual space by means of an iterative process. 
In this paper we present a hierarchical phoneme classification procedure that 
utilizes a data transformation technique developed by Zahorian and Jagharghi 
(1988, 1992). This technique, known as TPPS (Transformations from Physical to 
Perceptual Spaces), transforms predefined categories of phonemes, represented as 
multi-dimensional data, to corresponding target positions in a "perceptual space" 
with reduced dimensionality. The technique is based on minimizing the mean 
square error between specified targets and transformed data. In a study 
performed by Zahorian and Jagharghi (1991) the advantageous effects of TPPS 
on vowel recognition, based on spectral features, were demonstrated. Due to the 
speaker normalizing effects obtained with TPPS, we were able to use this 
technique in a hierarchical and iterative weighting procedure, involving varying 
sets of weights on gradually smaller subsets of candidate phonemes, for speaker-
independent phoneme classification. The hierarchical classification method was 
compared to the direct classification method used by Zahorian and Jagharghi 
(1991), that operates with a fixed set of weights for the entire set of involved 
phonemes, on both a speaker-dependent and a speaker-independent basis. Both 
classification methods are evaluated, by means of automatic classification 
experiments, in which 12 Dutch vowels and 8 selected consonants were spoken 
in isolation by men, women, and children. In the analysis, phonemes were 
represented as phoneme data vectors, i.e., spectral shapes, derived from a 16-
channel 1/3-octave filterbank, and additionally by F0-values. Because the 
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algorithm was designed for a speech training system for hearing-impaired, we 
also investigated the recognition of phonemes spoken by hearing-impaired 
children. 
1.2. The direct classification method 
The direct classification method as developed by Zahorian and Jagharghi (1988, 
1992) linearly transforms a phoneme data vector to a two-dimensional perceptual 
space. The weighting factors of the transformation matrix are obtained by TPPS 
using the procedure shown in Figure 1. Input for the TPPS-algorithm consists of 
arbitrarily chosen phoneme target positions and a reference set of data vectors 
for each of the involved phoneme categories. Different configurations specify 
target positions for 12 vowels and 8 consonants, taking into account vowel 
similarities and consonant distinctive features. Using the computed vowel and 
consonants weights, data vectors within each of the categories of a reference set 
of phonemes are transformed and category centroids are computed. 
Vowel Data 
Filterbank 
e l e i 
a œ <t y 
α э о u 
Target positions 
l x TPPS 
over 12 
vowels 
— ζ — 
vowel 
weights 
Consonant Data 
Filterbank 
f χ s 
ν ζ 
1 m г 
Target positions 
l x TPPS 
over 8 
consonants 
— 1 — 
consonant 
weights 
Figure 1. Procedure used in the TPPS-analyses to obtain weights applied in the direct 
classification method. The input consisted of phoneme data vectors and specified target 
positions for vowels and consonants respectively. 
The actual classification is achieved by evaluating the Euclidian distances of 
a transformed phoneme data vector, mapped onto the perceptual space, to all 
phoneme cluster centroids. The classifier is expressed by the minimized distance: 
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in which V
x
 and Vy are the transformed dimensions of the phoneme data vector, 
С
ж
 and Cy are the coordinates of the centroid for category i, and G corresponds 
to the number of categories (phonemes). Figure 2 shows the scheme used for the 
direct classification of vowels and consonants. 
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Figure 2. Direct classification method for vowels and consonants. The phoneme data 
vector is first weighted and then classified by computing the minimum Euclidian distance 
to the centroids of the prc-determined phoneme categories. 
2. The hierarchical classification method 
The hierarchical classification method takes advantage of a powerful feature of 
TPPS, viz. the normalizing effect that arises from transforming qualitative 
different data sets to the same dimensional representation. That is, having 
different data sets submitted to separate TPPS-analyses with the same target 
position(s) being specified in each analysis, the transformed data of these sets 
can be immediately compared with each other by examining their mappings on 
the new dimension(s). The rationale for using separate sets of phoneme data as 
input for the TPPS-analyses in the hierarchical classification method is as 
follows. In a multidimensional analysis technique, the discriminative capacity 
increases if the ratio of the between-group variance and the within-group 
variance, usually expressed by η2, increases. In case of sustained phonation, the 
within-phoneme variance mainly depends on phoneme type, and on the number 
and type of speakers. Between-phoneme variance depends on the number of 
classes to be discriminated, more classes leading to a lower between-class 
variance. By limiting the number of classes entered into TPPS, the ratio of the 
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between-class/within-class variance will 
discriminative power between classes. 
increase, thereby improving the 
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Figure 3. Procedure using TPPS-analysis to obtain two sets of weights, one for 
computing vowel strengths, another for vowel contrasts, and applied in the hierarchical 
classification method. The input consisted of selected phoneme data vectors (vowel data) 
and targets located at positions -100 and +100 on a single display dimension. 
Using this principle, two sets of weights were obtained by TPPS-analyses. 
Each set consisted of several subsets of weights that all project phoneme data 
vectors on a single dimension. The first set consists of weights that determine 
the distance of an input phoneme relative to all phonemes in the reference set, 
which we call vowel or consonant strength. The second set contains weights to 
determine the distance of an input phoneme relative to all possible pairs of 
phonemes included in the reference set, which we refer to as vowel or consonant 
contrast. Figure 3 shows the procedures used in obtaining the two sets of 
weights for vowels. The reference phoneme set consists of data vectors obtained 
from 12 Dutch vowels. Basically, the input for TPPS consists of two groups of 
data, each group containing phoneme data vectors of a predefined category, 
while the associated targets are arbitrarily located at positions -100 and +100 on 
a line. The weights reflecting vowel strengths are obtained from 12 separate runs 
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of TPPS, in each of which one vowel is contrasted to all other vowels, resulting 
in 12 subsets of vowel strength weights. The weights reflecting vowel contrasts 
are obtained from 132 separate runs of TPPS, each run involving the data 
vectors of two vowels selected from all 132 pairwise combinations of vowels. 
For the 8 consonants the number of TPPS-analyses, and thus the number of 
subsets in each set of weights, are 8 and 56, respectively. 
Using the two sets of weights, a phoneme data vector is classified by means 
of a hierarchical three-step iterative weighting procedure. The procedure operates 
from global to specific, in the sense that each step reduces the number of 
possible candidates for phoneme identification, resulting in the selection of the 
best phoneme candidate in the last step. The procedure is described by taking the 
vowel data set as example. 
Vowel Data STEP 1 
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Figure 4. Hierarchical classification method illustrated for vowels. The phoneme data 
vector is first weighted to obtain an overall vowel strength for each vowel. The 6 best 
candidates are selected and weighted again, using a subset of the weights obtained for 
pairs of vowels. From this result the 3 best candidates are selected and the previous step 
is repeated. The classified vowel can be plotted in any arbitrary chosen configuration, as 
for instance in a vowel triangle representation, shown at the bottom right 
STEP 1; 
In the first step the input vowel data vector is weighted to estimate its strength 
on each of the 12 distinguishable vowels, using Eq. [2], 
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15 
VS
,
S1LV,W.J : 0<t'<ll И 
in which VS, is the strength on vowel category i, V} the j\h measurement 
component for the data vector, and wy the weighting factor for that component. 
From this first estimation of the candidates with the highest vowel strength the 
best 6 ones are selected. Figure 4 shows an example in which the results of step 
1 are displayed in the form of 12 distances, each of them representing the 
computed vowel strength on a category. The 6 distances that are nearest to the 
+100 position are selected as the initial most likely vowel candidates, which in 
this example are the vowels /y, e, 0, ce, ε, a/. 
STEP 2: 
In this step the vowel data vector is weighted again, but now to estimate the 
mutual vowel contrast for each possible pairwise combination of candidates that 
remained after step 1. Given the 6 vowel candidates in the reduced set, the total 
number of pairwise combinations equals to 
Η = JÜ_ = 15 [3] 
Ul 2! 4! 
Based on the outcome of step 1 of the example the pairs would be [y,c], [y,0], 
[y.œ], [y,e], [y,a], [e,0], [e.œ], [e,e], [e,a], [0,œ], [0,e], [0,a], [ce.e], [ce.a], and 
[e,a]. Note that each vowel candidate is contrasted 5 limes. For each pair the 
vowel data vector is weighted with the appropriate subset of contrast weights to 
obtain their vowel contrasts, using Eq. [4], 
rc„-E^w4t ; 0 < t < 5 ; i<j<5 [4] 
in which VC,j indicates the contrast between the ¿th and yth vowel category, Vk 
the kxh measurement component for the data vector, and wljk the weighting factor 
for the ¿th component in contrasting the /th and yth vowel category. Because 
each contrasted pair of vowels results in a normalized distance to the specified 
target positions, new vowel strengths can be computed by combining the vowel 
contrasts. That is, supposing that the input data vector was actually extracted 
from a spoken vowel /y/, then the weighted contrasts of all 5 vowel pairs that 
include the element /y/ will probably be mapped near the specified target 
position of /y/ (which might be either +100 or -100), while the weighted 
mappings concerning the 10 other contrasted pairs of vowel candidates will at 
the most indicate a more or less /y/-like sound. By adding the contrast distances 
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specified target position in each contrasted pair, a new vowel strength can be 
computed for the candidates, using the formula: 
s t-l 
VS t=£) IIOO-VCJ+EI-IOO-VCJ ; 0<*<5 t5] 
1-4+1 jO 
where VSk represents the new strength on the Jfcth vowel category of the reduced 
set of possible candidates, and the VC's represent the normalized contrast 
distances that were computed earlier with Eq. 4. From this outcome the three 
best candidates are selected. In the example presented in Figure 4 the three best 
candidates are the vowels /e, ce, e/. 
STEP 3: 
The third and final step consists of a repetition of the operations as described 
under step 2, but now using the last 3 best vowel candidates, thus performing 3 
pairwise contrasting comparisons (viz. /e.ce/, /e,e/, and /ce,e/) and computing 3 
new vowel strengths. From this last result the best candidate is selected which 
leads to the final classification of the input phoneme. In the case of our example 
this is the vowel /ε/. 
3. Evaluation 
3.1. Method 
3.1.1. Collection of speech material 
The material for the evaluation consisted of recordings of 32 phonemes spoken 
by 48 native Dutch speakers. They constituted four subject groups: 12 adult 
males (MA), 12 adult females (FE), 12 normal hearing children (HC), and 12 
hearing-impaired children (HIC). The recorded phonemes fell into three 
categories: (1) twelve sustained Dutch vowels /i, y, I, c, 0, oe, ε, а, а, э, о, u/ 
produced with normal pitch; (2) the same 12 vowels, but now produced with a 
declining pitch within the normal pitch range of the speaker, and (3) eight 
consonantal continuants /v, f, z, s, χ, 1, m, г/ produced with normal pitch. All 
phonemes were spoken in isolation and sustained for at least 3 seconds. 
In the recording session, the speech tasks were displayed on a screen 
instructing the speaker about the phoneme to be produced and, in case of voiced 
sounds, also about pitch control. Each utterance was checked by the 
experimenters as to the intended pronunciation and had to be repeated if 
misoronounced. The soeech simal, obtained from a head-worn microohone 
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(Shure-SMIO), was recorded on one channel of a two-channel DAT-recorder 
(Sony TDC-D10), while the other channel recorded the signal derived from an 
elcctro-laryngograph (Laryngograph Ltd, portable type). The latter signal (ELG-
signal) was used as a reference in F0-extraction. 
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Figure 5. Basic schema of parameter extraction 
3.1.2. Speech parameters and measurements 
Speech signals were automatically processed by means of algorithms extracting 
fundamental frequency (F0), spectral shape, and signal energy. Figure 5 shows 
the basic schema of the experimental setup. The speech signal was bandpass 
filtered with cut-off frequencies set at 25 Hz and 7 kHz and sampled at 14.3 
kHz. The signal was further processed in overlapping data-frames of 256 
samples each (17.8 ms). 
The F0 estimations were collected in two ways: (1) from the speech signal 
using a pitch extraction algorithm developed by Arends, Povel, and Reetz 
(1993); and (2) from the ELG-signal using a zero-crossing detection method 
(Arends, Povel, Van Os, & Speth, 1990). In those cases that corresponding F0-
estimates deviated more than 5%, the oscillograms of both signals were 
examined, and the signal demonstrating the most obvious signal periods was 
selected for computing the "real" F0. In this way highly reliable /^-values could 
be obtained. 
Spectral shape was represented by the output of a set of 16 parallel 
bandfilters roughly simulating the critical bandwidths of the ear (Pols, 1977). 
The filterbank comprised 13 one-third octave filters with midfrequencies from 
400 to 6400 Hz. To simulate the ear's critical bandwidth for low frequencies, 
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three filters of about 90 Hz bandwidth and centre frequencies of 122, 215, and 
307 Hz were added. A similar filterbank was applied in the vowel corrector of 
Povel (1974) and by Bakkum, Plomp, and Pols (1993), using hardware and in 
software simulated filters, respectively. To obtain the filterbank representation, 
we first computed a 256-point Fast Fourier Transform in conjunction with a 
Harming window, yielding a 128-point spectral description. Next, by viewing 
these discrete spectral samples as contiguous filters with 56 Hz bandwidth and 
consecutive midfrequencies of 56N Hz (0</V<127), each sample was entirely or 
partially assigned to a bandfilter according to its spectral position in the specified 
filterbank, thus adding its total or weighted energy to the filters' energy. For 
each spectrum point the weighting factor could be determined in advance by 
examining its spectral distance to the upper or lower limit of the enclosed 
bandfilter. If a spectrum point was fully enclosed by a filter then the energy was 
completely assigned to that bandfilter. Otherwise, the spectrum point energy was 
distributed over the two consecutive filters falling within the 'bandwidth' of that 
spectrum point by using a linear weighting method. For example, a filter 
covering 70% of the 'bandwidth' of a certain spectrum point received 70% of 
the energy loaded on that spectrum point, the other filter received 30% of the 
same energy. The energy in the filters was expressed in dB-below-overall-level 
by subtracting the total energy in the filter from the overall energy per frame. 
Finally, short-term signal energy was computed in log magnitude values 
averaged over eight consecutive data-frames, to monitor signal intensity levels in 
the recording sessions. The average sound level of the utterances was 57 dB 
above noise level. 
During the 3 seconds of phoneme generation, data were collected at intervals 
of 20 ms, resulting in 150 measurements per utterance. To eliminate any possible 
disturbance in phoneme quality at the begin and end of an utterance, the first 
and last 15 measurements were omitted from the analyses. Hence, a phoneme 
was represented by 120 measurements, each consisting of 17 values: one FQ 
estimation and 16 values obtained from the parallel bandfilters of the filterbank. 
Consequently, each measurement can be considered as a vector in a 17-
dimensional space. As an example, Figure 6 shows the measurements obtained 
from normal hearing children producing 12 sustained vowels, produced with 
declining pitch, and 8 consonants. 
3.1.3. Analyses 
Both the direct classification method and the hierarchical classification method 
were submitted to automatic classification experiments to assess their phoneme 
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Figure 6. Filterbank values (dB-below-overall-level), averaged over intervals of 300 ms, 
obtained from 6 normal hearing children producing 12 Dutch sustained vowels with 
declining pitch and 8 consonants spoken in isolation, as indicated at the top right of each 
graph. The mean F0-values with standard deviations (Hz) calculated for the 6 speakers 
are printed at the bottom right of each graph. 
recognition accuracy. The direct classification method was tested on both a 
speaker-dependent and a speaker-independent basis, while the hierarchical 
classification method was tested on a speaker-independent basis only1. Each of 
The hierarchical method is less suited for phoneme recognition on a speaker-
derjendent basis, because it reauires the collection of individually sDoken ohoneme data 
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both approaches required a different treatment of the speech data in the analyses. 
The analyses consisted of two stages. In the first, or preparatory stage, sets of 
transformation coefficients were computed by means of the TPPS-algorithm that 
converted the multidimensionally represented phoneme data vectors into reduced-
dimensionality configurations. The second, or classifying stage, assessed the 
external validity of a specific classification method by actually transforming and 
classifying phoneme data vectors. The collected phoneme data vectors were 
ordered according to speaker group and phoneme category. For the case of 
speaker-independent phoneme classification, data of half the speakers within 
each group and category were used as reference or normative data in the first 
stage of the analyses, while the other half was used as evaluative or test data in 
the second stage of the analyses. Speaker-dependent phoneme classification was 
applied to measurements obtained from a single speaker. Hence, cluster centroids 
were computed from the projections of the transformed data vectors per speaker. 
For that purpose, half of the data collected for each phoneme (half a phoneme) 
spoken by a single speaker was selected as normative data, while the other half 
was used as evaluative data. 
Analyses were first performed on the filterbank values only. In a second run 
the F0-value was included as an extra parameter to study its possible contribution 
to overall phoneme recognition rates. In the same run, F0 was used for correcting 
spectral shapes. Because the output channels of the filterbank have a high 
frequency selectivity, the harmonic structure of high-pitched voices may cause 
energy dips in the lower bandfilters. If such a dip was found, and could be 
attributed to the F0, the energy within the filterband was linearly interpolated 
from the energy within the adjacent bands. A similar procedure was proposed by 
Alphen (1992). 
3.2. Results 
In Table 1 the overall performance is shown, in terms of phoneme recognition 
accuracy, based on the test data of both classification methods. The listed 
percentages indicate proportions of overall correct classifications averaged over 
all phoneme categories within a recording condition for each of the different 
groups of normal hearing speakers (males, females, and children) and for the 
group of hearing-impaired children separately. Regarding vowel identification, 
the largest percentages of misclassification were often found at physically near-
equal vowels, which in spoken Dutch are the three pairs of vowels [i,e], [0,œ] 
and [о,э]. To assess the recognition accuracy of vowels using less constrained 
vowel categories, we redefined each of physically near-equal pairs of vowels as 
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Table 1 
Percentage correctly classified phonemes spoken with both normal pitch (NP) and declining 
pitch (DP) by normal-hearing male adults (MA), female adults (FA), children (HQ, and 
hearing-impaired children (HIC), using the direct classification method (speaker-dependent 
and speaker-independent) and the hierarchical classification method (speaker-independent). 
subject 
group 
Vowels-NP 
MA 
FA 
HC 
HIC 
Vowek-DP 
MA 
FA 
HC 
HIC 
Consonants 
MA 
FA 
HC 
HIC 
Direct classification 
speaker-independent 
71 
62 
67 
47 
61 
51 
56 
40 
53 
57 
56 
49 
speaker-dependent 
86 
90 
92 
89 
80 
70 
82 
81 
88 
92 
85 
83 
Hierarchical classification 
speaker-independent 
97 
95 
97 
81 
90 
85 
89 
77 
99 
98 
96 
82 
Table 2 
Percentage correctly classified vowels from a set of 9 vowel categories, by combining the 
physically near-equal vowels [l,e], [0,ce], and [о, o]. Vowel classification was performed with 
both the direct method (speaker-dependent and speaker-independent) and the hierarchical 
method (speaker-independent). The vowels were spoken with normal pitch (NP) and 
declining pitch (DP) by normal-hearing male adults (MA), female adults (FA), children 
(HC), and hearing-impaired children (HIC). 
subject 
group 
Vowels-NP 
MA 
FA 
HC 
ШС 
Vowels-DP 
MA 
FA 
HC 
ШС 
Direct classification 
speaker-independent 
86 
70 
80 
59 
78 
62 
74 
51 
speaker-dependent 
91 
94 
95 
91 
84 
79 
89 
86 
Hierarchical classification 
speaker-independent 
99 
99 
97 
84 
97 
90 
92 
82 
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Table 3 
An example of a confusion matrix containing speaker-independent direct classification rates 
(%) based on normal-pitched vowel data obtained from the normal hearing children with 
rows representing actual vowel and columns representing identified vowel. 
i 
У 
I 
e 
0 
œ 
ε 
a 
α 
э 
О 
u 
i 
81 
18 
-
1 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
У 
13 
78 
-
-
2 
-
-
-
-
-
-
2 
I 
6 
1 
SI 
43 
-
-
4 
-
-
-
-
-
e 
-
45 
46 
2 
1 
-
-
-
-
-
-
0 
-
-
10 
45 
47 
-
-
-
-
-
-
ce 
3 
-
-
50 
48 
2 
-
-
-
1 
-
ε 
-
4 
-
1 
6 
94 
-
-
-
-
-
a 
-
-
-
-
-
-
85 
13 
-
-
-
α 
-
-
-
-
-
-
14 
81 
10 
-
-
О 
-
-
-
-
-
-
1 
6 
46 
42 
-
О 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
44 
54 
5 
u 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
4 
93 
Table 4 
An example of a confusion matrix containing speaker-independent direct classification rates 
(%) based on normal-pitched vowel data obtained from the hearing-impaired children with 
rows representing spoken vowel and columns representing identified vowel. 
i 
y 
I 
e 
0 
Œ 
ε 
a 
α 
э 
О 
u 
i 
51 
39 
-
-
-
1 
-
-
-
-
-
У 
37 
23 
23 
14 
-
5 
-
-
-
-
-
I 
10 
13 
33 
33 
13 
15 
-
-
-
-
-
e 
2 
8 
17 
36 
7 
15 
-
-
-
-
-
0 
-
4 
7 
6 
34 
26 
31 
-
-
-
-
œ 
-
13 
20 
11 
17 
18 
7 
-
-
-
-
ε 
. 
-
-
-
29 
20 
59 
8 
-
-
-
a 
. 
-
-
-
-
-
3 
70 
33 
-
-
α 
-
-
-
-
. 
-
-
17 
53 
6 
8 
о 
. 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
7 
56 
36 
2 
о 
. 
-
-
-
. 
-
-
5 
7 
31 
38 
5 
u 
. 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
7 
18 
93 
separate joint vowel categories, thus obtaining a total of 9 vowel categories. 
Table 2 lists the vowel recognition accuracy based on these 9 categories. 
The same classification procedures were performed on phoneme data vectors 
that included F0 as an extra parameter. Results showed no systematic effect of 
the inclusion of the /^-parameter on automatic phoneme recognition. Whereas in 
some cases the classification rate increased with 2-3%, in other cases the 
inclusion of the F0-parameter led to a deterioration of overall phoneme 
recognition of up to 4%. 
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For phonemes spoken by the normal hearing speakers (male, female, and 
children) the hierarchical classification method yielded the highest performances 
in each speech condition. Especially normal-pitched vowels and the consonants 
were very well recognized, with classification rates approaching 100%. 
Compared to the direct classification method, the hierarchical classification 
method yielded on average 35% higher speaker-independent recognition rates for 
the normal hearing speakers. Phonemes spoken by the hearing-impaired children 
were slightly better recognized with speaker-dependent direct classifications. An 
explanation for this speaker dependency effect is to be found in the detailed 
classification data provided by confusion matrixes. Tables 3 and 4 present 
confusion data that resulted from speaker-independent direct classification of 
normal-pitched vowels produced by the normal hearing children and by the 
hearing-impaired children, respectively. Clearly, the classified vowels of the 
hearing-impaired children are much more scattered than those of the normal 
hearing children. In the speaker-dependent direct classification, using phoneme 
category centroids computed for a single speaker, such scattered classifications 
will benefit more from identification within an individually defined vowel space. 
4. Application in a speech training device 
To show that the automatic classification procedures described above can be 
used for speech training purposes, we present in this section a few phonemic 
displays that are based on these algorithms. These displays are incorporated in 
the Visual Speech Apparatus, a speech training aid for the hearing-impaired 
(Povel & Arends, 1991). 
The speaker-dependent direct classification method was used to display 
phoneme productions as locations in a two-dimensional phoneme space, based 
on either vowels or consonants. The actual position of the displayed phoneme 
could be marked by the teacher with the associated perceived phoneme category, 
by choosing the appropriate orthographic transcription, as shown for the vowels 
Ai/, /a/, and /u/ (respectively ie, aa and oe in Dutch orthographic notation) in 
Figure 7. Displaying phonemes on two continuous dimensions in this way has 
the advantage that for each speaker an individual phoneme configuration can be 
defined. Figure 8 shows a vowel configuration based on vowel data obtained 
from one of the hearing-impaired children participating in this study. The 
ellipses drawn in this figure illustrate the magnitude and the direction of the 
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Figure 7. Vowel display based on the direct classification method. An utterance is 
displayed as a location in a 2-dimensional plane, which can be used to explore the 
individual vowel space. 
ÜBT 
Figure 8. Vowel configuration obtained from a hearing-impaired child. Ellipses show the 
magnitude and the direction of the variance within each phoneme cluster. The center of 
each ellipse coincides with a cluster centroid with the major axis rotated in the direction 
of the regression line of the phoneme data, while both axes equal two standard 
deviations. 
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Figure 9. Training display showing all 12 Dutch vowel strengths while an ie (J'\f) is 
produced. The display is based on the hierarchical classification method. Pitch and 
loudness information is simultaneously displayed on the leftmost vertical and bottom 
horizontal bar, respectively. 
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Figure 10. Training display using discrete vowel categories in a lip-reading configuration 
used as an aid for teaching speech to the hearing-impaired. The vowel classification is 
based on the hierarchical method. 
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The speaker-independent hierarchical classification method was used in two 
display types. The first one shows all phoneme strengths, integrated in a 
combined display in which also pitch and loudness are shown. An example is to 
be found in Figure 9. The second display type uses discrete positions to depict 
selected phonemes. Thus, different kinds of configurations can be used, like a 
display that shows only two phonemes simultaneously, a display showing the 
vowel triangle, or a display that separates voiced consonants from unvoiced 
ones. Figure 10 shows an example of a vowel configuration based on a lip-
reading schema used in speech instruction at the Instuut voor Doven in Sint 
Michielsgestel, The Netherlands. 
5. Discussion and conclusion 
A hierarchical classification method for automatic speaker-independent 
identification of sustained vowels and consonants has been described and 
evaluated. The method was compared to a one-step or direct classification 
method, using speaker-dependent and speaker-independent classification 
procedures. 
The results obtained for the speaker-independent direct classification of 
normal-pitched vowels are comparable to the results obtained in the Zahorian 
and Jagharghi study (1991), in which a similar procedure was used for 
classifying 11 American English vowels spoken by normal hearing speakers in a 
CVC syllable, yielding 70% to 80% correct vowel identification. The 
hierarchical method performed considerably better than the direct method, as 
shown by an average 35% higher classification rate. Highest classification rates 
were found for normal-pitched vowels and consonants produced by normal 
hearing speaker (96% and 98%). By reducing the number of vowel categories to 
nine classes, classification rates increased to 99%. Vowels spoken with declining 
pitch were correctly classified with an average accuracy rate of 89%. We are 
aware of only one study, that of Miller (1989), reporting a comparable high 
correct recognition rate of 93%, obtained from discriminating 10 American 
English vowels. However, Miller's classification scheme is much more 
complicated than the relatively straightforward method used in the present study, 
which makes it less suited for real-time operation. 
The hearing-impaired children participating in this study showed much larger 
variability in their speech than the normal hearing children. This high variance is 
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performed relatively better .than the speaker-independent hierarchical 
classification method on the vowel productions of the hearing-impaired children. 
This means that in addition to the speaker-independent hierarchical phoneme 
classification method, a display based on speaker-dependent direct phoneme 
classification may be useful during an intermediate stage in the process of 
teaching phonemes to the hearing-impaired. 
In this study we separated speakers into male/female adults and children, and 
computed separate sets of weights for each subgroup. In that respect, the 
presented results are not entirely speaker-independent. In a practical application 
as described here this limitation plays no role as gender and age of a speaker is 
known, and can be used to chose appropriate sets of weights. 
As demonstrated, addition of F0 in the analyses per subgroup had no 
systematic effect on overall phoneme recognition. A similar conclusion was 
drawn by Zahorian and Jagharghi (1991) who also found only very small 
improvements (<2%) by adding the F0-parameter to the first three formants in 
their analyses. Still, F0 is an important perceptual indicator for gender and age. 
Basing ourself on the auditory model of speech perception, the task would be to 
find a method to normalize filterbank measurements in accordance with the 
harmonic structure in speech sounds induced by F0. Inspection of the many 
filterbank graphs collected in this study, indicated a considerable shift of energy 
over the first four bandfilters within phonemes spoken with declining pitch, and 
for the same phonemes spoken by adult males, adult females, and children. 
Hence, a F0-based speaker-normalization should aim at eliminating such energy 
distribution shifts, in order to obtain comparable spectral patterns for all speakers 
producing the same phoneme. One possibility might be to use a filterbank 
representation with running mid-frequencies (instead of the fixed values used in 
this study) based on F0-estimates. In such an approach the variable bandfilters 
could be defined by using the relational function of critical bandwidth with 
frequency, as determined by Zwicker and Fasti (1990, page 141), starting with a 
mid-frequency of the assessed F0 for the first filter. In this way, a spectral 
pattern would appear that is optimally comparable to all others. 
As regards practical applications, the methods described in this study proved 
to be very efficient for speech training applications, not only because of their 
phoneme recognition accuracy, but also because they were easy to implement for 
real-time operating. These features should make the methods of interest to other 
fields of applied research that uses classification techniques. 
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PART III 
Evaluation of the 
Visual Speech Apparatus 

Chapter 7 
An evaluation of the Visual Speech Apparatus* 
Abstract 
This s tody evaluates the Visual Speech Apparatus (VSA) as a visual aid for speech 
training of hearing-impaired children. Its efficacy was tested during a whole school 
year in a comparative study using an experimental and a control group of children 
in the age range of 4-7 years. The 22 children in the experimental group were trained 
using the VSA, whereas the 16 children in the control group only received the 
regular speech lessons. Several times during the year, speech performance of the two 
groups was tested using the CID Phonetic Inventory. In addition, the performance of 
subjects in the experimental group was measured with a specially developed test, the 
VSA test. Results show that the children trained with the VSA obtained significantly 
higher scores on those subtests that assess the acquisition of basic speech skills, such 
as voice control and vowel production, than the children in the control group. The 
very young children especially benefited from the training with the VSA. 
1. Introduction 
This article reports the results of an evaluation of the Visual Speech Apparatus 
(VSA). The VSA is a computer-controlled visual aid for speech training using 
exercises which take the form of attractive computer games to develop basic speech 
skills related to voice control (pitch, loudness, quality) and segmental production. 
A detailed description of the system can be found in Povel and Arends (1991). 
The development of any speech training aid consists of two interacting research 
activities that both are essential in attaining a practical and effective speech training 
system (see also Kewley-Port & Watson, 1991). The first concerns the design and 
construction of the system proper. Several considerations pertaining to this aspect 
are described in Povel and Arends (1991). The second is related to the evaluation 
of the system in the different stages of development. By means of continuous 
informal evaluations, performed in realistic speech settings, an optimal agreement 
should be reached between theoretical viewpoints and practical requirements 
regarding the actual form of the exercises and the related training methods. 
* Arends, N.. Povel, D.J., Os, E. van, Michielsen, Sj., Claassen, J., & Feiler, I. (1991). 
Speech Communication, 10, 405-414. 
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This interactive approach has proven to be most effective in constructing the 
Visual Speech Apparatus, which has now developed into a speech training aid quite 
well adapted to the practical teaching situation. The VSA utilizes a hierarchical 
curriculum along the lines suggested by Ling (1976), incorporating various 
exercises aiming at the acquisition of different aspects of voice control: timing, 
voicing, loudness, pitch, and voice quality. The device also comprises exercises for 
articulation training, especially sustained vowel production. Exercises for selected 
consonants and for controlling nasality are in development. The user environment 
of the VSA is characterized by easy operation, flexible exercise adaptation, delayed 
feedback options, automatic tracking of client's performance, and a software 
controlled signal interface. 
After developing the VSA as described above, a study was designed to 
determine the efficacy of the aid in speech training. As stated by Watson and 
Kewley-Port (1989), such an evaluation may yield objective data about the efficacy 
of a speech training device that can justify its use in regular speech training. Studies 
reported in the literature have shown positive effects, to varying degrees, of visual 
speech aids on the acquisition of speech (Friedman, 1985; Gulian, Hinds, & 
Nimmo, 1986; Maki, 1983; Nickerson, Kalikow, & Stevens, 1976; Kewley-Port, 
Watson, Elbert, Maki, & Reed, 1991; Ruoss & Drautzburg, 1990; Yamada, Murata, 
& Oka, 1988). These studies examined various speech training aids, each providing 
information about different aspects of speech, using different displays and different 
training methods. Consequently, these studies employed different methods of 
evaluation. In general, evaluations fall into one of three categories: (1) studies using 
a single- subject design (Kewley-Port et al., 1991), (2) comparative studies, using 
an experimental and a control group (McGarr, Youdelman, & Head, 1989), and (3) 
the validation of algorithms for extracting specific or more global speech parameters 
(Greene, Pisoni, & Carrell, 1984; Watson, Kewley-Port, Reed & Maki, 1989). 
During the development of the VSA we performed evaluations of the latter type to 
determine the validity of special speech analysis methods to display vowels (Povcl 
& Wansink, 1986) and voice quality (Arends, Povel, Van Os, & Speth, 1990). 
Although we are aware of the advantages of single-subject designs (Bullís & 
Anderson, 1986), a comparative study seemed more suited for determining the 
overall efficacy of the VSA system in its present stage of development (Lippmann, 
1982). In creating the experimental design for this evaluation, it appeared difficult 
to select dependent variables that are comparable to those of other studies, since 
there is no standard procedure for evaluating computer-based speech training aids 
or even human training methods. Disparities arising from these different approaches 
are also reflected in their evaluations. An additional problem is related to the fact 
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that different schools use different methods of speech training. Consequently, 
differences in progress between experimental and control groups may be biased by 
the speech method conventionally used. For this reason we used a design that was 
optimally suited to the practical situation in which the VSA was tested. 
2. Method 
2.1. Subjects 
The experimental group (N=22) and control group (N=16) both consisted of 
prelingually deaf children, with no other physical or intellectual deficits. The 
subjects in both groups were matched on age and hearing loss, except for the extra 
six children in the experimental group that could not be matched with control 
subjects for practical reasons. The results of these children were not included in the 
comparative analysis reported below. Table 1 shows some relevant data for the two 
groups. Mean age in both groups was 5.9 years, ranging from 4 to 7 years. The 
mean hearing loss in the better ear was around 110 dB, ranging from 83 dB to 
complete deafness (>130 dB). The 4-5 year olds were selected from preschool, 
while the 6-7 year olds resided on the primary school. All children participating in 
this study were pupils from the Instituut voor Doven in Sint Michielsgestel, The 
Netherlands. 
2.2. Design 
The subjects were assigned to four experienced speech therapists. Three of these 
teachers had no previous experience with the VSA, while the fourth knew the 
system quite well since he had been involved in its development. Each therapist 
trained 5 or 6 children from both the experimental and the control group. All 
children trained each school day for about 20 minutes during the whole school year 
1989-1990, interrupted by the initial evaluation period of eight weeks and two 
intermediate periods of four weeks during which their performance was tested. 
A typical speech lesson for the subjects in the experimental group was divided 
into two periods: during the first 10 minutes they received the conventional speech 
training, followed by 10 minutes of training with the VSA. The control subjects 
received conventional speech training during the entire 20-minutes period. The 
conventional speech training method will be described below. 
An essential characteristic of the VSA curriculum is the stepwise introduction 
and mastering of different subskills of speech, i.e., the control of timing, voicing, 
loudness, pitch, and vowel production. Subgoals in the separate learning process for 
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Table 1. 
Age and hearing level in both ears of the subjects in the experimental and control groups. 
Hearing level is the average earphone threshold at 500, 1000, and 2000 Hz. 
Experimental Group 
Fletcher-index 
Subject Age HL.dBJSO (1964) 
yy.mm Right Ear Left Ear 
1 4.9 >130 >130 
2 5.7 102 100 
3 4.11 112 108 
4 5.6 >130 >130 
5 4.10 113 105 
6 4.7 102 102 
7 5.9 >130 >130 
8 6.9 102 102 
9 5.2 108 107 
10 4.6 122 120 
11 7.4 87 88 
12 4.4 128 122 
13 6.10 111 103 
14 7.3 >130 >130 
15 6.10 97 83 
16 6.1 127 120 
17 5.1 128 >130 
18 4.5 92 100 
19 4.7 87 105 
20 6.6 98 83 
21 5.5 98 112 
22 5.3 >130 113 
Control Group 
Fletcher-index 
Subject Age HL.dBJSO (1964) 
yy.mm Right Ear Left Ear 
23 5.1 123 125 
24 5.3 108 105 
25 5.1 110 110 
26 5.4 116 118 
27 5.1 107 107 
28 4.1 110 103 
29 5.2 117 122 
30 6.8 102 100 
31 4.8 107 109 
32 4.0 110 115 
33 7.4 92 82 
34 5.11 123 125 
35 6.4 103 108 
36 7.0 >130 >130 
37 7.1 102 92 
38 6.11 122 110 
acquiring these subskills are: (1) To become aware of the existence of a basic 
aspect of speech and leam its equivalent on the visual display; (2) To acquire 
control over the whole range of this aspect according to some user defined norm 
or model; (3) To move from simple speech events to complex ones by introducing 
exercises consisting of sequences of different speech sounds. Thus, a complex 
exercise of voicing could for instance consist of producing a series of voiced and 
unvoiced sounds, alternated by pauses (silence). The strategy used in teaching 
loudness and pitch control always started with an exploration of the dimensional 
range, followed by exercises for learning three categories on the two dimensions 
(i.e., soft, normal, or loud versus low, normal, or high pitch). In the case of vowel 
training special exercises were used to leam the categories corresponding to the 
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is the delayed feedback option. In this mode the pupil does not receive any visual 
information about its performance during the exercise, but this is shown afterwards 
using the recorded signals. For a detailed description of the exercises and the 
curriculum used in training see Povel and Arends (1991). 
The speech training used in the Instituut voor Doven is based on the maternal 
reflective method of van Uden (1977). This method was developed for acquiring 
language by deaf children, and relies on two basic views: (1) use the conversation 
as the natural setting for learning the first language, and (2) reflect on material 
obtained from this conversation and let the child learn by discovery. The most 
obvious principle underlying this method is the interactive way of teaching the deaf 
child. For the practice of speech training, this implies that a speech therapist reacts 
to the child's spontaneously produced speech, isolates certain sound sequences 
which are then shaped into a more adequate speech-like form. The training itself 
uses all kinds of aids and techniques, like mimics in front of a mirror, graphical 
cues, tactile and vibration awareness, and specific instructions. In order to maintain 
a certain compatibility with the VSA method used in this evaluation, the curriculum 
of the maternal reflective method was brought in line with the subgoals as described 
for the VSA curriculum. Thus in the current examination the main difference 
between the methods used in the experimental and control group consisted in the 
aids used in teaching the subskills. 
2.3. Measurements 
The performance of the subjects was assessed in two different ways: (1) with the 
CID Phonetic Inventory, and (2) with the so-called VSA-test. 
The CID Phonetic Inventory is an overall phonetic test developed at the Central 
Institute for the Deaf at St. Louis and designed as a clinical evaluation instrument 
for deaf children (Moog, 1988). For our purpose the test was translated and adapted 
to the Dutch language. It yields a quantitative profile of the child's speech abilities 
at the phonetic level. The CID Phonetic Inventory is divided into 6 sections: one 
evaluating suprasegmental aspects and the five others various segmental aspects of 
speech. Together these comprise (I) voice and breath control, (II) vowels and 
diphthongs, (III) initial consonants, (IV) initial consonants in alternating vowel 
contexts, (V) final consonants, and (VI) alternating initial consonants. Each section 
contains a varying number of phonetic targets. A phonetic target is elicited either 
by imitation of the examiner or by presenting a cue card. A child's production is 
then judged by the examiner and rated as not adequate, almost adequate, or 
adequate. For each section an Average Score is obtained by averaging the ratings 
within a «prtinn О І І І Н Г Р П in hoth thp f»Yrv»rimf»nta1 anH m n t m l urniinc trv»W fhi» Р І Г ) 
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Phonetic Inventory several times during the school year, which enabled the 
comparison the progression of the experimental group with that of the control 
group. 
Example: aaaaaaaaaaaa • • • ® Û f i A' I 
Or: babababababa 
>5nc 
Figure 1. An example of a test item from the VSA test, illustrating the elicitation of a 
sustained sound increasing in loudness, starting softly and ending with a loud sound. This 
skill is elicited by instructing the child with a diverging hand movement. 
The VSA-test was especially constructed to assess the development of the 
experimental subjects on the specific basic speech skills trained with the VSA. 
These include voicing, timing, loudness control, and pitch control. In this test the 
instructions for eliciting a desired utterance are somewhat related to the VSA 
displays. An example of a test item is shown in Figure 1. The VSA-test is divided 
in three sections, totally comprising seven subtests. The first section evaluates the 
child's ability to produce (I) sustained voiced sounds and time patterns of voiced 
sounds, (II) sustained unvoiced sounds and time patterns of unvoiced sounds, and 
(III) a combination of voiced and unvoiced sound patterns. The second section 
includes test items for the production of loudness range, the production of sustained 
loudness in the categories 'soft', 'normal' and 'loud', and finally the production of 
time patterns composed of alternating loudness categories. In this section the 
subtests are arranged into (IV) voiced loudness control, (V) unvoiced loudness 
control, and (VI) alternating voiced-unvoiced loudness control. The third section 
evaluates (VII) pitch control, in terms of the categories 'low', 'normal', and 'high', 
and time patterns of pitch contours. Otherwise the test method is comparable to the 
one used in the CID Phonetic Inventory. 
2.4. Training and test schedule 
The training and test schedule for control and experimental groups is illustrated in 
Figure 2. During the initial eight weeks of the year all the subjects were given the 
CID Phonetic Inventory twice, to obtain a profile of their basic phonetic abilities. 
The average of these two tests was taken as the first measurement. In addition, the 
experimental subjects took the VSA test three times, the mean scores representing 
their baseline performance. The same speech therapist who trained a child also 
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CONTROL GROUP 
OD lab СШ 2 CID 3 
August January February May June 
1989 1990 1990 1990 1990 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 
СШ lab CID 2 OD 3 
VSAlabc VSA2 VSA 3 VSA4 
August January February May June 
1989 1990 1990 1990 1990 
Regular Training ШШШз 
VSA Training | | | ¡ ¡ | | 
Figure 2. Training and Test schedules for both the experimental and control groups. The 
numbers following the CID-test and VSA-test correspond to the number of successive test 
session, while the letters indicate the number of tests taken to determine the baseline 
measurement 
training was given. Next, the experimental subjects began training in voice control 
aspects using the VSA. The specific aspect of voicing to be trained was left to the 
speech therapist. Thus, one child could start with loudness exercises while another 
child was trained to control pitch or taught the difference between voiced and 
voiceless sound productions. This strategy was adopted in order to optimally adapt 
the training to the child's needs. The only restriction the speech therapists had to 
observe was that an exercise had to be fully mastered before pupils could proceed 
to the next exercise (as inferred from the collected learning curves). The same 
training strategy was used for the subjects in the control group, using conventional 
teaching techniques only. 
During midterm all subjects took another CID Phonetic Inventory while the 
experimental subjects additionally took a VSA test. Following midterm we 
introduced the training of isolated vowels. At the end of the school year all subjects 
were tested for the last time in the same way as described before. 
A remark is in order about the fact that the speech therapists judged their own 
pupils' performances on the tests. The main reason for employing this procedure 
is that the children, because of their young age, only performed normally in the 
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the quality of the recorded utterances during the tests. But since the total duration 
of test sessions of all subjects involved run to thousands of hours, this was not 
feasible given the limited budget of the project. Besides, it should be realized that 
a potential bias of judgement, in principle, equally applies to the subjects in the 
experimental and the control group. 
2.5. Analyses 
The Average Scores on both the CID Phonetic Inventory and the VSA test were 
analyzed by means of an analysis of variance (ANOVA). The results on both the 
CID Phonetic Inventory and the VSA-test for the two experimental groups (VSA-
subjects versus control subjects) obtained at different moments in time were 
submitted to a 2 χ 3 factorial analysis (groups χ time) with repeated measures on 
phonetic subtests in time. 
In order to see whether the very young deaf children differ from the older ones, 
the subjects were divided into two age groups, respectively consisting of the 4-5 
year olds and the 6-7 year olds. Within a group the subjects were homogeneous 
with respect to environment and education method. The 4-5 year olds were educated 
on preschool level and the 6-7 year olds on primary school level. The regrouped 
data were tested in a 2 χ 2 χ 3 factorial analysis (groups χ age χ time) with 
repeated measures on phonetic subtests in time. 
3. Results 
3.1. CID Phonetic Inventory 
The development progress in the various phonetic abilities of deaf children from 
both the experimental and the control group, as measured by the CID Phonetic 
Inventory and averaged over children within the two groups, is illustrated in Figure 
3. Both groups show a significant improvement on all subtests (F[2,60]>17.6, 
p<.001). Although no differences in overall learning rate between groups were 
detected, we did find a significant interaction for subtests I (F[2,60]=11.5, p<.001) 
and II (F[2,60]=6.7, p<0.005). This indicates that the test session has a different 
effect on learning rate for the two groups. This interpretation is supported by 
separate significance tests on two successive measurements for subtest I and II: 
while no difference in learning rate between the two groups up to midterm could 
be detected, the learning rate of the VSA group then started to deviate significantly 
from the control group as inferred from the second and third measurement 
(p<0.001). Inspection of Figure 3 shows that, compared to the control group, the 
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experimental group has a steeper increase in the learning curves associated with 
subtest I and II at the end of the year. This finding is of interest, because these are 
precisely the two subtests containing items that were trained with the VSA. 
We subsequently analyzed these two subtests after subdividing the subjects by 
age into two groups, the 4-5 year olds and the 6-7 year olds. Figure 4 shows that 
in general the young deaf children start at a lower level of performance than the 
older ones, statistically significant for both Subtest I (F[l,28]=24.4, p<.001) and 
Subtest II (F[ 1,281=68.9, p<.001). More importantly, the analyses indicate that 
especially the young children who trained with the VSA show a significantly 
greater learning effect than their controls on both subtests. For subtest I a significant 
groups χ age χ time interaction was found, while for subtest II interaction effects 
were found for groups χ age (F[l,28]=12.5, p<.001) and groups χ age χ time 
(F[2,56]=3.4, p<0.05). An additional analysis of variance performed for each age 
group showed a significant group effect for the young children in both subtests, 
respectively (F[l,18]=5.6, p<.05) and (F[ 1,18]=10.4, p<0.01). Also notice the sharp 
increase in performance on subtest II after the second test session, the moment at 
which the vowel training was introduced. 
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Figure 3. Scores on each subtest of the CID Phonetic Inventory, measured on (1) September 
1989 (baseline), (2) January 1990, and (3) June 1990. The subtests are (I) voice and breath 
control, (II) vowels and diphthongs, (III) initial consonants, (IV) initial consonants in 
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Figure 4. Scores on subtest (I) voice and breath control and (II) vowels and diphthongs of 
the CID Phonetic Inventory for the trained speech aspects grouped by age, measured on (1) 
September 1989 (baseline), (2) January 1990, and (3) June 1990. 
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Figure 5. Scores on each subtest of the VSA test, measured on (1) September 1989 
(baseline), (2) January 1990, (3) April 1990, and (4) June 1990. The subtests are (I) voiced 
sounds, (II) unvoiced sounds, (III) alternating voiced/unvoiced sounds, (IV) voiced loudness, 
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3.2. VSA test 
Figure 5 shows the mean scores on the VSA test of the 22 deaf children who 
trained with the VSA, collected on 4 different occasions during the school year. The 
learning curves illustrated in this figure indicate that these children do significantly 
improve the phonetic abilities related to the VSA exercises over time. This 
conclusion is supported by analyses of variances performed on the data of each 
subtest (all rx.001). 
4. Discussion 
The main purpose of this study was to examine the efficacy of the VSA as an aid 
in developing basic speech skills of deaf children. Given the results of the 
evaluation we have reason to be optimistic. Deaf children who trained daily for 
about ten minutes with the VSA showed significantly better speech production on 
the trained speech aspects than their controls. The effect of the VSA training on the 
development of their basic speech skills was most obvious at the end of the school 
year. Learning curves for the VSA tests demonstrated that the children mastered 
most of the phonetic subskills in the curriculum of the VSA. At midterm most 
children could perform the first basic voice exercises of the training program 
implemented on the VSA. However, these newly obtained skills were so specific 
and insufficiently generalized to be measurable by the CID Phonetic Inventory 
which is a rather global test. With the further development of these skills and their 
incorporation in meaningful speech utterances, this generalization is likely to be 
observed. 
Especially the results on the vowel training are encouraging, for it was only after 
midterm that vowel exercises were added. Further analysis showed that especially 
the young deaf children benefitted most from the vowel training. This finding 
suggests that an early introduction of the VSA into speech lessons is 
recommendable. 
We have to consider the fact that the reported results are limited to this 
relatively short-term study only. Future longitudinal evaluations should examine 
long term consolidation and transfer to everyday speech. Especially with a complex 
motor skill, such as speech, it is essential to study the contribution of early 
development of subskills to later acquisition of the skill. 
The results of this study also provided several suggestions for extensions of the 
present VSA. Thus, we plan to develop a computer aided instruction system (CAI) 
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goals. We have also observed the need for more complex displays in which several 
aspects are shown simultaneously for teaching more complex speech skills. 
We believe that continuous efforts to further develop the VSA, supported by 
informal and formal evaluations in different practical settings, will ultimately yield 
a speech training device that can be successfully employed in a broad field of 
speech development and revalidation. 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix A 
The operational functions of VSA 3.0 
This appendix provides a complete overview of the operational functions 
available on the VSA. Functions appear as icons, mostly in the form of graphic 
buttons, that are functionally grouped in different windows. The user interacts 
with the VSA by selecting and activating the buttons via a mouse. First, mouse 
operation is explained. Second, all functions are described according to their 
operational effect which are divided into selections, adjustments, and special 
operations. Selections include all those actions concerning the selection, storage, 
and deletion of an exercise. Adjustments include all those functions that 
characterize the features of an exercise, and together define an exercise. Special 
operations are related to special tasks or adjustments that can be performed with 
the VSA. All functions are incorporated into the MENU-screen, the structure of 
which has been described in Chapter 3. 
A.l. Mouse driven operation 
A mouse is an easy to operate hand-held device for moving an arrow or pointer 
on a computer screen. By rolling the mouse around on a smooth surface, the 
user can move the pointer to an object displayed on the screen. The mouse has 
two input select keys, called the left and right mouse button. Clicking the left 
mouse button once, activates the object that is pointed at by the arrow. The right 
mouse button is used for selecting one of the special functions provided by 
dropdown menus, hidden behind the menu bar (located щ ^e top of the menu-
window). When the mouse pointer is positioned in the menu-window and the 
right mouse button is pressed, the special functions become visible in the form 
of three columns, each column containing a separate group of functions. A 
function can be selected from one of these columns by moving the mouse 
pointer in the list of special functions while holding down the right mouse 
button, and by releasing the button when the pointer is over the desired function, 
which is indicated by a change of text colour. 
A.2. Selections on the menu-window 
The menu-window comprises four main columns consisting of button-like text 
boxes, which interfaces the user with the exercise operations. The first three 
columns (respectively named Aspect, Type, and Variant) contain items for 
selecting an exercise, the final column (named Functions) is used to change, 
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store, or delete an exercise. Figure 1 shows an example of the menu-window in 
the MENU-screen. 
The selection of an exercise involves the choice of three parameters, each 
choice having a different effect on the menu-window. The procedure goes as 
follows: 
(1) Choose an aspect to be trained by clicking with the left mouse button the 
desired text item displayed in the first (leftmost) column of the menu-
window. As a result, the text is highlighted and the content of the second 
and the third columns is changed. 
(2) Choose a type of exercise by clicking an item in the second column. Again 
the text is highlighted and the content of the third column is changed. 
(3) Finally, choose a specific variant of the selected exercise by clicking an 
item in the third column. Variants are user-defined exercises derived from 
the basic exercise, called BasicTraining, which is always present and shown 
as the first exercise in the variant-column. In creating a new variant, the user 
adjusts one or more of the parameters displayed on the panel-window (see 
also section A.3.). 
Besides selecting an exercise to be performed in a lesson, an exercise can also 
be selected as homework by clicking the corresponding box in the adjacent 
column homework (HW). The system then replies with a sequence-number 
printed within this box, representing its order in the sequence of selected 
exercises to be performed by the pupil as a homework task. In some cases there 
are more text items available then can be displayed in the seven boxes of a 
specific column. For that reason, each of the first three columns has an extra 
small column attached on the left, which is composed of two buttons (UP and 
DOWN arrow) on both sides of a solid filled rectangle. An incompletely filled 
rectangle indicates that there are more than seven items available in a specific 
column. In this case, the hidden text items can be made visible by clicking the 
UP or DOWN button, which then scrolls the text items up or down in the 
associated column. 
A variant can be added to the pupil's set of exercises, removed from it, or 
its name can be changed, by clicking one of the buttons in the last column of the 
menu-window: 
Frati«« Clicking the SAVE button evokes an intermediate window (see 
—fjltjL· Щ Figure 2) for entering the name of the new-made variant which 
¥ р " Г i adds the new variant to the set of already existing variants. 
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Fendions 
EES 
In the same manner the name of an existing variant can be edited 
by clicking the CHANGE button. If stored, the exercise will be 
available under the altered name in all following lessons. 
Functions 
im. 
ш ш 
Finally, a variant can be deleted from the pupil's set of exercises 
by clicking the DELETE button. A BasicTraining can not be 
removed. 
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Figure 1. An example of the menu-window. Figure 2. Entering a new variant name. 
A.3. Adjustments on the panel-window 
Adjustment functions are classified into three groups: (1) general adjustments, 
(2) audio adjustments, and (3) specific adjustments. These functions are 
represented by icon-like buttons, displayed on the panel-window, and are 
adjusted by clicking the button once using the left mouse button. Figure 3 shows 
an example of the panel-window within the MENU-screen. The panel-window is 
brought to front or to back by using the 'PANEL' button (middle button of the 
control-window). 
General adjustments 
The general adjustments concern all exercises and are displayed on the upper 
two rows of the panel-window. A selected adjustment is highlighted by a red 
border drawn around its associated button. The following general adjustments are 
possible: 
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ІІИ 
rSource-i Source: Speaker/Recording. A choice can be made between 
displaying the actual speech signals or displaying the last utterance 
recorded by the system. Recorded signals can be used in any 
exercise. For instance, a sound produced during a voicing exercise 
can subsequently be used in other exercises displaying raw signals, 
pitch, loudness, etc. 
Feedback! Feedback: single-mode/direct/delayed. A choice can be made 
between having the visual effects of an utterance displayed directly 
or after finishing the exercise. In the latter case, the delayed 
feedback mode, a trial is subdivided into two phases. During the 
first phase a pupil performs the task without receiving visual 
feedback about the utterance. Visual feedback is delivered only in the second 
phase of a trial which starts after clicking the RESULT button that replays the 
utterance. Normally, the direct feedback mode is used, which displays the visual 
effects during an utterance. An exercise using either the direct or the delayed 
feedback mode always consists of specific number of trials set by the user. In 
contrast, the single-mode feedback option, active only if neither of the two 
buttons is selected, operates with just one trial per exercise. The latter option is 
useful in those exercises in which the pupil learns the relation between an aspect 
of produced sounds and the way of displaying it, as well as in those cases that 
the tutor wants to demonstrate the course of an exercise. The results of the 
performances within the single-mode option are not stored. 
ι— Audio—ι Audio: loudspeaker/adjust. Below Audio, two independent buttons 
can be activated. The loudspeaker button controls the presence or 
absence of auditory feedback (on/off). Auditory feedback is 
provided by two built-in monitor loudspeakers and a hearing-aid. 
Clicking the adjust button gives access to the audio-panel. The 
audio-panel provides several possibilities for arranging the speaker-dependent 
settings which are further described in the paragraph 'audio adjustments' below. 
pSubject 
Pupil i 
Subject: pupil/tutor. With these buttons one selects which speaker 
is being displayed. Selection of one of these buttons automatically 
changes the speaker-dependent settings and alters the adjustments 
of the audio-interface. This is made visible to the user by a change 
in lighting of the indicators (LL/LR; LL=Pupil, LR=Tutor) on the 
front of the audio-interface. 
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ι—Trials—ι Trials: 5-10. By means of these buttons the number of trials per 
[ES 5 B | exercise are adjusted; minimal 5 and maximal 10 trials. For some 
exercises this option is meaningless and therefore not used, which 
is indicated by '-'. The number of trials is decreased by clicking the left arrow 
and increased by clicking the right arrow. 
— NOP«—ι Norm: ElNlD. These buttons adjust the criterion used to judge the 
t±i Η Ш correctness of an exercise. The VSA operates with three degrees of 
difficulty: easy (E), normal (N), and difficult (D). (Note that the 
figure shows "M", derived from the Dutch word "Makkelijk" meaning "Easy"). 
The norm-adjustment can be changed by clicking one of the arrow-buttons. 
-Reward-
faces 
Reward: type. By means of these buttons the type of reward 
can be selected. The VSA provides 15 series of reward 
items, the selected one being displayed in the text area 
between the two arrows. No additional reward is provided when the text 
indicates '-' or 'none'. 
- Report- Report: type. By means of these buttons the user can select 
the way of presenting long-term results (text, graph, global 
or detailed report). 
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Figure 3. An example of the panel-window. Figure 4. An example of the audio-panel. 
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Audio adjustments 
By clicking the Adjust button under AUDIO in the panel-window, the audio-
panel is evoked and displayed on the lower two rows of the panel-window. 
Figure 4 shows an example of the audio-panel and its position within the panel-
window. The audio-panel contains the buttons for speaker-dependent adjustments 
described below. Adjustments are valid for the actual selected exercise only. 
Thus, for separate exercises different speaker-dependent adjustments can (and 
must) be specified, thereby contributing to the overall exercise flexibility. The 
adjustments are retained if the exercise is stored using the SAVE or the 
CHANGE buttons from the menu-window. The following adjustments are 
possible on the audio-panel: 
m ж Шевт m m 
m ш ш Hz m за* m 
Rwiffe & Site t Range: Clicking the arrows changes the 
adjustment of both the lower and upper limit of 
pitch (Hz) and loudness (dB) ranges for the 
tutor or the pupil, dependent on the current 
selection of the SUBJECT buttons. The 
loudness is adjustable from 30 to 100 dB, the pitch from 50 to 600 Hz. 
Side: clicking on button Right (R) or button Left (L) in this frame selects which 
of the two connections (right or left) on the front of the audio-interface is 
assigned to the currently selected subject (pupil/tutor). 
Setting: Below setting, two independent functions can be activated. 
The AVC (Automatic Volume Control) function automatically 
adjusts the volume regulator of the first audio-channel until the 
produced loudness equals 60 dB, representing a 'normal' loudness 
level. Clicking the RESET button temporarily copies all user-
dependent adjustments made for BasicTraining under Calibration-RangeSetting to 
the currently selected exercise. These adjustments are retained if the exercise is 
stored using the SAVE or the CHANGE buttons from the menu-window. 
psss 
«ДНГ—.урішю 
^ = 3 i 
mm Volume: The signal level of both input 
channels (Mie and Lx/CM) can be set by 
two potentio-meters displayed under INPUT. 
Their signal levels are displayed above and 
below their corresponding potentiometer 
respectively. The output volume of both channels can be set by two 
potentiometers that are displayed under OUTPUT. 
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Specific adjustments 
Specific adjustments deal with specific aspects of a selected exercise. Adjusting 
these functions changes the definition of an exercise selected under aspectAype, 
and are considered as a variant of the BasicTraining. The specific functions 
cover the lower two rows of the panel-window. The following buttons may 
appear in different exercises: 
,-ChanA-, Chan-A: Mid None. Selection of the microphone signal on the first 
audio-channel, referred to as Channel A. 
,-ChanB-, 
Ш 
Chan-B: CMILxlNone: Selection of the signal obtained from either 
the accclerometer (CM) or the electro-laryngograph (Lx) on the 
second audio-channel, referred to as Channel B. 
.-Factor-, Factor: 1-8. Amplification factor used for displaying signals in an 
|g31x[gj| oscillogram. 
.-Display. 
I¿s¿i 
Signal: raw/envelop. A choice can be made between displaying raw 
signals (high time resolution) or displaying signal envelops (low 
time resolution) in an oscillogram. Both options are useful for 
checking system operation as well as for practising. 
r-Listen-, 
Г<м»1 
SI 
Listen: Mic/Lx. A choice can be made between making audible the 
microphone signal or the electro-laryngographic signal (or accelero-
meter signal). 
Channel η Source: Mic/Lx. By means of these buttons the source signal is 
selected for the assessment of pitch and voicing, which can either 
be the microphone or the electro-laryngograph. 
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r-Voice-, 
üb 
Voice: on/off/none. This selection determines the voicing condition 
of an exercise. On: a voiced sound must be produced. Off. a voice-
less sound must be produced. None: in a part of the exercise no 
sound must be produced. This pair of buttons is used together with 
buttons that specify the duration of an exercise or segments of it. 
.—Foreground—. 
S3 Mf Ш 
Foreground: object. By clicking one of the two arrows the user 
chooses the (animation) object to be displayed during an 
exercise. 
I—Background—. 
Ш street S 3 
Background: scenery. By clicking one of the two arrows the 
user chooses one of various background scenes available. 
-Frequency—. 
I Duration 1 
ІЦ S seo Ell 
-Category-
Frequency: sampling-rate. By clicking one of the two arrows 
the user selects the rate (5-25 kHz) at which both channels are 
sampled. 
Duration: time. By clicking one of the two arrows the user 
selects the time-base for the x-axis of the oscilloscope (1-5 
seconds). 
Category: pitch. These buttons specify the condition for 
pitch height at which an exercise has to be performed: 
low, normal, high. These categories are derived from 
the adjusted range of pitch. 
-Category 
ι шш m 
Category: loudness. These buttons specify the condition 
for loudness volume at which an exercise has to be 
performed: soft, normal, loud. The categories are 
derived from the adjusted range of loudness. 
-Duration-
Ì β* 1 3.8 Seconds 
Duration: time. This selection frame contains two 
buttons. The first button has the form of a potentio­
meter, and is used to set the duration of an exercise. If 
the conditions concerning voicing and/or loudness or 
pitch category are specified, then all settings are fixed 
by clicking the second button, marked OK. 
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-TinePattern-
i o* J 5+8 Seconds 
TimePattern: segments of time. This selection frame is 
used in the same way as the previous one. The only 
difference is that this frame allows the linkage of 
different time segments, each segment specifying a 
specific condition concerning voicing, and/or loudness, 
or pitch category. 
Λ.4. Special functions 
The special functions of the VSA are listed in three functionally grouped menus. 
When the mouse pointer is located somewhere within the menu-window and the 
user presses the right mouse button, the menu bar shows three topics: 
1. EXTRA'S 
2. CHANGE ... 
3. SHOW ... 
If the user moves the mouse pointer to one of the displayed menu topics, a 
column appears with the function items of that menu. To activate a desired 
function, the user must move the mouse pointer over that item, its selection 
being indicated by a change of colour, and release the mouse button (using the 
procedure as described in the section called 'mouse driven operation'). 
EXTRA'S 
This menu contains two functions for creating a new diskette for a pupil or a 
tutor. The procedure for creating a new pupil diskette is shown in Figures 5 and 
6. By activating this special function, the system is temporary disabled for 
normal operation. An auxiliary communication window appears asking the user 
to insert a new (empty) diskette into the right diskdrive unit. By pressing 
CONTINUE, the procedure continues automatically, while informing the user 
about actions that are taken. These system messages are displayed in the 
message window as shown in Figures 7 and 8. 
CHANGE .. 
This menu contains three functions: two for changing personal data on the 
diskette of the pupil or tutor and one for erasing pre-selected exercises from the 
homework task. Figures 9 and 10 show an example of changing the pupil's 
personal data. Selection of the function "CHANGE., pupil data", evokes a 
communication window that covers the exercise aspect/type columns. In this 
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window the user can enter the pupil's name and date of birth and select the type 
of speaker (MALE/FEMALE/CHILD). Clicking the SAVE button stores the new 
data on the pupil's diskette (as well as a backup on harddisk). Clicking the 
CONTINUE button preserves the original personal data. 
Using the function 'Erase Homework", removes all selected exercises from 
the homework task. As a result, the sequence-numbers that were displayed in the 
column HW of the menu-window are erased. 
SHOW .. 
This menu contains three functions. The most important one is "SHOW.. 
Training Results". Activating this function (see Figure 11) evokes the result-
window (see Figure 12). The example shows the results obtained from multiple 
performances of the exercise: Voicing/MimimalTime/BasicTraining, in the form 
of a learning curve. The result-window also provides five buttons. Clicking the 
SCORE button displays scores obtained from the exercises. Clicking the Hz on 
the dB button, respectively displays the adjusted ranges of pitch and loudness at 
which the exercises were performed. Finally, by clicking the two arrow buttons, 
the learning curve can be moved to the left or right, in order to present the 
history of results of an exercise that was performed more than 10 times. 
The second function of this menu presents a schematic display of the basic 
architecture of the VSA and the various exercises that can be performed (see 
Figure 13). The demonstration screen is quit by clicking the STOP button. 
The third and last function of this MENU gives information about the 
designers of the VSA, displayed in the message-window. 
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Figure 5. Creating a new pupil diskette. 
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Figure 13. The demonstration screen. 
Appendix В 
Exercises description of VSA 3.0 
This appendix provides a detailed description of all exercises available on the 
Visual Speech Apparatus, version 3.0. The exercises can appear in two system 
modes of the VSA: (1) the lesson-mode, in which the exercises are selected and 
trained during a regular speech lesson; (2) the homework-mode, in which 
preselected exercises are trained as homework tasks. The operation of both 
system modes are briefly explained below. 
B.l. Training with VSA in the speech lesson (lesson-mode) 
Start-up procedure of the VSA in the lesson-mode 
(1) Insert a pupil diskette into the right 3.5" floppy disk drive. 
(2) Insert a teacher diskette into the left 3.5" floppy disk drive. 
(3) Tum the VSA on, using the main power switch at the back of the system. 
(4) Tum the monitor on, using the power switch at the front of the monitor. 
Now the VSA introduction display will appear (Figure 1-a). After about 20 
seconds the system has initiated the VSA-program, indicated by the appearance 
of the MENU-screen. In case one of the diskettes has not been inserted, or if 
they are invalid, the VSA presents a system message, asking the user to 
undertake the proper action (Figure 1-b). Otherwise, personal data of both the 
pupil and the teacher is read from their diskettes, the harddisk is updated with 
the latest changes (Figure 1-е), and the exercise data of the pupil is read from 
harddisk (Figure 1-d). With no more messages being displayed by the VSA, the 
system is ready for use. 
Changing a pupil diskette 
Once the VSA program is active, different pupils can successively use the 
system. After ending a training session with one pupil, the teacher can proceed 
with the next pupil by merely changing the pupil diskette in the right floppy disk 
drive. Both pupil's personal and exercise data are then automatically read after 
which the VSA can be used with the new pupil. 
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Figure 1. Displays shown in the start-up sequence of the VSA in the lesson-mode: (a) 
the regular VSA introduction display, (b) MENU-screen with system message I, (c) 
MENU-screen with system message II, and (d) MENU-screen with system message III. 
B.2. Training with VSA in the homework situation (homework-mode) 
Start-up procedure of the VSA in the homework-mode 
(1) Insert a pupil diskette into the right 3.5" floppy disk drive. 
(2) Tum the VSA on, using the main power switch at the back of the system. 
(3) Turn the monitor on, using the power switch at the front of the monitor. 
Now the homework introduction display will appear (Figure 2-a). After about 20 
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seconds the system has initiated the VSA-program in the homework-mode, 
indicated by the appearance of the PRACTICE-screen (Figure 2-b). In case the 
pupil diskette is either not present or invalid, the VSA produces a system-
message, asking the pupil to undertake the proper action. With no more 
messages being displayed by the VSA, the system is ready to be used. 
HOMEWORK 
READING PUPIL »ATA FROM HARD DISK 
(a) (b) 
Figure 2. Displays shown in the start-up sequence of the VSA in the homework-mode: 
(a) the home-work introduction display, (b) the pupil's PRACTICE-screen. 
B.3. Exercises 
In the next pages of this appendix all exercises available on the VSA 3.0. are 
described. Each exercise covers one page, using the same format of descriptive 
categories. These include: name, objective, brief description, general 
adjustments, specific adjustments, stored result, and remarks. Furthermore, an 
example of an exercise is shown at the bottom of each page, together with an 
example of the MENU-screen used to select the presented exercise. The order in 
which the exercises are presented follows the aspectAype division as described 
by the curriculum in Chapter 3. 
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Exercise: Calibration "RangeSetting" 
Objective: To check the range of pitch and loudness, as well as to check proper 
connection of the transducers and proper functioning of the system. 
Description: Pitch is displayed by an arrow along the vertical axis, and loudness 
by an arrow below the horizontal axis. Both axes show the whole range as well 
as the adjusted speaker's limits for pitch and loudness. These are divided into 
three categories: high, normal, and low (pitch); and soft, normal, and loud 
(loudness). Pitch can be derived both from the microphone signal and from the 
signal obtained by an electro-laryngograph. Both types of extraction can be 
simultaneously displayed by separate arrows on the vertical axis. 
General adjustments: 
Source / Audio / Speaker 
Specific adjustments: 
* channel as source for pitch extraction (Mic/Lx) 
Stored result: none 
Remarks: none 
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Exercise: Calibration "Oscilloscope" 
Objective: The display of raw signals (Mie, Lx, CM) to be used for system 
checking or for utilisation in elementary training. 
Description: The simulated oscilloscope has two display options: (1) displaying 
the speech signal, and (2) displaying the envelop of a speech signal. There is 
also an option for selecting a one- or two-channel display. The raw signals arc 
always triggered on the positive amplitude maximum of the microphone signal. 
The example, depicted below, shows a two-channel oscilloscope, displaying the 
signals obtained from the microphone and the electro-laryngograph. 
General Adjustments: 
Source / Audio / Speaker 
Specific Adjustments: 
* Chan_A: selection of the microphone signal 
* Chan_B: selection of the Lx or CM signal 
* Signal: choice between signal mode or envelop mode 
* Listen: on/off selection of auditory reproduction 
* Factor: amplification factor for the displayed signals 
* Frequency: sampling-rate (5-25 kHz) 
* Duration: time resolution in the envelop display 
Stored Result: none 
Remarks: none 
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Exercise: Calibration "Filterbank" 
Objective: To display a 1/3-octave filterbank representation of the spectrum of 
the speech signal, which can be used for demonstration purposes or for 
elementary training. 
Description: The filterbank display shows the spectrum energy of spoken 
sounds, distributed over 16 parallel filters with a bandwidth of 1/3-octave each. 
The energy is expressed in dB-below-overall-level. The display further shows the 
short-time overall signal energy (dB) as well as the momentary amplitude 
maximum of the microphone signal. 
General adjustments: 
Source / Audio / Speaker 
Specific adjustments: none 
Stored result: none 
Remarks: none 
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Exercise: Calibration "Spectrum" 
Objective: To display a 128-point spectrum of the acoustic speech signal, which 
can be used for demonstration purposes or for elementary training. 
Description: The spectrum is represented by 128 lines at equal spectral distances 
(56 Hz), and expressed in dB-below-overall-level. The display further shows the 
short-time overall signal energy (dB). 
General adjustments: 
Source / Audio / Speaker 
Specific adjustments: none 
Stored result: none 
Remarks: none 
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Exercise: Voicing "Relation" 
Objective: To learn how specific aspects of speech sounds 
(voiced/unvoiced/silence) are related to specific visual aspects of the display on 
the VSA. 
Description: The colour of animated objects indicate voice activity. Voiced 
sounds are displayed as red, unvoiced sounds as grey, and no sounds (silence) as 
black. The vertical time axis is unlimited: if an object reaches the end of the 
display, it returns to the begin of the display and continues the animation. The 
exercise is terminated by clicking the STOP button. 
General adjustments: 
Source / Audio / Speaker 
Specific adjustments: 
* Channel: choice between the microphone or the electro-laryngograph channel 
as source for the assessment of voicing characteristics 
* Background: choice between 'none', 'landscape', 'castle', or 'street' 
* Foreground: choice between 'none', 'grandpa', or 'car' 
Stored result: none 
Remarks: none 
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Exercise: Voicing "Minimal Time" 
Objective: To learn to sustain a voiced or unvoiced sound during an adjusted 
period of time. 
Description: The model of a specific exercise is presented by the colouring and 
the length of the time-bar. After the START button has been clicked, the 
animation begins as soon as the produced sound exceeds a fixed intensity level, 
and complies with the selected voicing condition. Voice activity is indicated by 
different colours of the animation objects (voiced sounds: red; unvoiced sounds: 
grey; no sounds or silence: black). The time course is indicated by the filling of 
a small rectangle within the time-bar, thereby showing the history of the voice 
activity. The trial ends in case of a failure, a user-interruption, or if the end of 
the time-bar is reached. 
General adjustments: 
Source / Feedback / Audio / Speaker / Trials / Nonn / Reward 
Specific adjustments: 
* Channel: choice between the microphone or the electro-laryngograph channel 
as source for the assessment of voicing characteristics 
* Voice: choice between setting a voiced or unvoiced sound condition 
* Duration: period of time for producing a sustained sound (1-5 sees) 
* Background: choice between 'none', 'landscape', 'castle', or 'street' 
* Foreground: choice between 'none', 'grandpa', or 'car' 
Stored result: percentage correctly performed trials per exercise 
Remarks: none 
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Exercise: Voicing "Certain Time" 
Objective: To leam to sustain a voiced or unvoiced sound during a certain 
adjusted period of time. 
Description: The model of a specified exercise is presented by the colouring of 
the time-bar. After the START button has been clicked, the animation begins as 
soon as the produced sound exceeds an adjusted intensity level, and complies 
with the selected voicing condition. Voice activity is indicated by different 
colours of the animation objects (voiced sounds: red; unvoiced sounds: grey; no 
sounds or silence: black). The proceeding of time is indicated by the filling of a 
small rectangle within the time-bar, thereby showing the history of the voice 
activity. The trial ends in case of a failure, a user interruption, or if the end of 
the time-bar is reached exactly. 
General adjustments: 
Source / Feedback / Audio / Speaker / Trials / Norm / Reward 
Specific adjustments: 
* Channel: choice between the microphone or the electro-laryngograph channel 
as source for the assessment of voicing characteristics 
* Voice: choice between setting a voiced or unvoiced sound condition 
* Duration: period of time for producing a sustained sound (1-5 sees) 
* Background: choice between 'none', 'landscape', 'castle', or 'street' 
* Foreground: choice between 'none', 'grandpa', or 'car' 
Stored result: percentage correctly performed trials per exercise 
Remarks: none 
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Exercise: Voicing "Patterns" 
Objective: To learn to produce patterns of voiced and unvoiced sounds, 
optionally alternated with pauses. 
Description: The model of a specified exercise is presented by the colouring of 
the time-bar. The model can be generated by means of the buttons below Voice 
and Time-Pattern. After the START button has been clicked, the animation 
begins as soon as the produced sound exceeds a certain intensity level, and 
complies with the selected voicing condition. Voice activity is indicated by 
different colours of the animation objects (voiced sounds: red; unvoiced sounds: 
grey; no sounds or silence: black). The proceeding of time is indicated by the 
filling of a small rectangle within the time-bar, thereby showing the history of 
the voice activity. The trial ends in case of a failure, a user interruption, or if the 
trial is performed correctly, that is, the pupil could produce the pattern. 
General adjustments: 
Source / Feedback / Audio / Speaker / Trials / Norm / Reward 
Specific adjustments: 
* Channel: choice between the microphone or the electro-laryngograph channel 
as source for the assessment of voicing characteristics 
* Voice: choice between setting a voiced or unvoiced sound condition 
* TimePattem: segments of time constituting a pattern of voiced and unvoiced 
sounds and silences (maximum duration 5 sees) 
* Background: choice between 'none', 'landscape', 'castle', or 'street' 
* Foreground: choice between 'none', 'grandpa', or 'car' 
Stored result: percentage correctly performed trials per exercise 
Remarks: This exercise allows the construction of very complex patterns. 
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Exercise: Loudness "Relation" 
Objective: To learn how loudness of voiced and unvoiced sounds is visually 
displayed on the VSA. 
Description: The colour of objects indicate voice activity. Voiced sounds are 
displayed as red, unvoiced sounds as grey, and no sounds (silence) as black. 
Both the size of an animation object and its colour-intensity indicate the 
produced loudness of a sound, viz. large/bright indicate loud sounds; small/dark 
indicate soft sounds. There is no time limit. The exercise is terminated by 
clicking the STOP button. 
General adjustments: 
Source / Audio / Speaker 
Specific adjustments: 
* Voice: choice between displaying voiced and/or unvoiced sounds 
* Background: choice between 'none' or 'sky' 
* Foreground: choice between 'balloons' or 'square' 
Stored result: none 
Remarks: none 
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Exercise: Loudness "Range 1" 
Objective: To learn to produce voiced or unvoiced sounds over the entire 
loudness range. 
Description: The colour of objects indicate voice activity. Voiced sounds are 
displayed as red, unvoiced sounds as grey, and no sounds (silence) as black. The 
arms become longer or shorter, dependent on the actual loudness of a produced 
sound. The horizontal bar represents the speaker's adjusted loudness range. The 
task is to slowly stretch the spring or accordion, which results in the filling of 
the rectangle behind it with a colour. The amount of time available to perform 
the trial is shown at the bottom of the PRACTICE-window. 
General adjustments: 
Source / Feedback / Audio / Speaker / Trials / Norm / Reward 
Specific adjustments: 
* Voice: choice between setting a voiced or unvoiced sound condition 
* Duration: the period of time for performing the exercise (1-10 sees) 
Stored result: percentage correctly performed trials per exercise 
Remarks: none 
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Exercise: Loudness "Range 2" 
Objective: To learn to produce categories of loudness within a certain loudness 
range both for voiced and unvoiced sounds. 
Description: The colour of objects indicate voice activity. Voiced sounds are 
displayed as red, unvoiced sounds as grey, and no sounds (silence) as black. The 
speaker's adjusted range for loudness is divided into five categories: very soft, 
soft, normal, loud, very loud. The task is to produce either a voiced or unvoiced 
sound with a specific loudness, which is indicated by a lightened lamp above 
one of the boxes. The box is filled by a colour only if a loudness is produced 
within the indicated category. Besides categorical information the exercise also 
provides continuous information by means of the moving arrow below the 
category boxes. Initially, this arrow might help the pupil to learn the different 
loudness category. The amount of time available to perform the trial is shown at 
the bottom of the PRACTICE-window. 
General adjustments: 
Source / Feedback / Audio / Speaker / Trials / Norm / Reward 
Specific adjustments: 
* Voice: choice between setting a voiced or unvoiced sound condition 
* Category: choice between soft, normal, and loud 
* Duration: the period of time for performing the exercise (1-5 sees) 
Stored result: percentage correctly performed trials per exercise 
Remarks: none 
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Exercise: Loudness "Sustained" 
Objective: To learn to produce a voiced or unvoiced sound within an indicated 
loudness category. 
Description: The colour of objects indicate voice activity. Voiced sounds are 
displayed as red, unvoiced sounds as grey, and no sounds (silence) as black. The 
speaker's loudness range is divided into five categories: very soft, soft, normal, 
loud, very loud. The three middle categories are displayed in the exercise. The 
task is to produce either a voiced or unvoiced sound within the loudness 
category, indicated by an opened window in one of the three middle frames. If 
the right loudness is produced, a balloon will slowly rise and ultimately fill the 
balloon contour. If a loudness is produced outside the indicated category, the 
balloon in the opened window will descend and the balloon associated with the 
produced loudness category will rise behind its closed window. Since the 
distance to cover is always the same in each exercise, the duration set for a 
sustained sound production is converted into motion speed. The trial ends if the 
allowed time has been elapsed. The trial is performed correctly if the balloon 
reaches the target contour, in which case the balloon will blink a few times. 
General adjustments: 
Source / Feedback / Audio / Speaker / Trials / Norm / Reward 
Specific adjustments: 
* Voice: choice between setting a voiced or unvoiced sound condition 
* Category: choice between soft, normal, and loud 
* Duration: the period of time for performing the exercise (1-5 sees) 
Stored result: percentage correctly performed trials per exercise 
Remarks: none 
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Exercise: Loudness "Patterns" 
Objective: To learn to produce patterns of loudness for either voiced or 
unvoiced sounds. 
Description: The colour of objects indicate voice activity. Voiced sounds are 
displayed as red, unvoiced sounds as grey, and no sounds (silence) as black. The 
speaker's loudness range is divided into five categories: very soft, soft, normal, 
loud, very loud. Using the three middle categories a pattern can be constructed 
which consists of several loudness levels and time durations. The task is to keep 
the wheels of the racing car on track, the width of both wheel axes being 
coupled to loudness categories. The wheels leave a time trace behind, showing 
the history course of the performance of a trial. At the end of a trial the racing 
car drives off the screen. A trial is performed correctly if the wheels were on 
track during the whole circuit. 
General adjustments: 
Source / Feedback / Audio / Speaker / Trials / Norm / Reward 
Specific adjustments: 
* Voice: choice between setting a voiced or unvoiced sound condition 
* Category: choice between soft, normal, and loud 
* TimePattem: segments of time constituting a pattern of voiced and unvoiced 
sounds with a selected loudness and silences (maximum duration 5 sees) 
Stored result: percentage correctly performed trials per exercise 
Remarks: the patterns can be composed of loudness categories from either 
voiced or unvoiced sounds. 
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Exercise: Pitch "Relation" 
Objective: To learn the relation between the pitch of voiced sounds and an 
aspect of the visual display of the VSA. 
Description: The vertical position of the pacman represents the momentary 
produced pitch. Obviously, pitch is always displayed in red. There is no time 
limit. The exercise is terminated by clicking the STOP button. 
General adjustments: 
Source / Feedback / Audio / Speaker 
Specific adjustments: 
* Channel: choice between the microphone or the electro-laryngograph channel 
as source for extracting pitch 
Stored result: none 
Remarks: none 
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Exercise: Pitch "Range 1" 
Objective: To leam to produce sounds with pitches over the entire pitch range. 
Description: The vertical position of the nose is representative for the height of 
the produced pitch. The task is to produce a slow pitch movement from low to 
high (or opposite). As a result the nose will move up or down and will gradually 
colour the rectangle that is located beside it. The amount of time that is available 
to perform the trial is shown at the bottom of the PRACTICE-window. The trial 
is performed correctly when the whole rectangle is filled with the red colour. 
General adjustments: 
Source / Feedback / Audio / Speaker / Trials / Norm / Reward 
Specific adjustments: 
* Channel: choice between the microphone or the electro-laryngograph channel 
as source for extracting pitch 
* Duration: the period of time for performing the exercise (1-10 sees) 
Stored result: percentage correctly performed trials per exercise 
Remarks: none. 
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Exercise: Pitch "Range 2" 
Objective: To learn to produce a specific pitch within a certain pitch range. 
Description: Within the speaker's pitch range, the limits of which correspond 
with the lower and upper border of the PRACTICE-window, an object can be 
selected and placed somewhere in the window. To do this, an object is grasped 
by moving the mouse pointer to the selected object and pressing the left mouse 
button. Then the object is dragged to a position on the screen by keeping the left 
mouse button pressed. By releasing the mouse button, the object is placed. The 
location of an object determines the target of both pitch (vertical coordinate) and 
duration (horizontal coordinate) of a sound to be produced. The task is to "eat 
up" the object by means of the pacman. The pacman only moves forwards if the 
indicated pitch height is being produced. There is no time limit. The trial is 
performed correctly if the object has been eaten. 
General adjustments: 
Source / Feedback / Audio / Speaker / Trials/ Norm / Reward 
Specific adjustments: 
* Channel: choice between the microphone or the electro-laryngograph channel 
as source for extracting pitch 
* Background: choice between 'none' or 'water' 
Stored result: percentage correctly performed trials per exercise 
Remarks: none 
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Exercise: Pitch "Sustained" 
Objective: To learn to produce a sustained sound within a pitch category. 
Description: The speaker's pitch range is divided into five categories: very low, 
low, normal, high, very high. The three middle categories are displayed as 
horizontal beams in the exercise, while the two outer categories are displayed as 
horizontal lines. The task is to place a chest at the end of the instructed beam by 
means of a lift truck. Selection of pitch height is determined by the choice of 
pitch category, while the x-axis represents the time dimension. The norm setting 
specifies the permitted period of time that a sound may be produced in another 
category than the selected one. If this time limit is exceeded, the chest is placed 
on that beam corresponding with the currently produced pitch category, thus 
resulting in a failure. A trial is performed correctly if the chest is placed at the 
end of the target beam. In that case, a lamp starts to blink on top of the lift track 
and the truck returns to its initial position. 
General adjustments: 
Source / Feedback / Audio / Speaker / Trials / Norm / Reward 
Specific adjustments: 
* Channel: choice between the microphone or the electro-laryngograph channel 
as source for extracting pitch 
* Category: choice between low, normal, and high 
* Duration: period of time available for performing the exercise (1-5 sees) 
* Background: choice between 'none', or 'grass' 
* Foreground: choice between 'none', 'lift truck' 
Stored result: percentage correctly performed trials per exercise 
Remarks: none 
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Exercise: Pitch "Patterns" 
Objective: To learn to produce different pitch contours. 
Description: An object can be selected from the selection area (at the top of the 
screen) by means of the mouse and placed on any position in the PRACTICE-
window. First the mouse pointer is moved to the selected object and is grasped 
by pressing the left mouse button. Then the object is dragged to a position in the 
screen while holding the left button pressed. By releasing the button, the object 
is placed. A pitch contour can be constructed by positioning a number of objects 
in the screen that must be "eaten" by the pacman. The top and bottom of the 
screen are scaled according to a speaker's adjusted pitch range, while the actual 
vertical position of the pacman is determined by the momentary produced pitch. 
The x-axis, representing the time dimension, is fixed on 10 seconds. A trial is 
performed correctly if all objects are eaten up by the pacman. 
General adjustments: 
Source / Feedback / Audio / Speaker / Trials / Norm / Reward 
Specific adjustments: 
* Channel: choice between the microphone or the electro-laryngograph channel 
as source for extracting pitch 
* Background: choice between 'none', or 'water' 
Stored result: percentage correctly performed trials per exercise 
Remarks: this exercise provides the teacher with a high degree of flexibility in 
composing pitch contours. 
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Exercise: Pitch "Tutor->Pupil" 
Objective: To learn to reproduce (or imitate) a pitch contour produced by a 
teacher (tutor) using a "split-screen' display. 
Description: By setting the "Speaker" selection on "tutor", a teacher can produce 
a pitch contour which is displayed in the upper part of the display (tutor 
window). By subsequently setting the "Speaker" selection on "pupil", the 
produced pitch contour of the teacher is copied in the lower part of the screen 
(pupil window). The task is to correctly reproduce the copied pitch contour. The 
pitch contour of the pupil's utterance is displayed with another colour. Both the 
tutor window and the pupil window are scaled according to their individual pitch 
ranges. A trial is performed correctly if a good copy of the tutor's example has 
been realized by the pupil. 
General adjustments: 
Source / Feedback / Audio / Speaker / Trials / Norm / Reward 
Specific adjustments: 
* Channel: choice between the microphone or the electro-laryngograph channel 
as source for extracting pitch 
* TimeBase: time resolution (1-5 sees) 
Stored result: percentage correctly performed trials per exercise 
Remarks: this exercise enables the training of realistic pitch movements 
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Exercise: Vowels "Mouth Opening" 
Objective: To leam the relation between mouth opening and the horizontal 
location in a perceptual vowel space. 
Description: The location of the asterisk displayed on a horizontal bar represents 
the degree of mouth opening during vowel production, running from open to 
closed. 
General adjustments: 
Source / Feedback / Audio / Speaker 
Specific adjustments: none 
Stored result: none 
Remarks: none 
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Exercise: Vowels "Tongue Position" 
Objective: To learn the relation between tongue position and the vertical 
location in a perceptual vowel space. 
Description: The location of the asterisk displayed on a vertical bar represents 
the position of the tongue in the mouth during vowel production, running from a 
front position to a back position. 
General adjustments: 
Source / Feedback / Audio / Speaker 
Specific adjustments: none 
Stored result: none 
Remarks: none 
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Exercise: Vowels "Subgroups" 
Objective: To learn to produce vowels that belong to a subgroup of vowels. 
Description: The vowel space is divided into five overlapping rectangles, each 
rectangle representing a subgroup of vowels that are much alike perceptually. A 
rectangle is selected by clicking the left mouse button on one of the boxes 
displayed at the top of the PRACTICE-screen. The location of the asterisk in the 
two-dimensional vowel space corresponds with a subgroup of vowels. 
General adjustments: 
Source / Feedback / Audio / Speaker 
Specific adjustments: none 
Stored result: none 
Remarks: none 
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Exercise: Vowels "VowelSpace" 
Objective: To learn to produce the 12 Dutch vowels. 
Description: The PRACTICE-screen shows discrete positions for each of the 12 
Dutch vowels. The identity of a produced vowel is displayed by the position of 
an asterisk on the screen. Identification of vowels is based on a speaker-
independent classification procedure. 
General adjustments: 
Source / Feedback / Audio / Speaker 
Specific adjustments: none 
Stored result: none 
Remarks: 
1. Since this exercise uses speaker-independent classification, based on the 
vowel pronunciations of a group of normal hearing children, the naturalness 
of the spoken vowels is important for a reliable display. Especially, vowels 
spoken with high pitch should be avoided. 
2. Diverging vowel displays may be caused by incorrect audio settings causing 
signal overflow and thus signal distortion. Audio settings can be checked on 
the audio-panel. 
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Exercise: Vowels "VowelTriangle" 
Objective: To learn to produce the 12 Dutch vowels, displayed in a Up-reading 
triangle. 
Description: The PRACTICE-screen shows discrete positions for each of the 12 
Dutch vowels configured in a lip-reading triangle. A vowel production is 
displayed in this screen by means of the position of an asterisk, indicating which 
vowel is produced. Vowel identification is based on a speaker-independent 
classification procedure. 
General adjustments: 
Source / Feedback / Audio / Speaker 
Specific adjustments: none 
Stored result: none 
Remarks: 
1. Since this exercise uses speaker-independent classification, based on the 
vowel pronunciations of a group of normal hearing children, the naturalness 
of the spoken vowels is important for a reliable display. Especially, vowels 
spoken with high pitch should be avoided. 
2. Diverging vowel displays may be caused by incorrect audio settings causing 
signal overflow and thus signal distortion. Audio settings can be checked on 
the audio-panel. 
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Exercise: Vowels "Pairs" 
Objective: To learn to produce vowels in a pairwise combination. 
Description: Two out of 12 vowels can be selected for pairwise training. 
Selection is made by clicking the left mouse button on one of the 
orthographically represented vowels at the top of the PRACTICE-screen. 
Clicking on the cross, erases the last pairwise combination. Otherwise, each next 
selection will replace the vowel of the last but one selection. Identification is 
displayed by means of a green border drawn around the box containing the 
vowel concerned. Identification of vowels is based on a speaker-independent 
classification procedure. 
General adjustments: 
Source / Feedback / Audio / Speaker 
Specific adjustments: none 
Stored result: none 
Remarks: 
1. Since this exercise uses speaker-independent classification, based on the 
vowel pronunciations of a group of normal hearing children, the naturalness 
of the spoken vowels is important for a reliable display. Especially, vowels 
spoken with high pitch should be avoided. 
2. Diverging vowel displays may be caused by incorrect audio settings causing 
signal overflow and thus signal distortion. Audio settings can be checked on 
the audio-panel. 
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Exercise: Vowels "Multidisplay" 
Objective: To learn to simultaneously control several basic aspects of speech: 
pitch, loudness, and vowel type. 
Description: Both pitch and loudness is displayed for each produced voiced 
sound. Furthermore, for each vowel its "strength" is displayed, indicating the 
degree of similarity which each of a set of reference vowels. The best vowel 
candidate (having the largest deflection) is displayed with a brighter colour. 
Vowel identification is based on a speaker-independent classification procedure. 
General adjustments: 
Source / Feedback / Audio / Speaker 
Specific adjustments: none 
Stored result: none 
Remarks: 
1. Since this exercise uses speaker-independent classification, based on the 
vowel pronunciations of a group of normal hearing children, the naturalness 
of the spoken vowels is important for a reliable display. Especially, vowels 
spoken with high pitch should be avoided. 
2. Diverging vowel displays may be caused by incorrect audio settings causing 
signal overflow and thus signal distortion. Audio settings can be checked on 
the audio-panel. 
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Exercise: Vowels "PersonalSpace" 
Objective: To learn to produce vowels using individually defined vowel 
locations. 
Description: The PRACTICE-screen shows the continuous vowel space. Each 
produced vowel is displayed by means of a little star that indicates the position 
of that sound in the perceptual vowel space relative to all other vowels. The 
position can be marked by dragging the associated orthographically represented 
vowel, displayed at the top of the screen, to that specific position. Erasing a 
vowel is done by first clicking on the brush (rightmost upper icon) with the left 
mouse button and then by clicking the vowel concerned. To return to the normal 
draw-mode, one must click the pen-icon (next to the brush-icon). In contrast to 
the other vowel exercises, this exercise uses a vowel identification that is based 
on a speaker-dependent classification procedure. 
General adjustments: 
Source / Feedback / Audio / Speaker 
Specific adjustments: none 
Stored result: none 
Remarks: 
1. Diverging vowel displays may be caused by incorrect audio settings causing 
signal overflow and thus signal distortion. Audio settings can be checked on 
the audio-panel. 
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Exercise: Consonants "f-s-g" 
Objective: To leam to produce three unvoiced consonants: /f/, /s/, and /χ/. 
Description: The consonants are displayed in separate boxes. Which consonant 
is being spoken is indicated by a little star. Identification of consonants is based 
on a speaker-independent classification procedure. 
General adjustments: 
Source / Feedback / Audio / Speaker 
Specific adjustments: none 
Stored result: none 
Remarks: 
1. Diverging vowel displays may be caused by incorrect audio settings causing 
signal overflow and thus signal distortion. Audio settings can be checked on 
the audio-panel. 
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Exercise: Consonants "v-f-s-z" 
Objective: To learn to produce two pairs of related consonants: /v, f/ and /s, z/. 
Description: The consonants are displayed in separate boxes. The most relevant 
distinctive feature between the consonants of both pairs is voicing. Which 
consonant is being produced is indicated by a little star. Identification of 
consonants is based on a speaker-independent classification procedure. 
General adjustments: 
Source / Feedback / Audio / Speaker 
Specific adjustments: none 
Stored result: none 
Remarks: 
1. Since this exercise uses speaker-independent classification, based on the 
consonants pronunciations of a group of normal hearing children, the 
naturalness of the spoken consonants is important for a reliable display. 
Especially, consonants spoken with high pitch should be avoided. 
2. Diverging vowel displays may be caused by incorrect audio settings causing 
signal overflow and thus signal distortion. Audio settings can be checked on 
the audio-panel. 
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Exercise: Consonants "1-m-r" 
Objective: To leam to produce three consonants: Л/, /m/, and /r/. 
Description: The consonants are displayed in separate boxes. The most relevant 
distinctive feature between the consonants of both pairs is voicing. Which 
consonant is being produced is indicated by a little star. Identification of 
consonants is based on a speaker-independent classification procedure. 
General adjustments: 
Source / Feedback / Audio / Speaker 
Specific adjustments: none 
Stored result: none 
Remarks: 
1. Since this exercise uses speaker-independent classification, based on the 
consonant pronunciations of a group of normal hearing children, the 
naturalness of the spoken consonants is important for a reliable display. 
Especially, consonants spoken with high pitch should be avoided. 
2. Diverging vowel displays may be caused by incorrect audio settings causing 
signal overflow and thus signal distortion. Audio settings can be checked on 
the audio-panel. 
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Exercise: Consonants "Pairs" 
Objective: To learn to produce consonants in a pairwise combination. 
Description: Two out of 8 consonants can be selected for pairwise training. 
Selection is done by clicking the left mouse button on one of the consonants 
presented at the top of the PRACTICE-screen. Clicking the cross, erases the 
selection. Otherwise, each next selection will replace the consonant of the last 
but one selection. Identification is indicated by means of a green border drawn 
around the box containing the consonant concerned. Consonant identification is 
based on a speaker-independent classification procedure. 
General adjustments: 
Source / Feedback / Audio / Speaker 
Specific adjustments: none 
Stored result: none 
Remarks: 
1. Since this exercise uses speaker-independent classification, based on the 
consonant pronunciations of a group of normal hearing children, the 
naturalness of the spoken consonants is important for a reliable display. 
Especially, consonants spoken with high pitch should be avoided. 
2. Diverging vowel displays may be caused by incorrect audio settings causing 
signal overflow and thus signal distortion. Audio settings can be checked on 
the audio-panel. 
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Exercise: Consonants "Multidisplay" 
Objective: To learn to simultaneously control several basic aspects of speech: 
pitch, loudness, and consonant type. 
Description: Pitch and loudness is displayed for each produced sound. 
Furthermore, for each consonants its "strength" is displayed, indicating the 
degree of similarity with each of a set of reference consonants. The best 
candidate (having the largest deflection) is indicated by a brighter colour. 
Consonant identification is based on a speaker-independent classification 
procedure. 
General adjustments: 
Source / Feedback / Audio / Speaker 
Specific adjustments: none 
Stored result: none 
Remarks : 
1. Since this exercise uses speaker-independent classification, based on the 
consonant pronunciations of a group of normal hearing children, the 
naturalness of the spoken consonants is important for a reliable display. 
Especially, consonants spoken with high pitch should be avoided. 
2. Diverging vowel displays may be caused by incorrect audio settings causing 
signal overflow and thus signal distortion. Audio settings can be checked on 
the audio-panel. 
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Exercise: Nasality "Detection" 
Objective: To leam/unlearn to produce nasalized sounds. 
Description: The lion shown in the PRACTICE-screen displays voicing through 
colouring of the tongue (voiced: red / unvoiced: grey / silence: black), and 
nasality through colouring the nose red. 
General adjustments: 
Source / Feedback / Audio / Speaker 
Specific adjustments: none 
Stored result: none 
Remarks: 
1. Nasality is extracted from the signal provided by an accelerometer. 
2. The best position of the accelerometer is on the upper side over the lateral 
cartilage. 
3. Use the audio-panel to adjust the signal level of the accelerometer. 
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Exercise: Voice Quality "Detection" 
Objective: To provide voice quality information of an utterance. 
Description: Voice quality is derived from the signal of an electro-laryngograph 
(Lx). Two features of this signal, viz. jitter en shimmer, provide an indication of 
the quality of voicing. Jitter is defined as the variation in duration of subsequent 
periods of the Lx signal. Shimmer is defined as the variation in maximum 
amplitude of subsequent periods of the Lx signal. Correct voicing is physically 
characterized by limited values of both measures (<3%). The arrows indicate the 
degree of shimmer (S) and jitter (J), which point to the light coloured part in 
case of correct voice quality. 
General adjustments: 
Source / Feedback / Audio / Speaker 
Specific adjustments: none 
Stored result: none 
Remarks: 
1. Voice quality is measured by means of an electro-laryngograph. 
2. Only severe cases of bad voice quality are reliably detectable. 
3. The placement of the electrodes is rather critical, especially for young 
children. Poor placement will result in weak and noisy signals. 
4. Use the audio-panel to adjust the signal level of the electro-laryngograph. 
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Summary 
This thesis describes the Visual Speech Apparatus, abbreviated the VSA, which 
has been designed to be used as a visual aid in teaching basic aspects of speech, 
in particular to severely hearing-impaired children. Among the main speech 
features that can be displayed in real-time by the VSA are voicing, loudness, 
pitch, the identity of vowels and selected consonants, voice quality, and nasality. 
To ensure that the VSA would meet the practical and didactic requirements of a 
viable visual aid for speech training, the VSA has been developed in close 
collaboration with speech therapists who used and tested several prototypes of 
the VSA in their daily practice of teaching speech to prelingually deaf children. 
A revaluation of the conceptual and practical issues involved, the use of 
innovative technologies, the development of improved algorithms for reliably 
extracting speech features, and a continuous evaluation during all stages of the 
development were important factors that have contributed to the final form of the 
VSA. Details regarding each of these aspects are systematically described in this 
dissertation. 
Chapter 1 presents a list of 22 requirements and design principles that 
formed the starting point for developing the VSA. This list is derived from 
theoretical, technical, and practical considerations. Based on an analysis of 
theoretical aspects, involving issues in the speech development and acquisition of 
normal hearing children, speech teaching targets are specified, both concerning 
their nature and order of learning. It is also argued that an adequate substitute 
model for representing speech is best defined in the visual domain, using several 
independent visual dimensions that can uniquely display relevant speech 
parameters. Subsequently the structure of a visual aid is described, consisting of 
three main stages: filtering, displaying, and norm introduction. The technical 
considerations concern computer hardware and software development. In order to 
provide the system with the necessary computational power for real-time speech 
parameter extraction and to have sufficient graphics capabilities, it is suggested 
to use several special-purpose processors in a multiprocessing environment. It is 
also proposed that, in order to cope with the problems inherent in developing a 
comprehensive and complex software program, one should use an operating 
system capable of multitasking. Finally, some practical aspects are considered 
relating to the incorporation of a visual aid in the practice of speech training and 
to the maintenance of such a system. 
Chapter 2 deals with the technical implementation of the VSA, describing 
both its principal hardware configuration and software architecture. Thanks to 
recent advances in computer technology, yielding systems with an open 
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architecture and multiprocessing capabilities, it appeared possible to develop a 
complex, special-purpose computer application. Furthermore, by using a modular 
software design several main functions could be combined in the device. In this 
way speech signals can be analyzed and their relevant speech parameters 
displayed, while pupils are simultaneously provided with training goals and real­
time visual feedback concerning their speech performance. The VSA is 
implemented on a Commodore Amiga-2000 computer, expanded with a few 
special-purpose boards. 
Chapter 3 presents a detailed functional description of the VSA from the 
user's point of view. The overall structure of the VSA is described in terms of 
its screens and windows together with their main operational functions. The 
currently available exercises of the VSA are shown in a diagram, ordered 
according to aspect and type of exercise, representing the various speech 
teaching targets. The definition of an exercise is explained and it is demonstrated 
how a user can create variants of an exercise. Finally, a curriculum is proposed 
that may be used to develop basic speech skills in connection with the VSA. 
This chapter is supplemented by 2 appendices. Appendix A provides a complete 
overview of all operational functions of the VSA, while Appendix В presents a 
detailed and systematic description of all exercises available on the VSA. 
Chapter 4 reports a study aimed at finding glottal characteristics related to 
voice quality. Vocal fold vibrations of 20 profoundly deaf and 5 normal hearing 
subjects, each subject producing sustained vowels at different pitch levels as well 
as complete sentences, were recorded by means of an electrolaryngograph. From 
the obtained signals seven different time-domain parameters were extracted. 
Measurements were made over 500 consecutive vibratory cycles (10-cycle 
window), yielding a mean and standard deviation for each parameter per 
utterance. Acoustic recordings of the utterances were judged by 10 experienced 
listeners on general voice quality, breathiness, hoarseness, and laryngeal strain 
using a 5-point scale. The data were submitted to analysis of variance and 
multiple regression analyses. Multiple correlations between the glottal parameters 
and judged voice quality varied between .46 and .70 indicating that deviating 
voice quality is predictable to a limited extent only. However, severe cases of 
voice deviations in deaf subjects are well detectable. 
Chapter 5 describes the Voice Fundamental Frequency Extractor (VFFE), a 
real-time algorithm for estimating the F 0 of speech. The algorithm is based on a 
combination of three principal operations: filtering, decimation, and 
autocorrelation. The validity of the algorithm was tested using an on-line two-
channel чпеесп analvsk method in whirh F„ was mmnntwi hv thp VFFF 
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algorithm and compared with the F0-estimates derived from the signal obtained 
by means of an elcctrolaryngograph. In this way F0-values were obtained for 
1332 speech utterances produced by 12 male and female adults, 12 normal 
hearing children, and 12 hearing-impaired children. The results, expressed in an 
overall score, were compared with the performance of 12 existing pitch 
extractors published in the literature. In this comparison the VFFE algorithm 
ranks highest, showing that it is a very efficient algorithm for the on-line 
estimation of the F0 of speech. 
Chapter 6 describes a three-step hierarchical and iterative procedure to 
classify vowels and consonants that are represented as data vectors, i.e., overall 
spectral shapes derived from a 16-channel 1/3-octave filterbank and additional 
F0-values. Basically, the method iterativcly weights the same input data vectors 
to obtain one-dimensional "perceptual" representations that are indicative for 
phoneme similarities. By gradually reducing the number of possible candidate 
phonemes in each step of a three-stage hierarchical classification scheme, the 
most likely one is selected. The performance of the hierarchical classification 
method is evaluated and compared to a direct and one-step classification method 
using automatic classification. Each of 36 normal hearing speakers (adults and 
children) and 12 hearing-impaired children produced 12 Dutch vowels with 
declining and normal pitch, as well as 8 selected consonants. The results indicate 
that, compared to the direct classification method, the hierarchical classification 
method performed superior in almost all conditions with classifications rates of 
up to 99% correct speaker-independent phoneme identification. 
Chapter 7 reports the results of an evaluation of the VSA used in teaching 
speech to hearing-impaired children. Its efficacy was tested during a whole 
school year in a comparative study using an experimental group and a control 
group of children in the age range of 4-7 years. The 22 children in the 
experimental group were trained using the VSA, whereas the 16 children in the 
control group were taught with the regular speech training method. Several times 
during the year, speech performance of both groups was assessed using the CID 
Phonetic Inventory. In addition, the performance of subjects in the experimental 
group was measured with a specially developed test, the VSA test. Results show 
that the children trained with the VSA obtained significantly higher scores on 
those subtests that assess the acquisition of basic speech skills, such as voice 
control and vowel production, than the children in the control group. Especially 
the very young children benefited from the training with the VSA. 
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Samenvatting 
Dit proefschrift beschrijft de Visuele Spraak Afbeelder. De Visuele Spraak 
Afbeelder (VSA) is een hulpmiddel voor de ontwikkeling van de primaire 
spreekvaardigheid, in het bijzonder van dove en slechthorende kinderen. De VSA 
gebruikt visuele afbeeldingen in doelgerichte oefeningen om het gehoorgestoorde 
kind de primaire spraakkwaliteiten (toonhoogte, luidheid, timbre, en timing) en 
secundaire (nasaliteit en stemkwaliteit) te leren onderscheiden en correct te leren 
produceren in allerlei soorten spraakuitingen. De VSA werd ontwikkeld in 
samenwerking met spreekleerkrachten die verschillende prototypes van de VSA 
gebruikten in spreeklessen aan prelinguale dove kinderen, en toetsten aan de 
praktische en didactische eisen voor het spreekonderricht. De opstellingen van 
conceptuele en praktische uitgangspunten, het gebruik van innovatieve 
technologieën, de ontwikkeling van verbeterde algoritmen voor de betrouwbare 
extractie van kenmerken uit het spraaksignaal, alsmede een constante evaluatie 
van het systeem gedurende de verschillende fasen van de ontwikkeling, hebben 
bijgedragen aan de uiteindelijke vorm van de VSA. Ieder van deze aspecten van 
de ontwikkeling van de VSA wordt in deze dissertatie in detail beschreven. 
Hoofdstuk 1 beschrijft een lijst van 22 eisen en ontwerpprincipes die het 
uitgangspunt vormden voor de ontwikkeling van de VSA. Deze lijst werd 
afgeleid uit een aantal theoretische, technische en praktische overwegingen. 
Gebaseerd op een analyse van theoretische aspecten van spraakontwikkeling en 
spraakverwerving van normaal horende kinderen, werd een aantal primaire 
leerdoelen vastgesteld. Tevens wordt beargumenteerd dat een adequaat 
vervangingsmodel voor het representeren van spraak effectief gedefinieerd kan 
worden in het visuele domein, waarin, door gebruik te maken van verschillende 
onafhankelijke visuele dimensies, op eenduidige wijze relevante spraak 
parameters kunnen worden afgebeeld. Vervolgens wordt de structuur van een 
visueel hulpmiddel beschreven die bestaat uit drie componenten: filteren, 
afbeelden en normintroductie. Teneinde een systeem te bouwen dat voldoende 
rekenvermogen bezit voor het in real-time extraheren van spraak-parameters, en 
voor de vereiste grafische bewerkingen, wordt voorgesteld om gebruik te maken 
van meerdere processoren in een multiprocessing en multitasking omgeving. 
Tenslotte worden er enkele praktische aspecten besproken die te maken hebben 
met de invoering van een visueel hulpmiddel in de praktijk van spreektraining en 
met het onderhoud van een dergelijk systeem. 
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Hoofdstuk 2 behandelt de technische implementatie van de VSA, waarin 
zowel de elementaire hardware-configuratie als de software-architectuur 
beschreven wordt. Dankzij recente ontwikkelingen in de computertechnologie, 
resulterend in systemen met een open architectuur en de mogelijkheid van 
multiprocessing, kon een gecompliceerde en op de VSA afgestemde computer-
toepassing ontwikkeld worden. Dankzij een modulaire software architectuur 
konden verscheidene belangrijke functies in één systeem gecombineerd worden. 
Op deze wijze kunnen spraaksignalen worden geanalyseerd en relevante spraak-
parameters worden afgebeeld, terwijl leerlingen tegelijkertijd directe visuele 
terugkoppeling van hun spraak ontvangen. De VSA is geïmplementeerd op een 
Commodore Amiga-2000 computer waaraan enkele speciale uitbreidingskaarten 
werden toegevoegd. 
Hoofdstuk 3 geeft een gedetailleerde functionele beschrijving van de VSA 
vanuit het gezichtspunt van de gebruiker. De algemene structuur van de VSA 
wordt beschreven aan de hand van 'schermen' en 'vensters' en de belangrijkste 
gebruikersfuncties. Daarnaast worden de beschikbare oefeningen op de VSA 
weergegeven in een diagram, geordend naar spraakaspect en type oefening, die 
de verscheidene leerdoelen vertegenwoordigen. De wijze waarop oefeningen 
gedefinieerd zijn wordt uitgelegd, alsmede de wijze waarop een gebruiker 
varianten van een oefening kan maken. Tenslotte wordt een curriculum 
voorgesteld dat in combinatie met de VSA gebruikt kan worden om 
basisvaardigheden van spraak te ontwikkelen. Aan dit hoofdstuk zijn twee 
appendices toegevoegd. Appendix A geeft een volledig overzicht van alle 
operationele functies van de VSA, terwijl Appendix В een gedetailleerde en 
systematische omschrijving geeft van alle beschikbare oefeningen op de VSA. 
Hoofdstuk 4 rapporteert een studie die gioitale kenmerken tracht te 
identificeren die gerelateerd zijn aan stemkwaliteit. Met behulp van een 
electrolaryngograaf werden de stembandtrillingen van 20 dove en 5 normale 
sprekers geregistreerd, waarbij ieder spreker aangehouden klinkers op 
verschillende toonhoogten produceerde alsmede enkele zinnen. Uit de verkregen 
signalen werden 7 tijd-afhankelijke parameters geëxtraheerd. De metingen 
werden verricht over 500 aaneengesloten vibratie-cycli (10-cycli venster) die 
voor iedere parameter per uiting een gemiddelde en een standaard- deviatie 
opleverde. De akoestische opnamen van de uitingen werden door 10 ervaren 
luisteraars beoordeeld op algemene stemkwaliteit, heesheid, schorheid, en 
geknepenheid op een 5-punts schaal. De gegevens werden verwerkt door 
variantie-analyses en multipele regressie-analyses. De multipele correlaties tussen 
de gloríale parameters en de stemkwaliteitsoordelen varieerden tussen .46 en .70. 
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Hoofdstuk 5 beschrijft de Voice Fundamental Frequency Extractor (VFFE), 
een real-time algoritme waarmee de F0 van spraak bepaald kan worden. Het 
algoritme is gebaseerd op een combinatie van drie fundamentele operaties: 
filteren, decimatie en autocorrelatie. De validiteit van het algoritme werd getest 
met behulp van een twee-kanaals spraakanalysemethode, waarbij de FQ werd 
berekend door het VFFE algoritme, en vergeleken met F0-waarden afgeleid uit 
het signaal verkregen met een electrolaryngograaf. Op deze wijze werden F0-
waarden verzameld voor 1332 spraakuiüngen geproduceerd door 12 volwassen 
mannen en vrouwen, 12 horende kinderen en 12 dove kinderen. De resultaten, 
uitgedrukt in een totaalscore, werden vergeleken met de prestaties van 12 andere 
in de literatuur gepubliceerde toonhoogte-extractors. In deze vergelijking scoorde 
het VFFE algoritme het beste, aangevend dat het een uiterst efficiënt algoritme is 
voor de on-line bepaling van de F0 van spraak. 
Hoofdstuk 6 beschrijft een drie-staps hiërarchische en iteratieve procedure 
om klinkers en medeklinkers te classificeren op basis van multi-dimensionale 
data-vectoren, afgeleid van een 16-kanaals 1/3-octaaf filterbank. In essentie 
bestaat de methode in het herhaaldelijk wegen van een input data-vector 
waardoor één-dimensionale "perceptuele" representaties verkregen worden. 
Hieruit worden "foneem-contrasten" en "foneem-sterkten" berekend die de mate 
van overeenkomst aangeven met specifieke subsets uit de totale set van fonemen. 
Door een geleidelijke reductie van het aantal subsets wordt uiteindelijk het 
foneem geïdentificeerd. De betrouwbaarheid van de ontwikkelde methode werd 
vergeleken met een directe één-staps classificatie methode door gebruik te maken 
van automatische classificatie. 36 normaal horende sprekers (volwassenen en 
kinderen) en 12 dove kinderen produceerden elk de 12 nederlandse aangehouden 
klinkers met zowel een constante als een dalende toonhoogte, en tevens 8 
geselecteerde medeklinkers. De resultaten laten zien dat, vergeleken met de 
directe classificatie methode, de hiërarchische classificatie methode onder vrijwel 
alle spraakcondities aanzienlijk betere prestaties opleverde, waarbij 
classificatiescores tot 99% correcte spreker-onafhankelijke foneem-identificatie 
verkregen werden. 
Hoofdstuk 7 rapporteert de resultaten van een evaluatie van de VSA in het 
onderricht van spraak aan dove kinderen in de leeftijd van 4-7 jaar. De 
effectiviteit van de VSA werd getest gedurende een volledig schooljaar in een 
vergelijkende studie waarin de prestaties van kinderen in een experimentele 
groep werden vergeleken met die van kinderen in een controlegroep. De 22 
kinderen in de experimentele groep werden getraind met de VSA, terwijl de 16 
1rinHf»ft»n i n H*» r*r\ritrr*l^rrrr4ftrt rtTV-li»rri/-*Ht и/огНлп m a t Aa n a n n k i m m A t h n H â чг/%/ч*> 
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spreektraining. Op verschillende momenten gedurende het jaar werd de algemene 
spreekvaardigheid gemeten met de 'CID Phonetic Inventory'. Daarnaast werden 
specifieke spreekvaardigheden van de kinderen in de experimentele groep 
bepaald met de VSA test, een speciaal voor dit doel ontwikkelde test. De 
resultaten tonen aan dat de kinderen die met de VSA getraind werden significant 
hogere scores behaalden dan de kinderen in de controlegroep. In het bijzonder de 
zeer jonge kinderen bleken relatief veel baat te hebben van de training met de 
VSA. 
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1 De pessimistische benadering van Ling (1976) ten aanzien van 
een effectief gebruik van visuele hulpmiddelen in het 
spraakkonderricht, verwoord in zijn bewering: "The energy that 
has been devoted to the creation of visual speech teaching aids 
for hearing-impaired children probably equals that spent by 
alchemists in their effort to transform base metals into gold and 
by early physicists in their pursuit of perpetual motion: efforts to 
improve speech substantially through the use of visual feedback 
devices promise no greater success" wordt niet ondersteund door 
dit proefschrift. 
2 De ontwikkeling van een visueel hulpmiddel voor spraaktraining 
is een uiterst gecompliceerde en veelzijdige taak die alleen door 
een interdisciplinaire onderzoeksgroep bestaande uit 
wetenschappers, technici en spraaktherapeuten met succes kan 
worden uitgevoerd. Dit proefschrift. 
3 Dankzij de recente vooruitgang in computertechnologie, 
waardoor op relatief eenvoudige wijze zeer complexe en 
modulair opgezette systemen kunnen worden gebouwd, kan de 
aandacht van de onderzoeker zich meer gaan richten op het 
oplossen van conceptuele problemen. Dit proefschrift. 
4 Alhoewel de electrolaryngograaf in het laboratorium uitermate 
geschikt is voor een snelle en nauwkeurige bepaling van de 
grondtoon van spraak, is de praktische bruikbaarheid van dit 
apparaat, in het bijzonder bij jonge kinderen, beperkt. Dit 
proefschrift. 
5 De over het algemeen laag beoordeelde stemkwaliteit van dove 
kinderen is eerder het gevolg van een slechte controle van de 
suprasegmentale aspecten van spraak dan van een slechte 
stemgeving. Dit proefschrift. 
6 Gezien het dynamische karakter van spraak en de grote 
individuele verschillen tussen sprekers zal een geheel context-
en spreker-onafhankelijke identificatie van in isolatie 
uitgesproken klinkers en consonanten enkel op basis van een 
akoestische analyse nooit honderd procent betrouwbaar zijn. Dit 
proefschrift. 
7 Ondanks het feit dat het spectrum van een mannestem beter 
gedefinieerd is dan die van een vrouwestem, wordt de laatste in 
het algemeen als beter verstaanbaar ervaren, zoals mag blijken 
uit het veelvuldig gebruik van vrouwestemmen bij het omroepen 
van berichten op stations en luchthavens. 
8 Stotteren kan begrepen worden als het gevolg van pogingen om 
geautomatiseerde processen van de spraakproductie onder 
bewuste controle te brengen. Arenas, Povel, & Kolk, 1988. 
9 Software is nooit af, hoogstens bruikbaar. 
10 Materiële welvaart is een verrijking zolang je ervan geniet, maar 
een verarming zodra je eraan gehecht raakt. 
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